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Abstract

The skill of programming is a key asset for every computer science student. Many studies have shown that this is a hard skill to learn and the outcomes of programming courses have often been substandard. Thus, a range of methods and tools have been developed to assist students’ learning processes. One of the biggest fields in computer science education is the use of visualizations as a learning aid and many visualization based tools have been developed to aid the learning process during last few decades.

Studies conducted in this thesis focus on two different visualization-based tools TRAKLA2 and ViLLE. This thesis includes results from multiple empirical studies about what kind of effects the introduction and usage of these tools have on students’ opinions and performance, and what kind of implications there are from a teacher’s point of view.

The results from studies in this thesis show that students preferred to do web-based exercises, and felt that those exercises contributed to their learning. The usage of the tool motivated students to work harder during their course, which was shown in overall course performance and drop-out statistics.

We have also shown that visualization-based tools can be used to enhance the learning process, and one of the key factors is the higher and active level of engagement (see. Engagement Taxonomy by Naps et al., 2002). The automatic grading accompanied with immediate feedback helps students to overcome obstacles during the learning process, and to grasp the key element in the learning task.

These kinds of tools can help us to cope with the fact that many programming courses are overcrowded with limited teaching resources. These tools allows us to tackle this problem by utilizing automatic assessment in exercises that are most suitable to be done in the web (like tracing and simulation) since its supports students’ independent learning regardless of time and place.

In summary, we can use our course’s resources more efficiently to increase the quality of the learning experience of the students and the
teaching experience of the teacher, and even increase performance of the students.

There are also methodological results from this thesis which contribute to developing insight into the conduct of empirical evaluations of new tools or techniques. When we evaluate a new tool, especially one accompanied with visualization, we need to give a proper introduction to it and to the graphical notation used by tool. The standard procedure should also include capturing the screen with audio to confirm that the participants of the experiment are doing what they are supposed to do. By taken such measures in the study of the learning impact of visualization support for learning, we can avoid drawing false conclusion from our experiments.

As computer science educators, we face two important challenges. Firstly, we need to start to deliver the message in our own institution and all over the world about the new – scientifically proven – innovations in teaching like TRAKLA2 and ViLLE. Secondly, we have the relevant experience of conducting teaching related experiment, and thus we can support our colleagues to learn essential know-how of the research based improvement of their teaching. This change can transform academic teaching into publications and by utilizing this approach we can significantly increase the adoption of the new tools and techniques, and overall increase the knowledge of best-practices.

In future, we need to combine our forces and tackle these universal and common problems together by creating multi-national and multi-institutional research projects. We need to create a community and a platform in which we can share these best practices and at the same time conduct multi-national research projects easily.
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1 Introduction

Programming is a complex and a cognitively demanding task. Many students are struggling with the first steps of learning to program and this phenomenon has been reported in many studies all over the world. Students have difficulties with reading, tracing, writing and designing simple code fragments. The following studies will give insights into this phenomenon.

The study conducted by McCracken’s working group (McCracken et al., 2001) included four universities with total of 216 students. The average scored points was only about 23 points out of a maximum 110 points, and the results indicated a great number of failures in simple programming tasks where students were asked to produce a short piece of program code.

In addition, Lister et al. (2004) conducted a research study related to tracing and understanding the execution of simple programs. They assessed mostly students who had completed (or nearly completed) their first programming course. The study included 556 students in 12 different institutions. In that study, there were two types of tasks: students were asked to predict the outcome of small program i.e. tracing the code, and to select the right choice from given alternatives to complete a small code fragment. This study concluded that students had serious problems understanding the execution of small programs and students were especially weak in the code-completion task which is a necessary pre-requisite for problem solving.
Tenenberg et al. (2005) examined students’ ability to design software with over 300 participants from 21 institutions in four countries. They concluded that students cannot even design small programs after an introductory course.

To summarize this so far, we have a universal problem in that students are struggling to obtain the basic skills of programming. They cannot even create, design and implement simple programs and one clear outcome of this is that the results of programming courses have been substandard i.e. students are dropping out from their introductory programming courses (see Bennedsen and Caspersen, 2007).

During the last few decades, this has lead to development of many different kinds of methods, tools and techniques to assist students’ learning processes in programming education and almost a half of the publications in the Computer Science Education (CSE) field have some relation to this issue.

One of the biggest research fields is the use of visualization as a learning aid. There are numerous systems developed that use graphical components in explaining and clarifying the dynamic nature of programs. The challenge is even greater, when we combine the use of tools with the fact that many introductory programming and algorithm courses are overcrowded with hundreds of students. In this kind of course, we cannot provide extensive personal guidance with limited resources, so it becomes necessary that we produce systems that are capable of visualizing, assessing automatically and giving immediate feedback. In other words, these systems support students’ independent learning in one way or another.
In addition, there are also many other approaches to assist students in learning to program which have some connections to the topic of this thesis. Interested reader can find more information about approaches like collaborative learning, pair-programming and blended learning, and theories related to programming learning; why it is hard, what kind of skills are needed to master it, what should be taken into account when teaching and assessing introductory programming courses. (Daniels et al., 2004, du Boulay, 1989, Milne and Rowe, 2002, Boyle et al., 2003, Nagappan et al., 2003, Pears et al., 2005, Pears et al., 2007, Robins et al., 2003, Eckerdal et al., 2005, McGettrick et al., 2005, Lahtinen et al., 2005, Jain et al., 2006).

In this thesis, I focus on researching issues relating to the use of visualization tools as learning aids and how we can utilize these tools effectively in the different learning settings. The thesis also investigates what implications these tools have from the student and teacher points of view.

1.1 Research questions

The research reported, and experiments conducted, in this thesis focus on programming learning using visualization-based tools. By programming learning I mean courses ranging from introductory programming courses to data structures and algorithm courses. The main motivation for conducting these experiments was to tackle the problem of teaching the large student population. Since the first programming courses are usually overcrowded, with many students and with limited resources we need to develop methods and tools to support the provision of resource efficient ways of teaching.
The first research goal is to understand the effect of the introduction of a new tool for programming learning from the student perspective.

RQ1: *What kinds of effects there are when we adopt web-based tools in our teaching and learning?*

This question is quite large and it can be divided into four sub-questions in order to fully understand the changes in the student’s learning process; what are the students’ opinions and attitudes towards a new tool, what is the effect of a new tool on the students’ performance, and what is the role of automatic assessment and immediate feedback in achieving changes in students’ learning performance.

RQ1.1: *What are the students’ perceptions and attitudes towards web-based learning?*

RQ1.2: *How does the usage of web-based tools affects students’ performance?*

RQ1.3: *Are web-based tools TRAKLA2 and ViLLE effective?*

RQ1.4: *What are the roles of automatic assessment, user engagement and immediate feedback in enhancing students’ learning of programming?*

The second main research question is connected to the first one. The first main research question and its sub-questions covered issues relating to the student point of view, and the second research question tackles the process from the teacher point of view. In addition, we wanted to find out what kind of issues there are in relation to
conducting the evaluation of a new tool or a new method from a methodological stance.

RQ2: *How can we create and evaluate visualization-enhanced web-based tools that support programming learning?*

RQ2.1: *What implications are there from the teachers’ point of view?*

RQ2.2: *What kind of issues should be taken into account when we evaluate any new tools and methods?*

In the papers P1, P2, P3, P4, P5 and P6 we study the effect of visualization tools from students’ point of view. In addition, papers P4 and P6 present studies in relation to the research questions R2.2. All of the papers P1-P6 contribute to the research question R2.1. The literature review is used to build the framework for each of these research questions in all of the papers and in this thesis as well.

### 1.2 The structure of this thesis

Section 2 presents a research framework related the topic of this thesis. In addition, section 3 presents an overview of the visualization tools used in this thesis. Section 4 summarizes the conducted experiments, and the result are revisited and discussed in section 5. Finally, the conclusions are drawn and future work is presented in section 6.
2 Software visualization

Ben-Ari (2001) has stated that visualization includes everything from indentation of program code to complex animations. In addition, he concluded that the effective use of visualizations requires that textual and graphical notations need to be connected and synchronized to each other. The goal of any visualization is to help the learners grasp the essential elements of a topic and to reveal any underlying relationships. Visualization can also be used to provide learning models for the learner to link new knowledge with old knowledge (Hyrskykari, 1993).

However, for novice learners it is usually hard to determine which parts of visualization are important and relevant in different states of the visualization (Ben-Ari, 2001, Petre and Green, 1993). The relevant parts should be highlighted by the visualization itself, but that still doesn’t ensure that learner knows how to interpret these visualizations. In addition, Petre (1995) has stated that ”the question is not ‘Is a picture worth a thousand words?’, but ‘Does a picture convey the same thousand words to all viewers?’”. It can be easily seen, that this simple statement sets the requirements and challenges for visualizations. Different learners’ needs must be fulfilled, and the level of visualization must be adapted to the level of knowledge of the learner.

One of the first visualizations is the movie about list manipulation using the L6 programming language (Knowlton, 1966). Still, perhaps the first widely recognized visualization is Ronald Baecker’s (1981
and 1998) video *Sorting out Sorting* in which the goal is to illustrate the difference between nine basic sorting algorithms and especially emphasize the difference in the execution (complexity) time between different samples. After that many different forms of visualization have been created and the basis for the research field was set in late 1980’s and 1990’s.

*Software visualization* (SV) is the field of computer science which focuses on visualization of different aspects of software (programs, algorithms, classes, data flows etc). SV is defined by Price et al. (1993) and in Stasko et al. (1997):

“The use of the crafts of typography, graphic design, animation, and cinematography with modern human computer interaction and computer graphics technology to facilitate both the human understanding and effective use of computer software.”

Moreover, the goal of SV is to aid a learner’s understanding of issues related to software engineering and its processes. The definition of SV itself is very broad and therefore many different subfields have emerged, the two major subfields being the *program visualization* (PV) and the *algorithm visualization* (AV). In PV the goal is to promote understanding of dynamic behavior of program code by highlighting changes in the state of the program, and AV visualization can be seen as a higher-level representation of that same piece of code. Ben-Ari (2001) has stated that visualization can be low-level or high-level. In the low-level, the focus of the visualization is on displaying aspects like values of variables, evaluation of statements
and changes in program state in general. In the high-level, the visualization is focused on visualizing whole program modules, data structures and operations on those. Naturally, PV is usually counted as a low-level visualization and AV is counted as a high-level visualization. Although, it must be noted that the difference between algorithm visualization and program visualization systems is nowadays very narrow and there are systems which are capable of visualizing both the low-level and the high-level aspects of an algorithm.

There are many studies that have focused on aspects like the engagement of the learner and the relevance of each component which should be taken into account when we design and implement new visualizations-based tools (e.g. Stasko et al., 1993, Naps et al., 2002, Rößling and Naps, 2002a, Rößling and Naps, 2002b, 2002, Rößling and Häussage, 2004, Rößling et al., 2006, Brusilovsky et al., 2006).

### 2.1 Program visualization

As Wiggins (1998) has stated, the purpose of visualizations is to help the learner to understand what a program does, why it does it, how it works, and what the outcome is. Program visualization can be defined as the visualization of program or algorithm execution with graphical components. The goal of PV is to assist the learner in understanding the effects of program execution on variable state and the dynamic behaviour of a program. There are two main types of PV visualization systems: static and dynamic.

On the one hand, dynamic PV tools can illustrate the flow of control by highlighting the current program code line under execution and
illustrate the effects of the program execution on the program state (values of variables) by using visual components. On the other hand, static PV-tools focus on depicting program structure and its’ relations with pictures and diagrams.

Still, there are numerous PV tools developed for learning purposes. BlueJ is a static program visualization tool (Kölling et al., 2003). JavaVis (Oechsle and Schmitt, 2002) visualizes program execution through object and sequence diagrams. JIVE (Gestwicki and Jayaraman, 2002) is a program visualization tool that in addition to code highlighting, visualizes object structure and method calling sequences. Jeliot 3 (Moreno et al., 2004) is a program visualization tool that illustrates program execution in Java with graphical symbols. JGRAPS combines the development environment with visualizations and can automatically identify some data structures (Cross and Hendrix, 2007 and Cross et al., 2007). Raptor (Carlisle et al., 2005) is a programming environment that uses dataflow diagrams for visualizations.

Many PV systems have been developed over the last years, but there are a just few quantitative studies which are focusing on the effects of the tool to the learning outcome (see e.g. Ben-Bassat Levy et al., 2002, Van Haaster and Hagan 2004). In addition, there are many qualitative research studies about programming education in PV (see Oudshoorn et al., 1996, Gestwicki and Jayaraman, 2002, Ben-Bassat Levy et al., 2002, Kannusmäki et al., 2004, Moreno and Joy, 2007). The qualitative research studies have shown that students felt that the PV system usually aided them in the learning process, especially in the early stages (see Kannusmäki et al., 2004).
2.2 Algoritm visualization

As mentioned earlier, the focus of AV is on a more abstract level than PV. Whilst PV visualizes changes in variable state, in AV the focus is on illustrating the effects of algorithm execution to the state of the data structures in hand. For example, in PV we would describe a binary tree with an array while in AV we would present the binary tree with a graphical tree-representation with nodes and edges. The latter gives much better mental model of the binary tree to the learner. This graphical representation gives the learner a better chance to learn the basics of a data structure or an algorithm. In AV, the learning goal is in a more conceptual level and it is important to learn the key elements of the data structure or the algorithm than to learn the low-level implementation of the data structure or algorithm.

AV can be divided further into two subcategories: static algorithm visualization and algorithm animation. The difference is that static AV uses different static components like diagrams, graphs, and pictures to visualize the relevant aspect of an algorithm, and algorithm animation includes everything related the dynamic visualization. The simplest form of dynamic visualization is the use of series of static pictures, and on the other end are the systems which are capable of interacting with the learner and direct manipulation of the visualization.

In the field of computer science education (CSE), many AV tools have been developed to ease the learning process. Some notable AV systems include ALVIS LIVE (Hundhausen and Brown, 2007), Animal (Rößling and Freisleben, 2002, BALSA-II (Brown, 1988),
JHAVÉ (Naps, 2005), TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al., 2004, Korhonen et al., 2004), XTANGO (Stasko, 1992), and ZEUS (Brown, 1991).

Visual algorithm simulation (VAS) was introduced by Korhonen (2003). This is a dynamic form of AV in which the learner uses a method enabling direct manipulation of the data structure in hand. This is accomplished by performing drag-and-drop operations while simulating (i.e. executing) a given algorithm with given data. One example of this is where the learner has to remove the minimum value from a minimum binary heap. In this exercise, the heap is visualized both in array- and/or in tree-representation and the learner can apply direct manipulations to one of the visualizations. Firstly, the learner swaps with a drag-and-drop operation the root of the heap and the last element of the heap. Secondly, the learner simulates a specific algorithm by performing a number of drag-and-drop operations (i.e. swaps) until the heap property is satisfied and the value has floated down to the correct position in the heap.

2.3 Use of visualization in computer science education

Although there have been many success stories in adapting visualization systems in teaching and learning (e.g. Korhonen et al., 2002, Hundhausen et al., 2002), there has not been widespread adoption of visualization tools by educators and instructors in their teaching. This phenomenon is reported in the ITiCSE working group report (Naps et al., 2002) and since then the situation has been remained quite the same. The report summarizes results from three different surveys related to usage of visualization-based tools in teaching and learning and attitudes of instructors in computer science
education. The main focus in that report was the instructor and the attitudes of the instructor whether towards the use of a new visualization in his teaching. In the academic world, the instructor of a course, in almost all cases, is the only person who decides whether or not to use new methods in his teaching. The report included almost 200 answers from about 20 – 30 countries.

In the first survey (namely pre-conference survey) there were total of 29 respondents, and 59% of respondents strongly agreed and 41% of agreed to the statement: “Using visualization can help students learn computing concepts”. The same question was asked in the second survey (namely index card survey), and 43% strongly agreed, 49% agreed and 8% didn’t have opinion or were neutral. The total number of respondents was 66 in this second survey. There were almost 100 computer science educators who answered to this statement, and none of those disagreed with this statement. In addition, the report collected also opinions about benefits of using visualizations for the instructor, and the top benefits were:

- 90%: the teaching experience is more enjoyable
- 86%: improved level of student participation
- 83%: anecdotal evidence that the class was more fun for students
- 76%: visualization provide a powerful basis for discussing conceptual foundations of algorithms
- 76%: anecdotal evidence of improved students learning
To conclude this section thus far, the report showed that instructors have very positive attitudes towards visualization, and its benefits for students and for themselves.

These attitudes are very positive, so how does this fact reflect in the usage of visualization in teaching? In the first survey, 97% of respondents did use visualizations in lectures occasionally and two-thirds made the visualizations available outside the classroom. Another survey (the third survey; namely Grissom survey) was conducted in 2000 and it was also reported in this WG report. This survey included a total of 91 answers, and there was question about the usage and frequencies of static and dynamic visualization inside and outside the classroom.

Almost three out of four respondents answered that they have frequently used static visualizations in teaching frequently. This is not surprising since a showing picture of program / algorithm state is counted as using a static visualization. An interesting finding was that 54% of respondents had used dynamic visualization a few times per term and 53% had used dynamic visualizations outside classroom also a few times per term. In addition, 13% had never used dynamic visualizations, and 23% had never used dynamic visualization outside the classroom. We can conclude that even if the instructor has positive attitudes towards visualizations, they are not utilizing visualizations frequently in teaching, since 67% of respondents did not use dynamic visualization frequently inside the classroom and even 76% did not use dynamic visualization frequently outside the classroom.

The surveys also collected reasons for this lack of use, which were:
• 93 %: time required to search for good examples
• 90 %: time it takes to learn the new tool
• 90 %: time it takes to develop visualizations
• 83 %: lack of effective development tools
• 79 %: time it takes to adapt visualizations to teaching

The most common factor for these reasons is the word *time* or more generally that the effort of introducing new visualization-based tools is too high. There are other studies which support these findings. For example, Hundhausen et al. (2002) studied the reasons why instructors are not using visualizations in teaching finding similar results.

In addition, Shaffer et al. (2007) found that most of the existing algorithm visualizations are of low quality, and the content of those visualizations are covering only the easier topics. They also noted that there are no repositories or collections of algorithm visualizations, although nowadays we have some portals like Algorithm Visualization Portal (AlgoViz, 2010).

### 2.4 Effectiveness of visualization

These studies indicate that intuitively people believe that visualizations will help the learner in the learning tasks. Even though there have been some quantitative and qualitative studies which have investigated the effectiveness of visualizations, there are still many open questions related to the effects of visualizations on learning outcomes and what are the relevant aspects of these.
One of the most recognized studies in the field of visualization in computer science education is the meta-study by Hundhausen et al. (2002). They conducted a study which analysed 24 educational experiments using visualizations. Only 46% (11 out of 24) of the studies analyzed reported statistically significant differences favouring the treatment group. In those cases the treatment group (utilizing some form of visualization) outperformed the control group (learning without the visualization) in learning performance. On the other hand, over the half of those studies did not find any difference in learning performance between the treatment and control group, and one of those experiments even reported an opposite result against the use of visualization. Hundhausen et al. (2002) reported that in many of those evaluated experiments the focus was on the number of visualized components instead of how those visualizations benefited students’ learning. Hundhausen et al. (2002) concluded that the passive usage (viewing) of visualization does not guarantee better learning performance and it is really important to engage and activate the learner with visualization during the learning activity.

The importance of interaction between the learner and the material is reported also in the educational literature (see e.g. Evans and Gibbons, 2007, Mayer and Chandler, 2001, Mayer et al., 2003). In particular, this is reported in the research field *multimedia learning* (ML) which is defined by the use of multimedia accompanied with a learning target (Mayer, 2001). In addition, Mayer (2001) characterises ML learning from pictures and words or, more specifically, as *dual-channel learning* or *dual-code learning* (Paivio, 1986). Dual-channel learning means that we use both visual and auditive channels (eyes
and ears) in the learning process. The assumption of dual-code learning is that learning is more effective if the multimedia material is presented both in visual and verbal form. Dual-channel learning includes the \textit{limited-capacity assumption} (Baddeley, 1992, Chandler and Sweller, 1991) which means that the learner can handle limited amounts of pieces of knowledge in both channels. Moreover, one key factor in this theory is the \textit{cognitive load} of the material. The cognitive load is the number of element that we need to combine and integrate in order to learn a new element of knowledge (Lehtinen 2006, Mayer 2001, Sweller and Chandler 1994). More specifically, Lehtinen (2006) has identified a special form of cognitive load related to the learning environments. In other words, this is concerned with how the learning material is organized and represented. In addition, there are many more articles related to the ML and interaction (see Evans and Sabry, 2002, Moore, 1989, Schar and Krueger, 2000).

\subsection{Engagement taxonomy}

Findings in the meta-study by Hundhausen et al. (2002) revealed that we need to engage the learner with visualization to promote learning outcomes. This was one of the facts that lead to the development of the \textit{Engagement Taxonomy} (ET, Naps et al., 2003). The taxonomy is a result of an ITiCSE workgroup in 2003 which was lead by Thomas Naps and Guido Rößling.

ET describes six levels of engagement between the learner and the visualization. In addition, it provides set of hypotheses about how the engagement affects learning outcomes. The ET gained acceptance in the CSE field very rapidly, and many different studies have been
carried out to prove its hypothesis. The central idea of the ET is the following: the higher the engagement between the learner and the visualization, the better the learning outcome. The six levels of the ET are presented in the Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engagement level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No-viewing</td>
<td>There is no visualization in use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing</td>
<td>The visualization is only viewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding</td>
<td>The learner interacts with the visualization by responding to the visualization related questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing</td>
<td>Visualization or state of visualization can be altered.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constructing</td>
<td>The learner can create own visualizations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting</td>
<td>The learner presents visualizations for discussion and feedback.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 the levels of engagement taxonomy

*No viewing* is the first level of ET and it simply means that there is no visualization in use. Still, in this level it is possible to use textual based learning material without graphics such as pictures, etc.

*Viewing* is the next level of ET and it is the core form of engagement. This level of engagement exists also in every above level of this
taxonomy since all visualization systems include some kind of viewing. In this level, the learner can view the visualization passively or actively. The simplest example of passive viewing is watching an algorithm animation without controls like movie Sorting out Sorting (Baecker, 1981). The same animation could be counted as an active viewing if it is provided with VCR-like controls.

In the responding level the learner is asked questions about the visualization. The questions can be, for example, about predicting the next state of the visualization, asking the code behind the visualization, etc. There are many systems developed supporting this level of engagement like Animal (Rößling and Freisleben, 2002), JHAVÉ (Naps et al., 2000), ViLLE (Rajala et al., 2007) and TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al., 2004). In addition, there is a prototype version of question generator in Jeliot 3 (Myller, 2007).

In the changing level, the learner modifies the visualization. The system can allow the learner to vary the input data of the algorithm under visualization. This feature is found, for example, in ALVIE (Crescenzi and Nocentini, 2007), Alvis (Hundhausen and Douglas, 2002) and JHAVÉ (Naps et al., 2000). In addition, ViLLE (Rajala et al., 2007) and Jeliot 3 (Moreno et al., 2004) can be counted in this level because a learner can change the source code from which the visualization is generated.

The Constructing level includes activities in which the learner can create or construct his own visualizations of the algorithm. This can be done for example by direct manipulation, hand constructing or by visual algorithm simulation (Korhonen, 2003).
In TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al., 2004), PILOT (Bridgeman et al., 2000) and in MA&DA (Krebs et al., 2005) the learner is required to apply the visual algorithm simulation process to existing visualization or to create a visualization from scratch. It should be noted, that all of these aforementioned systems are capable of automatic evaluation and providing, to some extent, feedback of students’ answers.

Other systems, in which there is a possibility to construct new visualization or animations, include ALVIE (Crescenzi and Nocentini, 2007), JHAVÉ (Naps et al., 2000) and WinHIPE (Pareja-Flores et al., 2007, Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide, 2007).

The highest level of the ET is *presenting*. In this level, the learner presents visualization to an audience for feedback or for discussion. All visualization systems can be utilized in this level and this can be accomplished by showing the user interface of the system through a data projector to the audience. However, there are systems which have integrated features which promote the use of the *presenting* level like on-the-fly features in Animal (Rößling and Ackermann, 2007) and in MatrixPro (Karavirta et al., 2002).

### 2.5.1 Evaluation of the engagement taxonomy

The engagement taxonomy has been tested in many studies over the last decade and a half. This section will present some of the studies in which the learning performance has been evaluated.

Lawrence et al. (1994) conducted a study related to the effects between *viewing*- and *changing*-level with 62 participants. The result indicated that students in the changing level got higher accuracy on examination compared to students in the viewing level, though the
difference was not statistically significant. In addition, there was also comparison between groups who attended the laboratory session (in changing or viewing –level) and those who did not attend. The students in the changing –level accompanied with the laboratory session-group outperformed the students in the no-laboratory-group with statistically significant difference.

In 1999, Byrne et al. (1999) reported two studies related to no-viewing, viewing, and responding –levels (viewing with prediction) with a total of 150 students. The results were not statistically significant, but they suggest that prediction was the key factor over the animation in the learning process, and they found a trend towards prediction i.e. responding level.

Hansen et al. (2000) presented a study which reported a summary from eight different experiments with over 230 participants. They compared the learning outcome between viewing and changing –levels. In their study, the changing –group outperformed the viewing group with statistically significant difference.

Jarc et al. (2000) carried out a study related to two experiments comparing the ET levels viewing and responding with 52 participants. There were no statistically significant differences in learning between the groups.

Kehoe et al. (2001) conducted a study in which they compared the learning outcome between no viewing and viewing –levels in a homework scenario with a total of 12 participants. There were some trends towards the viewing group, but students from both groups performed similarly in most of the questions.
Hübscher-Younger and Narayanan (2003) reported outcomes from three related experiments comparing constructing and viewing-levels with over 100 students. In addition, there is a collaboration aspect as well since the learners were able to evaluate and discuss the visualizations. The students improved their learning by creating and evaluating visualizations. In addition, the students working in the constructing level outperformed the others with statistically significant difference.

In 2003, Grissom et al. (2003) conducted a study comparing three different levels of ET (namely no-viewing, viewing and responding) with over 150 participants. The responding group outperformed the viewing (no statistical difference) and no-viewing group (with statistical significance), and viewing group outperformed no-viewing group (no statistical difference). These trends supported the hypotheses of the ET.

Rhodes et al. (2006) conducted a study in which they compared viewing and responding levels. They did not find statistically significant differences in learning. In addition, they found that questions with feedback were more successful than questions without the feedback (with statistical significance). However, the number of participants was quite low (29 participants divided into six groups), which suggest that these finding needs to be repeated with a larger number of participants.

Lauer (2006) carried out a study with 96 students comparing viewing, changing and constructing –levels of engagement. They did not find statistically significant differences in the learning performance
between the groups. The authors indicated that one possible reason for the outcome was the influence of an introductory lecture of the same topic before the experiment.

A study by Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide (2007) compared the engagement levels of viewing and constructing with a total of 15 participants. They found some evidence favoring the constructing group with statistically significant difference.

A study by Taylor et al. (2009) studied the difference between the learners using passive and predictive animations. In other words, they compared the ET levels viewing and responding. The results indicated that the students working in the responding group outperformed the viewing group. It must be noted, that the authors did not state if the difference has a statistical meaning or not.

In addition, there have been a couple more wide scale studies related to the effectiveness of visualizations in general. The first is the meta-study by Hundhausen et al. (2002) with mixed results, and the second is the study by Urquiza-Fuentes and Velázquez-Iturbide (2009). The latter included a survey about successful experiments about the use of visualization.

The next few paragraphs will conclude findings based on the existing research related to learning outcomes between the different engagement levels.

No-Viewing vs. Viewing.

At least, the passive viewing does not seem to predict higher learning performance than the no-viewing level (Hundhausen et al., 2002, Naps et al., 2002, Naps, 2005).
No-viewing vs. responding, changing, and constructing.

The research suggests, that visualization accompanied by some active form of engagement (levels: responding, changing and constructing) produces better learning outcomes when comparing active levels to the no-viewing level (Grissom et al., 2003, Hansen et al., 2000, and Hübscher-Younger and Narayanan, 2003) In addition, Lawrence et al. (1994) found also a trend favouring the changing group.

Viewing vs. responding.

The one of the most interesting situation is the difference between levels of viewing and responding. There are a couple of studies which do not show any differences in learning between these levels (see Jarc et al., 2000, Rhodes et al., 2006). However, there are also studies which are showing at least a trend towards the responding level (Byrne et al., 1999, Grissom et al., 2003, Taylor et al., 2009). In order to clarify whether there is a difference in the learning performance or not, further studies should be carried out which compare the levels viewing and responding with a decent number of participants.

Viewing vs. changing and constructing.

There are a number of large studies which have shown that there is a difference in learning performance between the viewing and changing/constructing –level (Hansen et al., 2000, Hübscher-Younger and Narayanan, 2003). In addition, the study by Lauer (2006) did not find any differences in learning between these levels, but there might be some disturbing factors in that study as stated by the authors.

In addition, Naps et a. 2005 have stated that the active engagement include responding, changing, constructing and presenting –levels, so
the implications are that passive engagement includes only the viewing level, and no-viewing belongs to no-engagement.

At least, one interesting question remains between active and passive engagement, and where is the line between those? For example, if we provide visualization with VCR-controls, does it belong to active or passive engagement?

From the mixed result of existing research and unanswered questions, at least couple of changes and extensions have been proposed (Myller et al., 2009, Lauer, 2008a, Lauer, 2008b) to ET. Myller et al. (2009) have presented an extension to the ET which is called Extended Engagement Taxonomy, EET. The idea behind the EET is that it provides finer granularity of engagement levels to the researchers and to the visualization tool designers. They present four additional levels to the engagement taxonomy: controlled viewing, providing input, modifying, and reviewing (see Table 2).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>New levels in EET</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Controlled-viewing</td>
<td>The visualization is viewed with controls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providing input</td>
<td>The learner provides input to the visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modifying</td>
<td>Modification of the visualization before viewing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing</td>
<td>Visualizations are viewed for the purpose of suggestion and comments.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 the new levels introduced in the extended engagement taxonomy

In the controlled viewing, the viewing is more active than in viewing levels (active vs. passive viewing). The learner can control the execution speed of the animation or changes the views in the animation. The most common example is where the learner is able to control the visualization by VCR-controls, though backward movement is still an absent feature in many of visualization systems. The controlled viewing is after the level of viewing. In other words, the controlled viewing is the next higher level of engagement from the viewing level.

The providing input level is positioned between the controlled viewing and changing. In this level, the learner can change the input to a program or to a method during or before the execution of it.
In the *modifying* level, the learner modifies the visualization by altering the source code or input data. This level of EET is located between ET’s originals levels *changing* and *constructing*.

*Reviewing* is the highest level of engagement after ET’s *presenting* level. This level is different from presenting in that the presenter of the visualization is not especially the author of it, and the visualization is presented to audience for suggestions and feedback.

Lauer (2008a, 2008b) has also presented changes to the ET. He suggests that the *constructing* level should be divided into levels of *simulating*, *hand-constructing* and *code-based constructing* in presented order. In addition, viewing is divided into *viewing* and *controlled viewing*. More information about these extensions can be found in PhD-thesis of Myller (2009) in which Myller compares these two extensions and describe some joint work between Myller and Lauer.

Another important aspect in EET (Myller et al., 2009) is that the hypotheses of the ET are extended to collaborative learning as well. They have created a hypothesis “*increasing the level of engagement between learners and the visualization tool results in a higher positive impact of the visualization on the collaboration process*” and they have provided some partial and empirical evidence to support that hypothesis. In general, the collaboration factor is becoming more widely used method in computer science and education, and nowadays we use visualization in collaborative situations. Further reading about this collaborative aspect of learning can be found in Lehtinen et al. (1999), Hundhausen (2005), or Myller (2009).
3 Visualization tools considered in this thesis

In this section I present the visualization tools used in the articles included in this thesis. Firstly, an introduction to the TRAKLA2-tool and its previous work is presented and secondly the introduction to the ViLLE-tool is given in the same manner.

3.1 TRAKLA2

TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al., 2004) is a learning environment which is based on the visual algorithm simulation and visualization framework called Matrix (Korhonen et al., 2004).

In the TRAKLA2 system the learner can do visual algorithm simulation exercises related to data structures and algorithms. In the VAS-exercise the learner is supposed to simulate the execution of a given algorithm to given data by performing drag-and-drop operations inside the graphical user interface. The system is capable of providing automatic assessment and immediate feedback to the students. In addition, the input data is randomized for every instance of an exercise and the learner can practise the algorithm simulation with varying sets of data. In addition, the learner can look at the model answer with given data and compare it to his own answer. Tailored initial data prevents the use of brute force or trial-and-error techniques, and provides the learner with the possibility to make multiple re-submissions. In practise, after viewing the model answer, the learner
has to start the exercise from the beginning with new initial data to be able to submit again.

The task in the TRAKLA2-system can be for example: ”Find the 4\textsuperscript{th} smallest element using a minimum binary heap. Insert a given elements in a given order to the initial empty minimum binary heap by applying MIN-HEAP-INSERT-algorithm. After that, remove four times the smallest element from the heap by simulating the MIN-HEAP-DELETE algorithm.”

The exercise is performed with a graphical user interface (a java applet), and the learner changes the state of the given data structure by using VAS. For example, a binary heap can be presented in the array representation and/or in the tree-representation. The learner can use either of those representations to change the state of a data structure and the system reflects the change automatically to the other representation.

In the example exercise (see Figure 1), the learner should add the given elements (Stream of keys) to an initially empty binary heap by using Min-Heap-Insert algorithm. In the Figure 1, the learner has already inserted seven elements to the heap, and in the model answer the next value (77) is also inserted to the correct position in the heap.
The learner’s answer is recorded as a series of states which can be compared to the model solution’s states. The model solution is created by the system by the actual implementation of algorithm in hand. In other words, the formal nature of algorithms makes it possible to utilize automatic assessment and immediate feedback. On the one hand, that the learner does not need to code anything. On the other hand, the learner works in the conceptual level of the algorithm and the visualization can help the learner to build the mental model of the data structure. From the ET point of view, we can use the TRAKLA2 tool in the levels of viewing (in EET controlled-viewing), changing / constructing and presenting.
3.1.1 Previous work

The first intervention by Korhonen et al. (2002) study was carried out at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) in 2001. The participants were divided randomly to three different groups

\[ N_A = 372, N_B = 77, N_C = 101. \]

The study was conducted in a 12-week data structure and algorithms course (DSA). The students’ performance utilizing TRAKLA learning environment, which is predecessor of TRAKLA2, was compared to other groups which used traditional classroom sessions. The main difference between TRAKLA and TRAKLA2 was that the earlier version of the system did not have a graphical user interface. The study concluded that, if the exercises are the same, there is no difference in learning between students exercising on the web (group A) or in the classroom (group B). In addition, the drop-out rates were almost equal in both of groups A and B. Meanwhile, the group C utilized more challenging exercises in the classroom exercises resulting significant increase in learning performance compared to other groups. However, the drop-out rate was also significantly higher as well.

Karavirta et al. (2005) studied the behaviour of the students using TRAKLA2 based on their submissions count and achieved points. They clustered different types of learners and concluded that there is only a small number of learners who use the resubmission-feature inefficiently like with trial-and-error tactic.

In fall 2006, Myller et al. (2007) conducted a quantitative study focusing on the ET at University of Turku (UTU). The learning
outcomes of the students were compared using the TRAKLA2-tool in different engagement levels in collaborative setting (i.e. in pairs). The treatment group utilized the tool on changing-level while the control group utilized the tool in EET of controlled viewing. There were a total of 105 participants, 52 students in the treatment group and 53 students in the control group. The setup was a typical pre-test, treatment, post-test design. The results concluded that the level of engagement had an effect on students’ learning results favouring the treatment group although the differences were not statistically significant. Especially, students without previous knowledge seemed to learn more from using visualizations on higher engagement level.

Seppälä et al. (2006) conducted a study related to the misconception of students. They analysed student’s answers to a simulation exercise related to binary heap. They suggested that many students recognize the goal of the exercise, but they do not study the algorithm enough. They identified many misconceptions which can be modelled to the TRAKLA2 and identified automatically by the system to give more detailed feedback.

3.2 VILLE –visual learning tool

We have developed a program visualization tool called ViILLE at the University of Turku. Its main goal is to illustrate the dynamic behaviour of program code, the changes in the program state during the execution with various graphical and textual means. In addition, the tool is primarily designed for the teacher. The tool has built-in editors for creating and modifying syntax, examples handling and editing questions and it supports multiple programming languages.
For example, the parallel view makes it possible to compare the syntax of different programming languages side by side and emphasizes the similarity of basics of imperative programming languages. And despite of the small differences in syntax the basic functionalities of constructs are quite similar in all (imperative) programming languages. In addition, ViLLE’s automatically assessed exercises can be easily integrated as a part of a programming course by using the TRAKLA server (Malmi et al. 2004) or with the export function the example set can be distributed as an independent collection on the web or in other media like usb-memory.

The ViLLE-tool has multiple exercise types. In the tracing exercise, the student is asked pop-up questions while the execution is in the progress. In the programming exercise, the student is required to code a short piece of code. It must be noted, that the tool can provide automated assessment and visualization of the code inside tool’s limitations. In the programming code sorting exercise, the lines of a given fragment of code are randomly shuffled. The goal of this type exercise is to rearrange the given code lines into order to satisfy the requirements.

3.2.1 Teacher point of view

From the design point of view, the most important user of the ViLLE system is the teacher. The teacher is the person who decides if a student uses the system. In the academic world the most challenging thing is to convince the teacher to use a tool, the students will always follow the teacher’s decision. Hence, the ViLLE-tool (see Figure 2) includes many features for the teacher including an easy to use
graphical interface to built-in editors for the programming language, examples and questions. In addition, the system includes predefined and easily customizable set of exercises with exporting and automated assessment features covering most of the topics in the typical first programming course.

![Figure 2 The main view of the ViLLE-tool](image)

To conclude, the teacher can use his own teaching philosophy without a need to adjust it to a tool’s constraints, and the tool can be integrated easily to any course without investing a great amount of time to installing, exploring, and maintaining the tool.

### 3.2.2 Student point of view

The following section presents ViLLE’s features from the student point of view (see figure 3).
The features are grouped under the following topics:

**Visualization of the program execution.** The execution of the program code is visualized line by line. Currently and previously executed program code lines are highlighted in different colours. In addition, the variable values and changes in them, program line explanation and the output of the program are presented in their own area. The *call stack view* presents subprograms, local variables and the return values. Moreover, arrays are presented graphically in their own area called *shared memory.*
Language independency. The program code execution is visualized similarly regardless of the chosen programming language, and the language can be changed anytime during the visualization. In addition, the program code execution can be viewed in two different languages simultaneously in parallel view.

Visualization controls: Controls are flexible – the user can move one step at a time, both forwards and especially backwards in the program execution. The user can view the execution as an animation with adjustable speed. The user can use the execution slider to move directly to any state of the program execution. The execution slider located at the bottom of the visualization view also has a secondary function: the number of steps can be used to determine the complexity of the program and to compare the complexities of different algorithms.

Engagement and interaction. The system supports multiple views of engagement and interaction. The plain form in engagement is the possibility to view the execution of the program code. In addition, the students can answer presented questions while tracing the program code. They can also modify the program code and those changes can be visualized immediately. However, since the editing must be done in Java, this feature cannot naturally be utilized in all courses with other programming languages. From the ET point of view, we can use the ViILLE tool in the levels of viewing (EET controlled viewing), responding, changing and presenting. More information about the system can be found in (Rajala et al., 2007, Kaila et al., 2008, Kaila et al., 2009).
4 Summary of publications

The first three papers (P1, P2, and P3) present a set of experiments in which the TRAKLA2 tool was introduced and evaluated at two different universities.

The P1 (Laakso et al., 2004) presents the first results of the study of the introduction of TRAKLA2 system into the course of data structures and algorithms at the University of Turku in 2004. We compared students’ learning results with the results of the previous instance of the same course. The students’ performance statistics were clearly better than in 2003 when only pen-and-paper types of exercises were used in classroom sessions. In addition, 100 students were surveyed about their attitudes (and changes in those) towards web-based learning environments while getting involved with a wholly new system providing automatic feedback and the chance to resubmit their solutions.

Our results show that such an on-line learning environment considerably increases positive attitudes towards web-based learning, and according to students’ self-evaluations, the best learning results are achieved by combining traditional teaching and web-based learning.

The P2 (Laakso et al., 2005a) is the second publication of the study conducted in University of Turku in 2004 accompanied with results from a usability study. It presents results from three interrelated studies focusing on introducing the TRAKLA2 learning environment in a data structure and algorithms course (DSA) at two different
universities. The students used a new system capable which was capable of providing automatic assessment and immediate feedback of visual algorithm simulation exercises. Students learning performance was compared to a previous year’s course in which TRAKLA2 was not used. In addition, the students’ attitudes, opinions and especially changes in them were gathered with surveys. We also conducted a usability study at Åbo Akademi in which the students used a TRAKLA2-exercise and their actions were monitored in a usability lab.

The study concluded that TRAKLA2 had a positive effect on students’ learning when looking the learning performance, and the tool activated students’ behaviour in other areas of the DSA course. Moreover, the number of passed attendants rose from 49 to 81; TRAKLA2 was extra handy to less talented students, supporting them to get over the edge and pass the course. A large questionnaire study at UTU has shown that students’ attitudes strengthened positively towards web-based exercises. According to students’ self-evaluations, the best learning results are achieved by combining traditional exercises with web-based ones. The results from the usability study at Åbo Akademi showed that the TRAKLA2 system is easy to use and it takes a short time to learn to use the system.

The results from the P1 and P2 encouraged us to integrate the TRAKLA2 system more heavily in our DSA course at UTU. The P3 (Laakso et al., 2005b) presents results from this intervention study which was carried out at UTU and HUT. In that study, the studies from 2001 (Korhonen et al., 2002) and 2004 (P1) were repeated. The
students \((N = 133 + 134)\) were divided randomly into two groups in both institutions. The research setup is described in Figure 4.

In this study, the group A started the solving procedure (after joint classroom exercises) with web-based exercises while the group B practised the same topics in a classroom. In the midpoint of the course, the treatment was changed: the group A continued in the classroom while the group B utilized TRAKLA2 exercises on the web. The students’ performance was measured with two exams, one in the middle of the course and one in the end of the course.

The study found that the there were no statistically significant differences in learning performance if the exercises are the same. In addition, the results suggest that it is beneficial to introduce easy and human guided exercises at the very beginning of the course and that there is an emerging need for both type exercises in a DSA course. Based on the students’ self assessment, the recommended way to introduce the web-based exercises in DSA is by combining these approaches. There are certain types of exercises which are suitable to be solved and automatically assessed on the web while other exercises

Figure 4 the setup of the study (Laakso et al., 2005b).
(i.e. proofing and analysing) are more suitable for the traditional classroom sessions. It seems that in these kinds of more challenging exercises, human guidance is needed in order for students to fully understand the exercise’s multifaceted nature like to grasp underlying reasons of the complexity time of a given algorithm.

The P4 (Laakso et al., 2009) reports outcomes from a repetition study, in which the design of the study was based on the experiment by Myller et al. (2007) with some design flaws improved. The goal of this repetition study was to find the effect of collaboration on learning performance when students are learning in different levels of engagement of EET. There were a total of 75 students in this study, and they were randomly divided into two groups. The pairs in the control group utilized TRAKLA2 exercises in the controlled viewing level, and the treatment group utilized the TRAKLA2 exercises in the changing/constructing level of EET. The study itself was a typical pre-test, treatment, post-test design. In addition, the screen activity with sound was captured for each pair.

The study concluded that both groups learned with statistically significance difference. The students gained a statistically significant improvement in performance in shared questions from the pre- to the post-test in both groups. Still there was a trend favouring the treatment group in almost all of the questions, so we wanted to find out the underlying reason(s) for it. It must be noted, that in the original setup of this study, there was no statistically significant difference in learning between the groups so we could not reject the null hypotheses. However, when the screen recordings were analysed there was a major finding, many students in the treatment group performed
only in the *controlled viewing* level (i.e. condition of the control group). In this observational study (see Figure 5), the students (Viewing T), who utilized TRAKLA2 exercises only in the *controlled viewing* level, were moved to the new control group (Viewing A). After the rearrangement of the groups, the treatment group (Changing T) outperformed the new control group (Viewing A) with statistically significant difference.

![Figure 5 the setup of the study and the rearrangement (Laakso et al., 2009).](image)

From the findings of this observational study, it can be said that the higher engagement level enhances learning in collaborative settings with visualization. This fact is supported by analysis by Myller (2009) in his PhD thesis. He has shown that by combining the results from these two consecutive experiments (Myller et al. 2007 and the P4) and by analysing the post-test results with the binomial test (\( F(16,21,0.5) = 0.013, \text{ two tailed, } p < 0.05 \)) we can actually reject the null hypothesis. To conclude, there is a difference between the students’ learning performance in EET’s levels *controlled viewing* and *changing* when learning is done in collaboration.
In addition, the P4 concluded that the use of screen capturing software and voice recording should be a standard procedure in this type of research setup because then we can verify that the participants really do what we expect them to do. By doing this, we can avoid making false research conclusions and implications in our studies.

The P5 describes (Rajala et al., 2008) and discusses the results of a study on the effectiveness of ViLLE. The research was carried out at the University of Turku, and it included students in their first programming course. Students were divided randomly into two groups, and the setup of the study was a typical pre-test, treatment, post-test design lasting two hours (see Figure 6). The control group used only traditional textual material during the session, whereas for the treatment group, the same material was extended with interactive examples using ViLLE.

![Figure 6 the setup of the study Rajala et al. (2008).](image)

With this research setting, we formed two research questions: “Does ViLLE help students in learning to program?”, and “Is there any difference in learning when previous programming experience is taken
into account?” We did not find any evidence to reject the first null hypothesis, because the differences were not statistically significant. For the latter question, we obtained evidence that ViLLE enhances the learning of students with no prior programming experience, so that the statistically significant differences between the novices and the more experienced learners disappeared as a result of a single training session. This indicates that program visualization indeed improves novice students’ learning, and this phenomenon has been supported by latter research reported in Kaila et al. (2010).

In the P6 (Laakso et al., 2008), we investigated the influence of prior experience of ViLLE on the students’ performance. Prior experience of the tool and especially the meaning of the graphical notation used by the tool can be also seen as a form of cognitive load of the learning environment (Lehtinen et al., 2006). There were 17 students in two sessions in the control group, and there were 7 students in one session in the treatment group. The condition was randomized between the group, and the control group used the ViLLE-tool only in the experiment while the treatment group utilized the tool in the course before the experiment. The difference between the groups was the in knowledge of the tool; its user interface, and the meaning of the graphical notation used by the tool before the study. The setup of the study was a two hour pre-test, treatment, post-test design (see Figure 7).
The treatment group outperformed the control group with statistically significant difference in the post-test, and there was no difference between the groups in the pre-test. The reason behind this was that the students in the control group did not know how to fully interpret the graphical notation of the tool and some part of their learning effort was spent on the tool itself. On the other hand, the students in the treatment group were able to focus their learning effort solely on the topic in hand. One implication of the results is that the participants need to have a good introduction to a tool when evaluating the effectiveness. In other words, the participants should know how to handle the graphical user interface of the tool and to know how to interpret the graphical notation used by it. Moreover, many studies seemed to ignore this or decided not to report this important factor. It may be concluded that teachers should give a proper introduction to the tool to students in order to maximize the learning benefits from it.
4.1 Contributions of the Author

This thesis includes six research papers which report studies of the effectiveness of visualization-based tools on students’ learning and factors which influence this. The **P1** is the first report of the study in which TRAKLA2 tool was introduced in DSA-course at University of Turku. In that paper, I was the main author of the paper and I mainly designed, carried out and analysed the data of the experiment. The TRAKLA2 course was designed mostly by me in collaboration with the course’s teacher Jouni Järvinen from the existing TRAKLA2 - exercises. In addition, the maintenance of a TRAKLA2-environment for that course was done by SVG-group at Aalto University. The reporting was done in collaboration with the authors of the paper.

The **P2** is the second report of this study and is accompanied with a usability study of TRAKLA2. The usability study was designed and analyzed by Mrs Mannila (ex. Grandell) and Ms Qiu. I was the main author of the paper, and I was main responsible person for the paper, and writing was done with the help from other authors (Tapio Salakoski, Ari Korhonen, Lauri Malmi, and Linda Mannila).

The main author of the paper **P3** is me. The setup of the study was designed by me and Ari Korhonen. I mainly analysed the data, and the reporting was done in collaboration with the authors of the paper.

The **P4** is a joint effort by me, Niko Myller from University of Eastern Finland and Ari Korhonen from the Aalto University. All authors designed this study, carried out the experiment, analysed the data, and reported the results in collaboration.
We have designed and created a program visualization tool called ViLLE at the University of Turku jointly with Teemu Rajala, Erkki Kaila and Ilkka Sillanpää. The P5 presents the effectiveness study of the ViLLE tool. The design of the study was designed and the data was analysed mainly by me and Teemu Rajala, and the study was carried out in collaboration with Teemu Rajala. The reporting was done in collaboration between all authors of this paper.

The paper P6 was conducted at high school of Kupittaa. The study was designed and the results were analysed mainly by me. The study was carried out jointly with all authors, and the reporting was done in the same manner.
5 Results revisited

In this section, I analyse the results in this thesis through the research questions presented in Section 1.1. In general, there are two different types of research questions in this thesis. Firstly, are the web-based tools TRAKLA2 and ViLLE effective from the student’s point of view? Secondly, from the teacher’s point of view, what are the implications of these results for the creation and evaluation of web-based visualization tools?

5.1 Effectiveness of the tools

The effectiveness of the TRAKLA2 and ViLLE has been pointed out with quantitative and qualitative results in several papers in this thesis. The foci in the papers P1, P2, and P3 were the introduction and use of TRAKLA2-exercises in the DSA course at UTU. In addition, the effect of the ViLLE system is reported in P5.

First, I will answer the research question R1.1: “What are the students’ perceptions and attitudes towards web-based learning?” Based on the self-assessment study in P1, P2 and P3, the possibility to do TRAKLA2 exercises with automatic assessment and immediate feedback was well approved and preferred by the students. However, the students’ responses indicated that there is a need for classroom and web-based exercises. It can be concluded, that the simulation exercises are more suitable for the TRAKLA2 environment and more challenging exercises like proofing and analysing are more suitable for classroom sessions, where human guidance is more often needed. In addition, over 80% of students responded in the post-course survey
that TRAKLA2-exercises should be a compulsory part of the DSA course, supporting the student acceptance. Overall, the open ended questions, course evaluation and anecdotal evidence from students revealed that the quality of the DSA course got better after the introduction of TRAKLA2.

In addition, when looking at the students’ learning performance in the course after the introduction of TRAKLA2, the results are encouraging (R1.2: “How the usage of web-based tools affects students’ performance?”). We have studied the effects of TRAKLA2 on the overall course statistics and the drop-out rates in the P1, P2 and P3. The learning was at least the same in the TRAKLA2 courses when comparing overall course points and grades – there were no statistically significant differences in learning either in 2004 or 2005. The positive effect was shown also in other areas of the course. The average student was doing more work in the course overall and TRAKLA2 exercises aided especially the less talented students in passing the DSA course. The number of passed students rose by 65.4 % (from 49 to 81) from 2003 to 2004. In the 2005 study, it seems that the introduction of easy and human guided exercises in the beginning of a course is an effective measure to increase engagement and motivation of students and thus help reduce the drop-out rate.

The third sub-question to the first research question was: “Are web-based tools TRAKLA2 and ViLLE effective?”

It is now quite clear that the TRAKLA2 exercises are effective from the students’ point of view, and that they are approved and preferred by the students. What makes these aforementioned results even
stronger is that the number of human-guided sessions was reduced from 13 classroom sessions in 2003 to 10 classroom sessions in 2004. We went even further in 2005, when the total number of classroom sessions was reduced to 6 (the number is still the same in 2009). In other words, we were able to increase the quality of the course by reducing the resources and keeping the learning outcomes at least in the same level. At the same time, students still preferred the web-based exercises and thought that those exercises can contribute to their learning, so the learning experience was also increased.

We have created a program visualization tool called ViLLE to assist students in the early steps of learning to program. In P5, we evaluated the tool with a typical pre-test, treatment and post-test design. Based on the result, it can be concluded that the ViLLE-tool has proven to be effective from the students’ point of view. The learning was enhanced for the novices, and we have also shown the same phenomenon in a course long experiment (see Rajala et al., 2010). Moreover, students like to do ViLLE-exercises and it is well accepted by the students (see Kaila et al., 2009).

We can conclude that both of these tools are resource efficient as well. Students prefer to do web-based exercises and they think that those exercises contribute to their learning.

The research question RQ1.4 was “What are the roles of automatic assessment, user engagement and immediate feedback?”

The main reason behind the learning benefits from a theoretical point of view is that the TRAKLA2 and the ViLLE tools can activate and engage the student in the learning process. This is in line with the
hypothesis presented by Naps et al. (2002). The tools’ exercises are done at the active levels of the engagement taxonomy (Naps et al., 2005). Especially in TRAKLA2, the higher engagement accompanied with automatic assessment, a possibility to view model answer, and immediate feedback helps students to complete the given exercises more often.

As stated in P3: “It seems that automatic feedback can be adequate enough to compensate its drawbacks compared with human guidance due to the fact that it is available all the time during the learning session, thus allowing the students to study at their own pace”.

In addition, both of these systems are suitable for collaborative learning (P4, Rajala et al., 2009). This is important because collaborative learning methods are gaining more ground in computer science education. There are also other studies in which we have shown that more interactive visualizations can increase the quality of collaboration (Korhonen et al., 2009) and produce better learning results (P4).

So far in this section we have described the benefits of the tools for the students, but what do they offer to the teacher? The second research questions tackled teacher related issues. For the teacher, there should be concrete and direct benefits, since the teacher is the main person to decide if a student uses a tool. Based on my experience and experiments presented in this thesis, the most important aspect for a teacher is that the tool saves time and effort in designing and creating course’s teaching resources. For example, seven classroom exercises were replaced with TRAKLA2 exercises at UTU. This is the situation
every single year, so we save a decent amount of resources compared to previous situation. Of course, every year we need to set up the course in TRAKLA2 and give an introduction to students about the usage of the tool but that is only a fraction of the resources that we save every year. In addition, we can require students to do a number of exercises and monitor this process really easily with the server environment.

Still, there are many courses where the benefits of TRAKLA2-exercises are not that obvious to the instructor. For example, when the course’s curriculum does not have exercise types that can be replaced by TRAKLA2 exercises, the material includes different versions of a specific concept or algorithm (e.g. the equal elements are positioned into different branches in a binary tree), the fact that the introduction of the tool takes time, learning approach is different, the pseudo code of the exercises uses different notation, etc. Sadly, in these kinds of situations, the outcome is often that the instructor does not utilize a new tool or method. In other words, there are not enough immediate gains for the instructor and the benefits for the students are not enough to offset these difficulties.

The above is valid for the ViILLE-tool as well, except that we can overcome a couple of those aforementioned problems. In TRAKLA2, the creation of a new exercise is quite hard and requires practical coding, e.g. you cannot change even a letter in the pseudo code in the exercise unless you rewrite, compile and deploy it.

The design of the ViILLE-system was centralized around the teacher from day one to overcome some of these problems, and to support
multifaceted teaching approaches. The teacher can easily handle the pre-defined sets of examples, add new exercises, add or modify the existing programming languages, add questions to examples, add short coding exercises, export the collection to the web, etc. All of these features are designed to lower the barrier to utilize the tool, and to ensure that a minimum amount of effort is needed by the instructor in the creation of the content.

To conclude, TRAKLA2 and VILLE systems are well approved by students and they can enhance learning in a resource efficient way. For example, there were approximately 60,000 automatically assessed exercise submissions in the fall 2008 by these tools in several institutions in Finland.

Personally, I think that in many cases we underestimate the role of the instructor when we design and implement new tools and systems. Furthermore, the development should be done as collaboration between many institutions, since quite often we have a common and universal problem that should be tackled together.

5.2 Methodological results

5.2.1 Evaluation of a tool

There are a couple of things to remember when evaluating the effectiveness of a new tool or a new method: first, as concluded in P6, the participants should be properly familiarized with the tool to ensure that they actually know how to use it. In other words, a brief active or passive introduction in the context of the treatment session is not enough, as the participants need to have an adequate knowledge of the graphical notation and its interpretation. This requires “calendar” time
and hands-on time with the tool before the experiment. Moreover, as stated in P4, the standard procedure should include monitoring, such as screen capture and/or voice recording, in order to check that the tool is used as expected in the treatment.

By keeping the two aforementioned aspects in mind while designing empirical experiments, we can avoid drawing false conclusions from our experiments.

### 5.2.2 Effectiveness of web-based tutorial in a computer lab

There are three papers in this thesis that include a typical two hour pre-test - treatment - post-test design (P4, P5, and P6). In addition, there are three additional experiments utilizing the same research setup (Laakso et al., 2009, Myller et al., 2007, Rajala et al., 2009).

In all of these experiments, a statistically significant increase in learning occurred in all groups during the session. In total, there were over 300 students participating in six different treatments with two different visualization tools.

All these experiments were carried out in the computer lab with practically no human-guidance. The instructor of the session was informed not to assist the participants in the actual learning, but only give guidance related to the usage of the tool like assistance in the technical problems.

There was a web-based tutorial with or without interactive exercises (ViLLE or TRAKLA) included in each of the sessions. Before the learning session, participants’ knowledge of the topic was measured with a pre-test. After that, instructions for the session were given and
goals were set. One of the most important factors in these instructions was that the students were informed that they could get a small fraction of their grade based on the performance in the post-test. Based on the empirical and anecdotal evidence from the instructors, these kinds of learning sessions can be said to be successful. An average student worked really hard and achieved a statistically significant increase in learning, which – though irrelevant of the treatment – can hence be enhanced with proper usage of the tools (P4, P5 and P6).

I call the above learning setting “the janitor philosophy”, as the instructor doesn’t need to know anything about the content. The instructor’s role is solely to guide the participants through the session and assist in technical problems. Of course, in “real life” learning situation, the instructor should act like as a teacher to further enhance students’ learning performance. The most effective way to utilize this kind of learning method is to provide web-based learning material with interactive exercises. Moreover, the material should be utilized in collaboration mode (i.e. with students in pairs) in an active level of engagement. In addition, it has been shown that the discussion and quality of collaborative processes can be promoted by providing interactive exercise in the active ET-levels like responding (Rajala et al., 2009) and changing (Korhonen et al., 2009)

5.2.3 The usage of new tools/methods in teaching

Chapter 5.1 can be simplified from teacher’s point of view into one question: “Does the tool save time or effort for the instructor in a short time interval?” Note, that there is no mention of the student in this
process. The benefits for the student are important and those generally exist only if there is something for the teacher as well.

In addition, as lecturers we need to remember the fact that we are only humans that inherit the behaviour of our ancestors (previous lecturers). The usual process for a new lecturer is that he acquires the material from the previous lecturer – for example, a national survey in Finland revealed that 86% of materials in introductory programming courses are inherited from the previous lecturer and possibly modified in some extent to suit the new lecturer’s needs. (Kaila, 2008).

The reason behind this is the well known fact, that the time spend on development of course is the time away from the research. Quite often we feel that we can do those changes more easily than create a totally new approach to our teaching. Another implication is that we live in the academic world – a scientific community in which we do know how to assess publications, but we do not know how to evaluate teaching skills and we do not have a universal standard for defining a good teacher. In practice, we quite often select our lecturers based on their research productivity, while usually there is a limited correlation between the research and teaching skills. In addition, the lecturers are not necessarily interested in following the related research of new teaching methods or learning gains. The main reasons are that they don’t have enough time for it, and the initial effort to introduce a new tool or technique is too big. More importantly, it does not support their academic career as their research track record does since we value publication over teaching skills in the current academic world.
In order to promote (programming) learning in general, we need to convince lecturers nowadays to start doing more research on their own teaching. In this process, the CSE-field researchers are important players, as they can promote this kind of research approach in their own institutions, since they have the practical knowledge of conducting teaching related experiments. Still, the first step to start to share knowledge of new improvements in teaching and learning is by giving periodic seminars to our colleagues in our own institutions.

We still need to remember, that one of the main tasks of the universities is to conduct research, and that the foundations of these institutions are based on scientifically proven facts. Still, we typically do not utilize scientifically proven tools or methods in our teaching, mainly because we have not established a decent culture and process of research-based improvement of teaching or international scholarship of teaching. Typical situation is that, the university sets the boundaries to a course, but the instructor can still implement a course in his own style due to very autocratic nature of the position.

To conclude, we need to create a connection between the teaching and research, and as CSE-educators we have a very important role to deliver this message of research-based improvement of learning to all our colleagues in our own institutions and all over the world.
6 Conclusions and future work

In this thesis I have studied the effects of the web-based visualization from the student and teacher point of view. There are three types of contributions in this thesis.

Firstly, we understand much more clearly what effects there are to students’ perceptions and performance when we adapt new tools in our teaching. In addition, we have shown that both the presented tools, TRAKLA2 and ViLLE, are effective for students learning in a resource efficient way, helping us to cope with the problem of teaching large course with limited resources. The first set of experiments (P1-P3) concluded that students’ learning is at least in the same level as it is without the use of TRAKLA2, and in the same time, we managed to reduce the cost of the course. Also from anecdotal evidence we can conclude that the quality of the course was better after the introduction of a new tool. In addition, we have created the ViLLE-tool that supports automatic assessment and immediate feedback, and we have shown that it enhanced students’ learning (P5 and Kaila et al., 2010) and the learning experience (Kaila et al., 2009).

To conclude, both of these tools are well accepted and approved by the students, and they also feel that the tools contribute to their learning. The most crucial feature in that phenomenon is the automated assessment combined with immediate feedback. These features help students grasp the dynamic behaviour of programs, and can more actively engage students in the learning task. As these tools have been proven to be effective, we should start using them
more in programming education. Automated assessment is one of the most important features from the teachers’ point of view since it provides some time savings for the teacher, allowing him to free some resources for better use.

It must be noted that from my experience, the success of a tool depends quite often whether the tool can provide some reasonable savings for the teacher in return for their invested time. In practice, this means that the tools should support student independent learning in some form, for instance, by providing systems that are capable of automated assessment of students’ exercises with immediate feedback. In addition, those tools should be suitable for collaborative learning and we should create active engagement tools to support multifaceted learning settings (P4).

To conclude, we should start to develop tools and further develop existing ones for the teacher, and we should create tools which support active form of engagement, automatic assessment and immediate feedback. Moreover, we need to remember the limitations of automated assessment and that there are also exercises (i.e. proofing, analysing) in which the human-guidance is still needed.

Secondly, even though we live in a scientific world and we have scientifically proven tools out there, we adopt those tools poorly in our teaching. This is due to the fact, that we do not have enough time to keep track of latest innovations in teaching and learning. Still, we are facing the same problems in programming education all over the world, and yet we do not know how to share the knowledge of the best practices and how to utilize them effectively in our teaching. As CSE
educators, we need to start to deliver the message of new innovations to our colleagues in other research fields, and to promote research-based improvement of our teaching.

Thirdly, we have also shown some methodological implications to our research practice in CSE. When we evaluate a new tool or a method, especially one accompanied with visualization, we need to give a proper introduction to the tool and to explain the meaning of the graphical notation used by tool (P6). The standard procedure should include capturing the screen with audio to confirm that the participants did what they were supposed to do (P4). By following these guidelines, we can avoid drawing false conclusion from our studies.

In future, we need to establish international joint projects to create a more supportive tool set for programming teachers. The crucial question for that environment is “How can these tools support carrying out research projects in multi-national and multi-institutional ways?”

We need to create a community through which we can share these best practices and at the same time conduct multi-national research projects more easily. In practise, this means that we need to be able to start to share our teaching resources, like exercises and exams through a “facebook for teachers” type of system. However, it is not enough for instructor to follow social life of fellow instructor(s), he must have some concrete benefits from the platform which can be provided in the form of automatically assessed exercises. The collaborative aspect of the platform should increase the quality of the courses, exams, and exercises in the platform in the long run. The instructor can look for
new teaching resources in the platform based on instructor/student ratings. This collaborative creation process of educational resources will, with enough time, generate top-of-the-line resources for various topics in computer science education. (see ViLLE – the collaborative education tool, http://ville.utu.fi)
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Abstract

This paper presents the results of the case study introducing TRAKLA2 system in the course of data structures and algorithms at the University of Turku in 2004. We compared students’ learning results with the results of the previous year. The numerical course results were clearly better than in 2003 when only pen-and-paper type exercises in classrooms were used. In addition, a survey was made with over 100 students on the changes in their attitudes towards web-based learning environments while getting acquainted with a wholly new system providing them automatic feedback and the option to resubmit their solutions. Our results show that such an on-line learning environment considerably increases positive attitudes towards web-based learning, and according to students’ self-evaluations, the best learning results are achieved by combining traditional teaching and www-based learning.

1 Introduction

Automatic assessment (AA) tools for CS courses are being developed and gaining acceptance more and more widely at university level education. The survey of the ITiCSE working group “How shall we assess this” in 2003 indicated clearly that the experience of using AA tools correlates with a positive attitude towards applying such methods more widely, also when assessing higher order skills (Carter et al., 2003). The field where AA is most widely used is assessing programming exercises (e.g. Higgins et al. (2002); Luck and Joy (1999); Saikkonen et al. (2001); Vihtonen and Ageenko (2002)). Other applications include grading algorithm exercises (Bridgeman et al., 2000; Hyvönen and Malmi, 1993; Korhonen and Malmi, 2000) and analyzing object-oriented designs and flowcharts (Higgins et al., 2002).

In this paper, we report the experiences on using the TRAKLA2 system for assessing algorithm exercises in which students simulate working of algorithms on a conceptual level. TRAKLA2 by Malmi et al. (2004); Korhonen et al. (2003) is a visual algorithm simulation exercises system that has been developed at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT). Students solve the exercises using graphical manipulation of conceptual visualizations of data structures on the screen. The system provides automatic formative and summative feedback on their work, and allows for resubmitting the solutions.

TRAKLA2 exercises were used for the first time in the basic data structures and algorithms courses at HUT in spring 2003. The system was used in parallel with the old TRAKLA system so that in total 14 TRAKLA2 exercises and 24 TRAKLA exercises were used in two courses1. In 2004, only TRAKLA2 was used and the total number of exercises was 26. During these two years more than 1000 students used the system.

In 2004, the University of Turku (UTU) also adopted TRAKLA2 for their data structure course with over 100 students. Compared with HUT this was a major cultural change on

1There were two versions of the course, one for CS majors and one for students of other engineering curricula.
the course. In HUT we have used automatically assessed algorithm simulation exercise since 1991 using the older TRAKLA tool, and thus the type of exercises and the culture of using automatic assessment is well-established both for the students and teachers. In UTU, however, no such exercises have been applied, except occasionally as pen-and-paper exercises without any automatic assessment.

In all these courses, both at HUT and UTU, TRAKLA2 exercises were a compulsory part of the course, and grading points achieved from the exercises had an effect on the final grade of the courses, although in slightly different ways. In HUT, TRAKLA2 exercises have an overall effect of 30% of the final course grade, whereas at UTU the TRAKLA2 exercises increased the number of examination points. In both institutes the minimum requirement was achieving at least 50% of the maximum points of the TRAKLA2 exercises.

The structure of the paper is the following. In the next section we give an overview of the TRAKLA2 system. Section 3 presents how the system was used in UTU, and how students attitudes and opinions were surveyed. Section 4 presents the results of the survey and final conclusions are included in Section 5.

2 Overview of the TRAKLA2 system

TRAKLA2 is a system for automatically assessing visual algorithm simulation exercises (Korhonen et al., 2003). It is based on the Matrix algorithm visualization, animation, and simulation framework (Korhonen and Malmi, 2002). TRAKLA2 distributes individually tailored tracing exercises to students and automatically assesses answers to the exercises. In visual algorithm simulation exercises, a learner directly manipulates the visual representation of the underlying data structures to which the algorithm is applied. The learner manipulates these real data structures through GUI operations with the purpose of performing the same changes on the data structures that the real algorithm would do. The answer to an exercise is a sequence of discrete states of data structures resulting from application of the algorithm, and the task is to determine the correct operations that will cause the transitions between each two consecutive states.

Let us consider the exercise in Figure 1. The learner has started to manipulate the visual representation of the Binary Heap data structure by invoking context-sensitive drag-and-drop operations. In the next step, for example, he or she can drag the key C from a Stream of keys into the left subtree of R in the binary heap. After that, the new key is sifted up via a swap with its parent until the parental dominance requirement is satisfied (the key at each node is smaller than or equal to the keys of its children). The swap operation is performed by dragging and dropping a key in the heap on top of another key. In addition, the exercise applet includes a push button for activating the Delete operation. The Delete button is applied in the second phase of the exercise to simulate the deleteMin operation. The student selects a node to be deleted and thereafter uses swap operations to heapify the tree again.

An exercise applet is initialized with proper randomized input data. The binary heap exercise, for example, is initialized with 15 alphabetic keys (Stream of keys), that do not contain duplicates. This means that the exercise can be initialized in more than $10^{19}$ different ways. The learner can reset the exercise by pressing the Reset button at any time. As a result the exercise is reinitialized with new random keys.

After attempting to solve the exercise, the learner can review the answer step by step using the Backward and Forward buttons. Moreover, the learner can ask feedback on his or her solution by pressing the Grade button in which case the learner's answer is checked and immediate feedback is delivered. The feedback reports the number of correct steps out of the total number of required steps in the exercise. Finally, it is possible for the student to submit the answer to the course database using the Submit button. By default an answer to an exercise can be submitted unlimited times; however, a solution for a specific instance of exercise with certain input data can be submitted only once. In order to resubmit a solution
to the exercise, the learner has to reset the exercise and start over with new randomized input data. Thus, it is not possible to grade the same solution and improve it arbitrarily before submitting it.

A learner can also examine the model solution of an exercise. It is represented as an algorithm animation so that the execution of the algorithm is visualized step by step. In Figure 1, the model solution window is opened in the front. The states of the model solution can be browsed using the Backward and Forward buttons. For obvious reasons, after opening the model solution for given input data, a student cannot submit a solution until the exercise has been reset and resolved with new random data.

Each TRAKLA2 exercise page (e.g., Fig. 1) consists of a description of the exercise, an interactive Java applet, and links to other pages that introduce the theory and examples of the algorithm in question. The current exercise set covers almost 30 assignments on basic data structures, sorting, searching, hashing, and graph algorithms. Appendix A lists the current exercises in TRAKLA2.

3 Algorithms and data structures course at University of Turku

Algorithms and data structures (DSA-UTU) course at University of Turku included 56 lecture hours, 10 classroom exercises (each 2 hours) and 22 TRAKLA2 exercises in spring 2004. Previous courses were held with 56 lecture hours and 13 classroom exercises (2 hours each). The classroom exercises consist of five single exercises like illustrating exercises, proofing exercises, etc. TRAKLA2 exercises, however, are most effective to represent exercises in which the task is to illustrate how a specific algorithm works with given input values. Thus, the number of classroom exercises was cut down after TRAKLA2 was taken in use. In numbers, classroom exercises decreased from 65 to 50. Each TRAKLA2 exercise was given points from one to four. There was a possibility to get in total of 47 TRAKLA2 points in DSA-UTU course. The TRAKLA2 exercises were divided into three rounds by synchronizing the exercises to topics in hand in the DSA-UTU course.
3.1 Grading and requirements of the DSA-UTU course

There were two ways of passing the course. By taking the final examination (0-32 course points) or by taking two midterm-examinations (both 0-16 course points). In either way, student must still fulfill the minimum requirements, which are: i) students must do at least 20 of the 50 classroom exercises, ii) students must get at least 50% of the TRAKLA2 points (maximum 47 points), and iii) students must get at least 20 course points out of the total of 40 course points in share.

It was possible to get 32 course points from the examination(s) and eight course points from TRAKLA2 exercises. Conversion of TRAKLA2 points to course points was linear between the minimum requirements 50% (pass with zero course points) and 100% TRAKLA2 points (8 course points that is 20% of the maximum).

In comparison with earlier DSA-UTU courses, TRAKLA2 exercises replaced one question in the examination or a half of a question in both midterm-examinations. Traditionally one of the five questions in examination has been such an illustrative type of assignment, and this was the very question now replaced by TRAKLA2 exercises.

The final grading of the DSA-UTU course was in scale from one to three with 0.25 steps. By getting 20 course points the student will get lowest grade, which is one. In addition, by doing 60% or 80% of classroom exercises, any student can get an additional + or $\frac{1}{2}$ to his grade, respectively (still requires the student to fulfill the course minimum requirements).

3.2 The setting of the study

The attitudes of the students in UTU where studied using questionaries. Three sets of questionaries where filled by the students during the course. The first questionary at the beginning of the course, the second (Mid) at the first midterm-examination (after the first round of TRAKLA2 exercises), and the third one at the second midterm-examination (after the courses).

The first questionary was aimed to gather information about students’ attitudes towards and experiences of www-based materials and tools in earlier courses. Questions also covered students’ opinions about how well www-based exercises are suitable in DSA-UTU course (scale in numbers 1-5, 5 is the best). It was also asked how students prefer to do DSA-UTU courses exercises (by www-exercises, by classroom-exercises, or mixed). Students ranked different ways of doing exercises in order from one to three (one is the best, three is the worst) by their own interest. In the same way, the students also self assessed the level of their learning.

There were two main questions of yes-no type in the second questionary. The first question was about the contribution of TRAKLA2 system in the learning of course topics. The second question was about usability of TRAKLA2 and about any problems of using it. Both questions included also possibility of free text comments.

On the third questionary, the questions on the first and second questionaries were repeated. In addition, further comments and suggestions were asked for.

4 Results and discussion

As a whole, the TRAKLA2 system has worked well with surprisingly good results both at HUT and at UTU. In 2004, 30% of the students at HUT achieved the maximum number of points for the 26 exercises, and over 55% achieved 90% of the maximum. Only 15% of the students failed to get the required minimum of 50% of the points; in practice these were students who dropped the whole course early. At UTU the results were even better. The average number of points achieved was 7.34 points out of maximum 8 points.

Students’ opinions of the system were determined through a web-based survey at the end of the HUT course in 2003. 364 students answered. 80% of them gave an overall grade of 4 or 5 to the system in scale 0–5, where 5 was the best grade. The system was almost unanimously
considered to aid learning and easy to use. In UTU, free feedback from the system was well in line with these observations. In addition, a different questionnaire was carried out which surveyed how students’ attitudes towards on-line learning environments was changed when they had used TRAKLA2. This pointed out clearly that the attitudes became more positive.

In the following, we present a more detailed analysis of the results of the survey on the UTU students’ opinions and attitudes towards www-based learning. Moreover, the learning results are presented based on students’ self evaluation. After that, results derived from course statistics are presented, including the numbers of students failed/passed in total, average grades, attendances in classroom and TRAKLA2 exercises, etc. The data is compared with the data from DSA-UTU course in spring 2003, when the course was given by the same lecturer and the classroom exercises were very similar to those in spring 2004.

4.1 The survey results

There were 96 students answers to the first questionary (‘Start’), 103 to the second (‘Mid’), and 81 to the third questionary (‘End’). At the Start and End the students were asked about their opinion on the suitability of www-based exercises for learning data structures and algorithms. The answering alternatives were well (5), quite well (4), neutral (3), quite bad (2), and bad (1). The Start average were quite high, 3.94, and the End average were even higher, 4.84. These results indicate that www-based exercises are very suitable for learning data structures and algorithms. Also the increase of the average during the course is large and therefore it seems that www-based exercises were well accepted and approved even by students without strong positive prejudice.

As to the qualitative analysis, also the free text comments were analyzed. There were a number of answers in which students said that it is much more elegant to do this kind of illustrative type of exercises with TRAKLA2 rather than doing the same in a piece of paper step by step. Also, it was often mentioned that TRAKLA2 exercises concretized the actions and operations of an algorithm. It was also confirmed that the immediate feedback by the TRAKLA2 system helped the students to find the point where they made a mistake and encouraged them to further deepen their understanding of the subject. This is also reflected by course statistics.

In the Mid and End questionaries, the students were asked how TRAKLA2 exercises contributed to their learning. In the Mid, the question was formulated as yes/no-type, and 94% of students answered that TRAKLA2 exercises did aid their learning process. At the End, the students were asked to describe the contribution on a scale from 1 to 5 (5 is the best). The average of the answers was 4.10, and 84% of the students selected 4 or 5, while there were only two answers below 3. This result is well in line with previous results from the study at HUT.

We also asked the students to give their preference on the three ways of doing exercises: traditional classroom exercises, web-based exercises, or mixed (see Figure 2). In the same manner, the students were asked to assess the level of their learning (Figure 3). It can be seen from the answers that the students’ attitudes changed positively towards www-based exercises during the course. Students prefer the most to do exercises by combining traditional and www-based exercises even in the starting questionary, and their opinion strengthened during the course so that at the end, nearly three out of four students considered mixed exercises the best. The same happened to the students’ self assessment of their learning. The mixed alternative is clearly the most suitable way to learn data structures and algorithms. Furthermore, if the students’ were to choose only between traditional and web-based exercises, they would prefer traditional over www-based exercises due to their better contribution to learning. This is very interesting result suggesting that although web-based exercises complement very well traditional classroom exercises, the former can hardly replace the latter in general.
Table 1: Students’ activity in classroom exercises

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spring 2003</th>
<th>Spring 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of (#) attendants</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average % of classroom exercises</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>60.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>who did at least 40%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of (#) attendants who did</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0% - 40% of classroom exercises</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(failed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who did 40% - 60%</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of classroom exercises (no bonus)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who did 60% - 80%</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and received + from classroom</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exercises to their final grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who did 80% - 100%</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and received $\frac{1}{2}$ from</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classroom exercises to their</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>final grade</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 The course statistics

Table 1 shows statistics about students’ activity in classroom exercises from DSA-UTU courses in spring 2003 and spring 2004. In addition, students got an average of 7.34 course points from TRAKLA2 exercises, and 69.2 % of students did 100 % of TRAKLA2 exercises.

As we can see from the statistics, in spring 2004, the students were more active not only in using TRAKLA2 but also in other part of the course compared with 2003; especially, the average performance in classroom exercises raised from 54.5% to 60.3%. There is also a statistically significant difference ($\chi^2$-test, $p < 0.01$) between the two years in the statistics in Table 1. Thus, a larger number of students received additional $+$ / $\frac{1}{2}$ to their final grade in 2004 than in 2003. These observations confirm that the introduction of TRAKLA2 system enhanced the students’ motivation and performance on the DSA-UTU course.

In Table 2, there are shown the basic statistics from DSA-UTU courses in 2003 and 2004.

Table 2: Course statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Spring 2003</th>
<th>Spring 2004</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of (#) attendants</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average course points</td>
<td>26.15</td>
<td>27.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average of the final grades</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who were in second</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>midterm-examination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># passed attendants</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of attendants who were in second</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>98.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>midterm-examination and passed the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>course</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
which were of about the same size. There was a major increase in number of passed attendants. On the other hand, when looking at the average of course points (t-test, \( p = 0.19 \)) and the average of final grades (\( \chi^2 \)-test, \( p = 0.12 \)), there is no statistically significant difference between those two courses. Combining these two observations it can be concluded that TRAKLA2 aided many students to get over the edge and pass DSA-UTU course. Hence, it seems that TRAKLA2 is truly useful for those students who have difficulties learning data structures and algorithms by classroom exercises.

5 Conclusions

The study showed that students’ attitudes strengthened positively towards www-based exercises. Moreover, the mixed alternative is far the most appropriate way to learn topics of DSA course, and it’s well approved and preferred by students. Furthermore, the results suggest that www-based exercises constitute a good amendment to DSA course. However, it seems also that there exits a certain desire for more traditional exercises. Whether these students’ exceptations can be fulfilled by a future version of TRAKLA2 or similar web based tools, remains an interesting challenge.

Interface of the TRAKLA2 system was easy to use, and features like possibility to get immediate feedback and the resubmit alternative aided students to complete given exercises, and by that they enhanced their learning. In addition, the study pointed out that the TRAKLA2 system affected positively on students’ behaviour on other areas of DSA-UTU course, and an average student did more work for learning the course’s topics. In the same time, the number of passed attendants raised from 49 to 81, thus the TRAKLA2 system aided especially less talented students to get over the edge and pass the course.

At this time, the only existing type of TRAKLA2 exercise is to illustrate how a specific algorithm works on given input. Basically, this calls for tracing the execution of the algorithm, whereas the system currently offers no support for constructive exercises, such as in which a problem is described, example input and output values are given, and the task is to construct the algorithm.

In conclusion, the TRAKLA2 system was well accepted and approved by students, and it will be used in forthcoming DSA courses also at UTU. A key task of the future is to develop novel types of TRAKLA2 exercises in collaboration between Helsinki University of Technology and University of Turku.
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### A TRAKLA2 Exercises

**Table 3**: The visual algorithm simulation exercises in TRAKLA2 system. The column name describes the topic and the description characterizes the exercise. The roman numbers (i-iv) indicate the separate exercises and the number of sub-topics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insertion into (i) Binary search tree, (ii) Digital search tree, and (iii) Radix search trie</td>
<td>The learner is to insert random keys into an initially empty search tree by dragging and dropping them into the correct positions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary search tree deletion</td>
<td>The learner is to remove 4 keys from a binary search tree of 15 to 20 keys. Pointer operations are simulated by directly manipulating the edges that connect the nodes of the tree in the visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faulty Binary Search Tree</td>
<td>The learner is to show how to bring the following binary search tree in an inconsistent state: duplicates are allowed and inserted into the left branch of an equal key, but the deletion of a non-leaf node relabels the node as its successor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVL tree (i) insertion, (ii) single rotation, and (iii) double rotation</td>
<td>The learner is to (i) insert 13 random keys into an initially empty AVL-tree. The tree (i-iii) has to be balanced by rotations. The rotation exercises (ii-iii) require pointer manipulation, while the insertion exercise (i) provides push buttons to perform the proper rotation at the selected node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-black-tree insertion</td>
<td>The learner is to insert 10 random keys into an initially empty Red-Black-tree. The color of the nodes must be updated and the tree must be balanced by rotations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BuildHeap algorithm</td>
<td>The learner is to simulate the linear time buildheap algorithm on 15 random keys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary heap insertion and delete min</td>
<td>The learner is to simulate how the stack grows and shrinks during the execution of the preorder algorithm on a given binary tree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential search: (i) Binary search, and (ii) Interpolation search</td>
<td>The task is to show which indices the algorithm visits in the given array of 30 keys by indicating the corresponding keys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree traversal algorithms: (i) preorder, (ii) inorder, (iii) postorder, and (iv) level order</td>
<td>The learner is to show which keys in a tree the algorithm visits by indicating the visited keys in the required order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preorder tree traversal with stack</td>
<td>The learner is to visit the nodes in the given graph in DFS, and BFS order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Graph algorithms: (i) Depth First Search, and (ii) Breadth First Search</td>
<td>The learner is to add the edges into the minimum spanning tree in the order that Prim’s algorithm would do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum spanning tree algorithms: Prim’s algorithm</td>
<td>The learner is to add the edges into the minimum spanning tree in the order that Prim’s algorithm would do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest path algorithms: Dijkstra’s algorithm</td>
<td>The learner is to add the edges to the shortest paths tree in the order that Dijkstra’s algorithm would do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open addressing methods for hash tables: (i) linear probing, (ii) quadratic probing, and (iii) double hashing</td>
<td>The learner is to hash a set of keys (10-17) into the hash table of size 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting algorithms: (i) Quicksort, and (ii) Radix Exchange sort</td>
<td>The learner is to sort the target array using the given algorithm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract. This paper presents results from three interrelated studies focusing on introducing TRAKLA2 to students taking courses on data structures and algorithms at the University of Turku and Åbo Akademi University in 2004. Using TRAKLA2 they got acquainted with a completely new system for solving exercises that provided them with automatic feedback and the possibility to resubmit their solutions. Besides comparing the students’ learning results, a survey was made with 100 students on the changes in their attitudes towards web-based learning environments. In addition, a usability evaluation was conducted in a human-computer interaction laboratory.

Our results show that TRAKLA2 considerably increased the positive attitudes towards web-based learning. According to students’ self-evaluations, the best learning results are achieved by combining traditional exercises with web-based ones. In addition, the numerical course statistics were clearly better than in 2003 when only pen-and-paper exercises in class were used. The results from the usability test were also very positive: no severe usability problems were revealed; in fact, the results indicate that the system is very easy to learn and user-friendly as a whole.
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1. Introduction

Automatic assessment (AA) tools for courses in computer science (CS) are being developed and gaining acceptance more and more widely in education at university level. The
survey of the ITiCSE working group 'How shall we assess this' in 2003 clearly indicated that the experience of using AA tools correlates with positive attitudes towards applying such methods more widely, also when assessing higher order skills (Carter et al., 2003). The most common area in which AA is extensively used is assessing programming exercises (e.g., (Higgins et al., 2002; Luck and Joy, 1999; Saikkonen et al., 2001; Vihtonen and Ageenko, 2002)). Other applications include grading algorithm exercises (Bridge-
amen et al., 2000; Hyvönen and Malmi, 1993; Korhonen and Malmi, 2000) and analyzing object-oriented designs and flowcharts (Higgins et al., 2002).

TRAKLA2 by Korhonen et al. (2003a,b) is a visual algorithm simulation exercise system that has been developed at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT). Students simulate how algorithms work on a conceptual level solving exercises using graphical manipulation of visualizations of data structures on the screen. The system provides automatic summative feedback on their work, and allows for resubmission of the solutions.

In 2004, TRAKLA2 was introduced at two universities in Turku, and in this paper we report the experiences from three interrelated studies focusing on using TRAKLA2: the first study compares the students’ learning results between using and not using TRAKLA2 in a course on data structures and algorithms (DSA). The second study consisted of a survey made with 100 students on the changes in their attitudes towards web-based learning environments. Finally, a usability evaluation was conducted in order to assess various usability aspects. This was the first time the usability of TRAKLA2 was studied by observing users interacting with the system in a human-computer interaction laboratory; the study can therefore be regarded as a pilot evaluation in this aspect. Before presenting the studies and the results in detail, we will start by giving an overview of the TRAKLA2 system. In the end of the paper, we will present the main conclusions and some suggestions for future work.

2. Overview of the TRAKLA2 System

TRAKLA2 is a system for automatically assessing visual algorithm simulation exercises (Korhonen et al., 2003b). It is based on the Matrix algorithm visualization, animation, and simulation framework by Korhonen and Malmi (2002). TRAKLA2 distributes individually tailored tracing exercises to students and automatically assesses answers to the exercises. In visual algorithm simulation exercises, a learner directly manipulates the visual representation of the underlying data structures to which the algorithm is applied. The learner manipulates these real data structures through GUI operations with the purpose of performing the same changes on the data structures that the actual algorithm would do. The answer to an exercise is a sequence of discrete states of data structures resulting from application of the algorithm, and the task is to determine the correct operations that will cause the transitions between each two consecutive states.

Let us consider the exercise in Fig. 1. The learner has started to manipulate the visual representation of the Binary Heap data structure by invoking context-sensitive drag-and-drop operations. In the next step, for example, he or she can drag the key C from a Stream
of keys into the left subtree of the root in the binary heap. After that, the new key is sifted up via a swap with its parent until the parental dominance requirement is satisfied (the key at each node is smaller than or equal to the keys of its children). The swap operation is performed by dragging and dropping a key in the heap on top of another key. In addition, the exercise applet includes a push button for activating the Delete operation. The Delete button is applied in the second phase of the exercise to simulate the deleteMin operation. The student selects a node to be deleted and thereafter uses swap operations to heapify the tree again.

An exercise applet is initialized with proper randomized input data. The binary heap exercise, for example, is initialized with 15 alphabetic keys (Stream of keys) that do not contain duplicates. This means that the exercise can be initialized in more than $10^{19}$ different ways. The learner can reset the exercise by pressing the Reset button at any time. As a result the exercise is reinitialized with new random keys.

After attempting to solve the exercise, the learner can review the answer step by step using the Backward and Forward buttons. Moreover, the learner can ask for feedback.
on his or her solution by pressing the Grade button in which case the learner's answer is checked and immediate feedback is delivered. The feedback reports the number of correct steps out of the total number of required steps in the exercise. Finally, it is possible for the student to submit the answer to the course database using the Submit button. By default an answer to an exercise can be submitted unlimited times; however, a solution for a specific instance of an exercise with certain input data can be submitted only once. In order to resubmit a solution to the exercise, the learner has to reset the exercise and start over with new randomized input data. Thus, it is not possible to grade the same solution and improve it arbitrarily before submitting it.

A learner can also examine the model solution of an exercise. It is represented as an algorithm animation so that the execution of the algorithm is visualized step by step. In Fig. 1, the model solution window is opened in the front. The states of the model solution can be browsed using the Backward and Forward buttons. For obvious reasons, after opening the model solution for given input data, a student cannot submit a solution until the exercise has been reset and resolved with new random data.

Each TRAKLA2 exercise page (e.g., Fig. 1) consists of a description of the exercise, an interactive Java applet, and links to other pages that introduce the theory and examples of the algorithm in question. The current exercise set covers almost 30 assignments on basic data structures, sorting, searching, hashing, and graph algorithms. Appendix 7 lists the current exercises in TRAKLA2.

3. Study 1. Effect on Learning

3.1. Background

TRAKLA2 exercises were used for the first time in the basic DSA courses at HUT in spring 2003. The system was used in parallel with the older TRAKLA system so that a total of 14 TRAKLA2 exercises and 24 TRAKLA exercises were used in two courses\(^1\). In 2004, only TRAKLA2 was used and the total number of exercises was 26. During these two years more than 1000 students used the system.

In 2004, TRAKLA2 was also adopted in the DSA course at the University of Turku (UTU); a course attended by more than 100 students. Compared to the situation at HUT this was a major cultural change: at HUT automatically assessed algorithm simulation exercises have been used since 1991 using the older TRAKLA tool, and this type of exercises and the culture of using automatic assessment are thus well-established both among students and teachers. At UTU, however, no such exercises had been applied previously, except occasionally as pen-and-paper exercises without any automatic assessment.

In all these courses, both at HUT and UTU, the TRAKLA2 exercises constituted a compulsory part of the course, and grading points achieved from the exercises had an effect on the final grade of the courses, although in slightly different ways. At HUT,

\(^{1}\)There were two versions of the course, one for CS majors and one for students of other engineering curricula.
TRAKLA2 exercises had an overall effect of 30% on the final course grade, whereas at UTU the TRAKLA2 exercises increased the points in the examination. The minimum requirements were the same at both universities: the students had to achieve at least 50% of the maximum points for the TRAKLA2 exercises.

3.2. Settings

The Course at UTU
The DSA course at UTU (DSA-UTU) in spring 2004 included 56 lecture hours, 10 classroom sessions (each 2 hours) and 22 TRAKLA2 exercises. Previous courses were given with 56 lecture hours and 13 classroom sessions (2 hours each). The classroom exercises consist of five single exercises, such as illustrating exercises, proof exercises, etc. TRAKLA2 exercises, however, are most effective to represent exercises in which the task is to illustrate how a specific algorithm works with given input data. Thus, the number of classroom exercises were cut down after TRAKLA2 was taken into use. In figures, the number of classroom exercises decreased from 65 to 50. Each TRAKLA2 exercise was given points from one to four. It was possible to get a maximum of 47 TRAKLA2 points in the DSA-UTU course. The TRAKLA2 exercises were divided into three rounds by synchronizing the exercises as different topics were covered in the course.

Grading and Requirements
It was possible to get 32 course points from the examination(s) and eight course points from the TRAKLA2 exercises. The conversion of TRAKLA2 points to course points was linear between the minimum requirements 50% (pass with zero course points) and 100% TRAKLA2 points (8 course points, i.e., 20% of the maximum).

There were two ways of passing the course: taking the final examination (0–32 course points) or taking two midterm examinations (both 0–16 course points). In either case, the students still had to fulfill the minimum requirements: i) do at least 20 of the 50 classroom exercises, ii) get at least 50% of the TRAKLA2 points (maximum 47 points), and iii) get at least 20 course points out of the total of 40.

In comparison with earlier DSA-UTU courses, TRAKLA2 exercises replaced one question in the examination or half a question in each midterm examination respectively. Traditionally one of the five questions in the examination has been of illustrative type, and this was the very question now replaced by TRAKLA2 exercises.

DSA-UTU course’s final grading was on a scale from one to three with 0.25 steps. By getting 20 course points the student got the lowest grade (one). In addition, by doing 60% or 80% of the classroom exercises, any student could get an additional + or $\frac{1}{2}$ to his/her grade, respectively (the students were still required to meet the minimum requirements of the course).

In the following, the data are compared to the data from the DSA-UTU course in spring 2003, when the course was given by the same lecturer and the classroom exercises were very similar to those in spring 2004.
3.3. Results and Discussion

As a whole, the TRAKLA2 system has worked well with surprisingly good results both at HUT and at UTU. In 2004, 30% of the students at HUT achieved the maximum number of points for the 26 exercises, and over 55% achieved 90% of the maximum. Only 15% of the students failed to get the required minimum of 50% of the points; in practice these were students who dropped out of the course at an early stage. At UTU the results were even better. The average number of points achieved was 7.34 points out of a maximum 8 points.

We will now present results derived from the course statistics, including the number of students failed/passed, average grades, attendances in classroom and TRAKLA2 exercises, and so on.

Table 1 shows statistics about student activity during classroom exercises from DSA-UTU courses in spring 2003 and spring 2004. In addition, students got an average of 7.34 course points from TRAKLA2 exercises, and 69.2% of students did 100% of TRAKLA2 exercises.

As we can see from the statistics, the spring 2004 students were more active not only in using TRAKLA2 but also in other parts of the course: in particular, the average performance in classroom exercises increased from 54.5% to 60.3%. There is also a significant statistical difference (χ²-test, \( p = 0.01 \)) between the two courses when considering the number of students in each class in Table 1. Moreover, a larger number of students received an additional + / ½ to their final grade in 2004 than in 2003. These observations confirm that the introduction of TRAKLA2 enhanced the students’ motivation and work input in the DSA-UTU course.

Table 2 presents the basic statistics from DSA-UTU courses in 2003 and 2004. The statistics cover only results from the second midterm examination that was the first chance to pass the course. There was a major increase in the number of passed attendants. On the other hand, when looking at the average of course points (t-test, \( p = 0.19 \)) and the average of final grades (χ²-test, \( p = 0.12 \)), there is no statistically significant difference between the two courses. Combining these two observations one can conclude that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student activity in classroom exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average % of classroom exercises done (only who did at least 40%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of (#) attendants who did 0% - 40% of classroom exercises (failed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who did 40% - 60% of classroom exercises (no bonus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who did 60% - 80% and received + from classroom exercises to their final grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># attendants who did 80% - 100% and received ½ from classroom exercises to their final grade</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TRAKLA2 aided many students to get over the edge and pass the DSA-UTU course. Hence, TRAKLA2 seems to be truly useful for students who have difficulties in learning DSA by completing classroom exercises. The trend is very similar in examinations later in the course (actually, the average final grades were a little bit better in 2004 compared with 2003 if we look at the final statistics including midterm examinations and all the other examinations).

4. Study 2. Attitudes and Opinions

4.1. Background

Students’ opinions about the system were gathered through a web-based survey at the end of the HUT course in 2003. 364 students answered. 80% of them gave an overall grade of 4 or 5 to the system on the scale 0–5, where 5 was the best grade. The system was almost unanimously considered to aid learning and to be easy to use. At UTU, free feedback about the system was well in line with the observations from the HUT survey. As a continuation on this survey we decided to also study the attitudes of the UTU students using questionnaires.

4.2. Settings

Three sets of questionnaires were filled out by the students during the DSA-UTU course. The first questionnaire was given at the beginning of the course, the second together with the first midterm examination (after the first round of TRAKLA2 exercises), and the third one with the second midterm examination (after the end of the course).

The purpose of the first questionnaire was to gather information about students’ attitudes towards and experiences of web-based materials and tools in earlier courses. The students were also asked to state how well they thought web-based exercises could suite...
the DSA-UTU course (scale from 1 to 5, 5 being the best). The questionnaire also included a question on what kind of exercises the students would prefer to do in DSA-UTU courses as well as a question on how they assessed their own learning.

The second questionnaire had two main questions of yes/no type: the first question considered the contribution of TRAKLA2 to the students’ learning of the course topics, and the second one covered the usability of TRAKLA2 and any potential usability problems. The students were also given the possibility to write free text comments related to these questions. In the third questionnaire, the questions from the first and second questionnaires were repeated. In addition, the students were asked for further comments and suggestions.

4.3. Results and Discussion

In addition, a different questionnaire was carried out which surveyed how students’ attitudes towards on-line learning environments changed when they had used TRAKLA2: the results clearly indicated that the attitudes became more positive.

In the following, we present a more detailed analysis of the results of the survey on the UTU students’ opinions and attitudes towards web-based learning. Moreover, the learning results based on students’ self evaluation are presented.

There were 96 answers to the first questionnaire (‘Start’), 103 to the second (‘Mid’), and 81 to the third questionnaire (‘End’). At the Start and End the students were asked about their opinion on the suitability of www-based exercises for learning DSA. The answer alternatives were well (5), quite well (4), neutral (3), quite bad (2), and bad (1). The Start average was quite high, 3.94, and the End average was even higher, 4.84. These results indicate that web-based exercises are perceived as very suitable for learning DSA. The large increase in the average during the course implies that web-based exercises were well accepted and appreciated even by students who had not demonstrated positive attitudes in advance.

The free text comments were also analyzed giving qualitative data. There was a number of answers in which students said that it is much more elegant to do this kind of illustrative exercises using TRAKLA2 instead of doing the same thing step-by-step using pen and paper. Moreover, many students mentioned that TRAKLA2 exercises concretized the actions and operations of an algorithm. It was also confirmed that the immediate feedback provided by TRAKLA2 helped the students find the point where they made a mistake, at the same time encouraging them to further deepen their understanding of the subject. This is also reflected by the course statistics.

In the Mid and End questionnaires, the students were asked how the TRAKLA2 exercises contributed to their learning. In the Mid, the question was formulated with only a yes/no-answer, whereby 94% of students answered that the TRAKLA2 exercises did aid their learning process. In the End, the students were asked to grade the contribution on a scale from 1 to 5 (5 being the best). The average of the answers was 4.10, and 84% of the students graded the contribution as 4 or 5, while there were only two answers below 3. This result corresponds well with previous results from studies at HUT.
We also asked the students to give their preference on three alternative ways of doing exercises: traditional classroom exercises, web-based exercises or a mix of these two approaches (see Fig. 2). In the same manner, the students were asked to assess the level of their learning (Fig. 3). The answers illustrate that the students’ attitudes changed positively towards web-based exercises during the course. Even the results from the first questionnaire (Start) show that students prefer to do exercises by combining the traditional and web-based alternatives, and this opinion was strengthened during the course so that at the end, nearly three out of four students considered mixed exercises the best approach. Similar observations can be made about how the students assessed their own learning.

The mixed alternative is clearly the most appropriate approach to learn DSA.
thermore, if the students were to choose between traditional and web-based exercises, they would prefer traditional over web-based ones due to the larger role of traditional exercises in facilitating learning. This is a very interesting result suggesting that although web-based exercises complement traditional ones done in class very well, the former can hardly replace the latter (in the current form).

5. Study 3. Usability Test

5.1. Background

Many studies have shown the effect of visualization software on learning outcomes in CS education (Hundhausen et al., 2002; Naps et al., 2003), but in order to be truly excellent, software systems should also be user-friendly. Whereas the usability of TRAKLA2 had been tested using questionnaires, this study was the first true usability evaluation including analysis of observations made in a usability laboratory.

When conducting usability tests, there are general guidelines and heuristics that can be used as a base for the evaluation. Naturally, all these general standards also apply to educational software. There are, however, specific issues that are especially important to consider when developing educational systems, such as focusing on learning efficiency, ensuring short response times, generating valuable feedback and motivating the learners. In this study we focused on the following usability aspects:

- learnability, intuitiveness and ease of use,
- usefulness and appropriateness in the curriculum,
- subjective satisfaction and motivation,
- efficiency for promoting learning.

5.2. Settings

The test was conducted with five students from the Department of Computer Science at Åbo Akademi University (ÅA) taking their first course on DSA, i.e., the kind of users the system has been designed for. The number of test participants might be considered low, but taking into account the limited resources available for this pilot evaluation such a small group sufficed. In addition, according to Nielsen (2000), five users are usually enough when conducting a usability test:

As you add more and more users, you learn less and less because you will keep seeing the same things again and again. [...] After the fifth user, you are wasting your time by observing the same findings repeatedly but not learning much new.

To ensure that the students were on the same level concerning previous usage of TRAKLA2 and that their results could be considered comparable, none of the test participants had any prior experience in using the system.
Restrictions
We had many reasons for restricting the test to include only one of the exercises available in TRAKLA2: since the test participants were taking their first course on data structures, they were not yet familiar with all of the structures covered in TRAKLA2. In addition, the interface and functionality are quite similar for all exercises, wherefore testing one of these was assumed to have potential to reveal usability problems of the system as a whole. Finally, testing the entire system would be a laborious task, beyond the scope of this pilot test.

The exercise was decided upon in collaboration with the course lecturer in order to ensure that the chosen data structure and algorithm had been covered in the course up to the date of the test. The chosen exercise dealt with postorder traversal (POT) of binary trees.

Three-Part Study
The usability test consisted of three parts: observations, a pre- and post-test as well as a pre- and post-questionnaire.

The observation sessions took place one-by-one in a usability laboratory. Each individual session lasted approximately 30 minutes, of which the subjects spent 15 minutes interacting with the system completing the following scenarios: 1) Enroll, 2) Start the exercise on POT, 3) Use the system to solve exercises on POT and record the result from each attempt, and 4) Logout from the system.

The scenarios were put in logical order in order for the test to correspond with the authentic way of using the system. The two first scenarios can be regarded as rather trivial, giving the test participants a soft start to help them 'forget' that they were in a test situation; anxiety and nervous feelings may affect the results. The third scenario was the main task, during which we were able to observe the participants using the system. The last scenario terminated the interaction, marking the end of the test session.

All observations were recorded as video and audio material for later analysis. In order to be consistent about the information given to the participants, the same test instructions were distributed on paper to each participant at the beginning of the observation session. The subjects were encouraged to think aloud throughout the session in order to reveal the thinking process while interacting with the system.

In order to evaluate the system’s effect on the students’ understanding of the specific data structure, two pen-and-paper tests were conducted; a pre-test one week before using the system and a post-test one week after. We decided not to give the post-test immediately after using the system in order to evaluate the system’s effect on the participants long-term learning.

In addition, two questionnaires were used: a brief pre-questionnaire was included in the pre-test in order to acquire background data about the participants. The post-questionnaire was given to the participants directly after they had finished interacting with the system and gathered information on their attitudes towards and experiences with TRAKLA2.

Table 3 illustrates how these three parts made it possible to analyze the usability aspects in focus.
### Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Usability aspect</th>
<th>Observation</th>
<th>Pre/post-test</th>
<th>Post-questionnaire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learnability &amp; ease of use</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usefulness &amp; appropriateness in curriculum</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subjective satisfaction &amp; motivation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency for promoting learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3. Results and Discussion

**Observations**

The data gathered from the observations were coded and analyzed using Noldus Observer software\(^2\). The observational material clearly indicates that the longer a subject worked with the system, the shorter the time required for solving an instance of the exercise. Whereas the mean time for solving the first exercise instance was 78.3 seconds, the corresponding time for solving the last one was 54.7 seconds. For one subject the difference between the longest and shortest duration for solving an exercise was as high as 110.0 seconds, the average difference being 60.7 seconds. The number of exercises solved during the 15 minutes was also high, the mean being 13.6 exercises.

The test participants spent most of the time during scenario three on solving exercises (80% in average), whereas 14% was spent on exploring, i.e., getting familiar with the interface, scrolling the screen and so on. The high percentage for solving actual tasks indicates that the subjects did not find it difficult to use the system in the intended way.

Unfortunately only a few of the test persons thought aloud actively, but those who did made good comments. The positive comments considered for instance the ease of dragging and dropping the keys and the possibility to change and review one’s solution. There were no actual negative comments, only some recommendations. One of the subjects mentioned that the interface should be designed so that the exercise window would not require any scrollbars. This issue becomes clearer when the font size is increased. Another suggestion was to display the model answer window below the user’s answer in order to facilitate comparisons and error detection. Automatically marking incorrect keys with another color was also expected to make it easier to find errors.

The analysis of the recorded material did not reveal any severe usability problems. When the users interacted with the system in an unexpected way, a 'Sorry'-dialogue was displayed on the top of the screen not giving any valuable information about what had gone wrong. The only option was to close the window, but since it was not modal some subjects did not close it; this made it pop up again every time the exercise was reset. In addition, one subject repeatedly pointed the mouse to the solution review area when attempting to reset the exercise; the majority of the subjects, however, did not have any problems with the navigation.

\(^2\)The Observer is a system that can be used, e.g., to collect and analyse observational data. More information about the software can be found on [http://www.noldus.com/site/doc200401012](http://www.noldus.com/site/doc200401012)
Pre- and Post-tests

The pre- and post-tests both contained three assignments of corresponding nature. In addition to some POT problems, both tests included a part where the subjects were to describe how the algorithm on POT works. By this we were hoping to get information about how using the system had affected the subjects understanding of the algorithm and whether the system had helped the subjects create a mental model of how POT works (Ben-Ari, 2001), being able to explain it in own words could indicate that the subjects had reached a level of higher understanding. Unfortunately comparing the pre- and post-tests did not provide any valuable information on this point. The subjects’ explanations were much shorter on the post- than on the pre-test. One can speculate that the algorithm seemed straightforward to the students after using TRAKLA2, and that they therefore did not feel any need for long explanations.

The two other assignments did, however, indicate that the participants performed better on the post-tests (see Table 4). On the first assignment the students were asked to give the order in which the keys in two binary trees would be visited using POT. On the pre-test the majority of the subjects got no points on this assignment, whereas almost everybody received a full score on the post-test. In the second assignment the subjects were asked to draw the binary tree corresponding to a given POT of keys. The difference between the post- and pre-test on this assignment was not as remarkable, but whereas three of the subjects did not receive any points at all on this assignment on the pre-test, everybody got at least two points on the post-test.

The score for each subject on the first two assignments on the pre- and post-test are given in Fig. 4. It is interesting to note that four out of five participants follow the same pattern, whereas one demonstrates an opposite behavior. Naturally, one cannot give any clear explanations for this phenomenon, but the common trend is still evident: for most participants the scores improved on the later test.

Post-questionnaire

In the post-questionnaire, the subjects were asked to grade TRAKLA2 on a five point Likert-scale (from 1 (disagree) to 5 (agree)) based on how they experienced the system. In Table 5 we give the median for the participants answers to questions that we found to be of importance in order to evaluate the first three usability aspects listed in Table 3.

As Table 5 shows, the system was regarded enjoyable and motivating. The data also imply that the participants were positive to using the system and most of them would

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Std.dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assignment 1: Give POT (max 20 p)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>4.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment 2: Draw tree (max 11 p)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
like to use it more extensively – in fact, we were asked to give them more information about the online version of the system. All except one of the participants reported that the system had helped them understand the algorithm on POT. The data indicates that the students managed to start using the system in a short time; learning how to use it was not considered difficult.

As a whole the usability evaluation has indicated that TRAKLA2 is easy to learn and use, thus fulfilling the first usability aspect: learnability and ease of use. The data from the post-questionnaire pointed out that the subjects would like to use TRAKLA2 in their studies and that they thought it would facilitate their learning (aspects 2 and 4: “Usefulness and appropriateness in the curriculum” and “Efficiency for promoting learning”). In addition, the results between the students varied more on the pre-test than on the post-test. This indicates that the system promoted the subjects’ learning (aspect 4). Finally, the results from the post-questionnaire also imply that the subjects enjoyed working with the system and also wanted to have further usage. Such attitudes are in general very positive (aspect 3: “Subjective satisfaction and motivation”).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>The median of the test participants’ opinions after using the system (1 = disagree, 5 = agree)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the system was</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– frustrating</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– enjoyable</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– boring</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>– motivating</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system helped me understand the algorithm on POT</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The system uses terms understandable and familiar to me</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It took me a long time to start using the system</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to use the system in my studies</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It would be easier to learn the topics in the course on data structures if I could use this system</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using the system was difficult</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I solved the tasks quickly compared to the traditional pen and paper way</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Conclusions

In this paper we have reported three studies, all focusing on the same system, TRAKLA2. It is interesting to see that the results from the studies support each other very well. In our opinion, testing a system in this way, from various perspectives, renders it possible to assess its true value, bringing out positive and negative aspects from different points of view.

Comparing the learning results from courses at UTU has shown that the introduction of TRAKLA2 has had a positive effect on students’ learning. In addition, the first study pointed out that the TRAKLA2 system had a positive effect on students’ behavior in other areas of the DSA-UTU course, for instance, the average student worked harder in order to learn the course topics. The possibility to get immediate feedback and to resubmit answers helped students to complete given exercises, thereby enhancing their learning. In addition to the positive trend in learning results, the number of passed attendants rose from 49 to 81; TRAKLA2 was extra helpful to less talented students in particular, supporting them to get over the edge and pass the course.

The vast questionnaire study at UTU has shown that students’ attitudes strengthened positively towards web-based exercises. Moreover, the mixed alternative is far the most appropriate way to learn topics of courses on DSA, and it’s well approved and preferred by students. Furthermore, the results suggest that web-based exercises constitute a good amendment to courses on DSA. However, there also appears to be a certain desire for more traditional exercises. Whether these students’ expectations can be fulfilled by a future version of TRAKLA2 or similar web based tools, remains an interesting challenge. The results from the usability study indicate that it takes novices a very short time to learn to use TRAKLA2, and that even persons with no previous experience using the system could start working actively with it in only a few minutes.

7. Future Work

In our opinion, the studies have shown that TRAKLA2 is a usable system for enhancing learning of DSA. TRAKLA2 was well accepted and approved by students, and it will be used in forthcoming DSA courses in Turku.

At this time, the only type of exercises available in TRAKLA2 focuses on illustrating how a specific algorithm works on given input. Basically, this calls for tracing the execution of the algorithm. The system does not offer any support for constructive exercises, such as exercises in which a problem is described, example input and output values are given, and the task is to construct the algorithm. A key task of the future is to develop novel types of TRAKLA2 exercises as a collaboration between HUT, UTU and ÅA. In addition, now that a pilot evaluation in a usability laboratory has been conducted, TRAKLA2 could benefit from a larger-scale usability test, covering more exercises and letting the test persons interact more freely with the system.
A TRAKLA2 Exercises

Table 6
The visual algorithm simulation exercises in TRAKLA2 system. The column name describes the topic and the description characterizes the exercise. The roman numbers (i–iv) indicate the separate exercises and the number of sub-topics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insertion into (i) Binary search tree, (ii) Digital search tree, and (iii) Radix search trie</td>
<td>The learner is to insert random keys into an initially empty search tree by dragging and dropping them into the correct positions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary search tree deletion</td>
<td>The learner is to remove 4 keys from a binary search tree of 15 to 20 keys. Pointer operations are simulated by directly manipulating the edges that connect the nodes of the tree in the visualization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faulty Binary Search Tree</td>
<td>The learner is to show how to bring the following binary search tree in an inconsistent state: duplicates are allowed and inserted into the left branch of an equal key, but the deletion of a non-leaf node relabels the node as its successor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVL tree (i) insertion, (ii) single rotation, and (iii) double rotation</td>
<td>The learner is to (i) insert 13 random keys into an initially empty AVL-tree. The tree (i–iii) has to be balanced by rotations. The rotation exercises (ii–iii) require pointer manipulation, while the insertion exercise (i) provides push buttons to perform the proper rotation at the selected node.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-black-tree insertion</td>
<td>The learner is to insert 10 random keys into an initially empty Red-Black-tree. The color of the nodes must be updated and the tree must be balanced by rotations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BuildHeap algorithm</td>
<td>The learner is to simulate the linear time buildheap algorithm on 15 random keys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binary heap insertion and delete min</td>
<td>The learner is to a) insert 15 random keys into a binary heap and b) perform three deleteMin operations while preserving the heap order property (see Fig. 1).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequential search: (i) Binary search, and (ii) Interpolation search</td>
<td>The task is to show which indices the algorithm visits in the given array of 30 keys by indicating the corresponding keys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree traversal algorithms: (i) preorder, (ii) inorder, (iii) postorder, and (iv) level order</td>
<td>The learner is to show which keys in a tree the algorithm visits by indicating the visited keys in the required order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preorder tree traversal with stack</td>
<td>The learner is to simulate how the stack grows and shrinks during the execution of the preorder algorithm on a given binary tree.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To be continued
Visual Algorithm Simulation Exercise System TRAKLA2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental Graph algorithms: (i) Depth First Search, and (ii) Breadth First Search</td>
<td>The learner is to visit the nodes in the given graph in DFS, and BFS order.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum spanning tree algorithms: Prim’s algorithm</td>
<td>The learner is to add the edges into the minimum spanning tree in the order that Prim’s algorithm would do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest path algorithms: Dijkstra’s algorithm</td>
<td>The learner is to add the edges to the shortest paths tree in the order that Dijkstra’s algorithm would do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open addressing methods for hash tables: (i) linear probing, (ii) quadratic probing, and (iii) double hashing</td>
<td>The learner is to hash a set of keys (10–17) into the hash table of size 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorting algorithms: (i) Quicksort, and (ii) Radix Exchange sort</td>
<td>The learner is to sort the target array using the given algorithm.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

In this study, we report on the results of studies in which two randomly selected groups of students were monitored while they solved exercises in a Data Structures and Algorithms (DSA) course. The first group did the exercises by using web-based system and the second one in the classroom sessions and the roles of the groups were changed in the middle of the course. A web-based system capable of automatically assessing exercises and giving feedback was employed. The research question was to find out how we should introduce the self study material and automatically assessed exercises to the students in order to maximize their learning experience and to avoid drop outs. In addition, we surveyed the students’ attitude towards web-based exercises by using questionnaires. The students were asked what kind of exercises they would prefer to do in DSA courses as well as how they would assess their own learning experience in the three different setups (human guided, web-based or combination of these two). All these studies were carried out simultaneously in two different universities.

The results suggest introducing easy and human guided exercises at the very beginning of the course. However, we conclude that currently there is an emerging need for both web-based and classroom exercises. We claim that the recommended way to introduce the web-based exercises in DSA courses is by combining these two approaches. There is a set of exercises that are the most suitable to be solved and automatically assessed on the web while the rest of the exercises are best suitable for traditional classroom sessions. We believe that the results of this study can be generalized to cover also other similar learning environments than that used in this research to give automated feedback for the students, and thus improve the learning experience.

KEYWORDS
automatic assessment, feedback, computer science education, evaluation.

1. INTRODUCTION

Computers are now being used to ease the learning process in a variety of disciplines, including computer science and engineering. There are several methods to apply. One such method is animation of the behavior of complex systems and the other is simulation exercises in which the learner reproduces the animation trace.

Today, the primary use of algorithm animation has been for teaching and instruction. The instructor executes the animation and the learner has a quite passive role in following the representation. From the pedagogical point of view, however, we believe that this is not enough. A large number of systems and reports written on this (Bridgeman 2000, Brown 1997, Carter 2003, Hansen 2000, Jarc 2000, Naps 2000, Naps 2003, Ross 2002) indicate that we should aim at activating and engaging the learner in order to promote the learning process. This, however, requires feedback on students’ performance. The problem is how to provide feasible feedback in large courses that typically have limited resources.
Fortunately, the formal nature of algorithms and data structures allows us to build learning environments in which we can compare the student's solution to the correct model solution easily. This gives an opportunity to produce systems that not only portray a variety of algorithms and data structures, but also distribute tracing exercises to the student and then evaluate the student's answer to the exercises. This is called automatic assessment and feedback of simulation exercises. One such a system is TRAKLA2 that we have employed with good results during the past few years (Laakso 2005).

Our previous research showed that there seem to be no significant differences between learner groups that solve the same exercises on the web and in the classroom (Korhonen 2002). However, not all the exercises are such that they can be automatically assessed. Thus, the question is how far we can count on the automatic assessment today, and what would be the most feasible way to establish such a course organization that can best utilize the current learning environments in practice.

In this paper, we report on the preliminary results of the intervention study carried out in two different universities in Finland during the spring term 2005. In both universities, the TRAKLA2 learning environment was employed in the data structures and algorithms courses. The students (N=133(UTU) +134(HUT) = 267) were divided into two randomized exercise groups in both universities. The first group started web-based exercises with the TRAKLA2 learning environment while the second group did their exercises in the classroom sessions. The research aimed at repetition of the intervention study carried out at the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) in 2001 (Korhonen 2002). However, there were some differences as well. This time, we wanted to provide the same learning experience for all the students in order to prevent the drop out consequent upon the research setup. Thus, at the midpoint of the course, the groups transposed their places, the first group switched to the classroom and the second group on the web. Moreover, we also report on the repetition of the attitude survey carried out at the University of Turku (UTU) in 2004 (Laakso 2005). This time, the same survey was carried out in both of the aforementioned universities.

In Section 2, we describe the TRAKLA2 learning environment as well as the course syllabus for both of the university courses and the descriptions of research methods are presented. In Sections 3 and 4, we report the results of the intervention study, and the attitude survey carried out, respectively. Finally, in Section 5 we make the conclusions based on the results achieved.

2. BACKGROUND AND METHOD

2.1 TRAKLA2 Learning Environment

TRAKLA2 is a learning environment providing algorithm simulation exercises in which students simulate the working of algorithms covered in the data structures and algorithms course. In algorithm simulation, the student must show in terms of conceptual diagrams how an algorithm changes given initial data structures during its execution.

The exercise could be, for example, “Insert the following keys in this order into an initially empty binary search tree: O, J, C, W, X, K, E, L, A, I, Y and R. Draw the tree after each insertion.” The exercises are solved with a Java applet, i.e., students change the contents (keys and references) of data structures visualized on the screen by performing drag-and-drop operations supported by the TRAKLA2 environment1. An example exercise is seen in Figure 1. The student should drag and drop the keys from an array into the appropriate positions in the binary search tree. In the example, the first 7 keys are already inserted into the tree. The model answer in the front window shows the next state where also the key E is inserted.

Each student is given a random initial data structure instance to work with like the stream of keys in the previous example. The sequence of performed operations is recorded and the submitted answer is assessed automatically by comparing it to the model sequence generated by a real implemented algorithm. The student receives immediate feedback on his solution that indicates the number of correct steps out of the maximum number of steps. In addition, the model solution that is represented as an algorithm animation can be reviewed at any time.

1 http://www.cs.hut.fi/Research/TRAKLA2/
If a student does not provide a correct solution, the exercise can be solved and resubmitted again. However, each time the exercise is reseted, a new instance of it with new initial data set is created. In general, the number of resubmissions can be unlimited as one cannot continue with the same data set. Moreover, the solution space of the exercises is far too large to allow brute force solution with simple trial and error method.

Figure 1. The TRAKLA2 exercise window comprises the data structures and push buttons. The model solution window is open in the front.
Currently, approximately 30 difference exercises are included in the TRAKLA2 environment. These cover basic data structures, priority queues (i.e. heaps), sorting algorithms, hashing, dictionaries and graph algorithms. We emphasize here that students do no coding while solving the simulation exercises. They operate purely at a conceptual level. However, to be able to solve these exercises, they have to understand the key principles of the corresponding algorithms.

In the learning environment, the exercises are divided into exercise rounds as it is typically the case in the classroom exercises as well. Each exercise round covers one or more topics in the course. Moreover, the exercise rounds have deadlines as in traditional classroom exercises.

2.2 Course at UTU

In spring 2004, the DSA-UTU course (UTU04) included 56 lecture hours, 10 classroom sessions (each 2 hours), and 22 TRAKLA2 exercises. The classroom sessions consisted of four to six single exercises, such as illustrating exercises, proof exercises, etc.

Our previous study (Laakso 2005) reports very positive results on utilizing TRAKLA2 system in DSA-UTU course. Due to this, it was decided to use TRAKLA2 more extensively in DSA-UTU course in spring 2005 (UTU05). All together, UTU05 course included 56 lecture hours, 10 classroom sessions (each 2 hours), and 14 or 15 TRAKLA2 exercises depending on the group. The TRAKLA2 exercises replaced 4 class-room sessions (out of the 10), thus the number of classroom exercises decreased from 50 to 30 and were replaced by TRAKLA2 exercises. However, TRAKLA2 exercises did not cover all the areas of the replaced classroom exercises such as algorithm analysis, design exercises, proofs, and so on.

There were 2 classroom sessions for both groups at the beginning of the UTU05 course. After that the student were randomly divided into two groups A and B. Group A did 14 TRAKLA2 exercises in three rounds on the web, and at the same time, Group B did 4 classroom sessions (20 single exercises) covering the topics in the first half. The roles of the groups were reversed in the middle of the course after which Group A did 4 classroom sessions, and Group B did 15 TRAKLA2 exercises in two rounds covering the rest of the topics. However, also in this case, the classroom exercises included simulation exercises similar to the TRAKLA2 exercises as well as more challenging exercises such as analysis, design, and proof exercises.

The nature of the classroom sessions is such that every student has to do the given exercises beforehand and at the beginning of the class room session every student informs the demonstrator, which exercises he has solved. Then every exercise is presented sequently by selected students at the blackboard. After that the presented solution is analyzed by the demonstrator which gives feedback on students’ performance. Furthermore, the demonstrator presents the correct solutions as well as clarifies the most important aspects of the exercises.

2.2.1 Grading and Requirements at UTU

It was possible to get 40 course points from the examination(s). In addition, any student can get additional 6 course points based on their activity in TRAKLA2 exercises and classroom exercises. These points were summed up to get the total number of course points. The final grading was on a scale from one to three with 0.25 steps. By getting 20 course points the student got the lowest grade.

The 6 extra course points were determined by the TRAKLA2 exercise points (maximum 35) and classroom exercise points (maximum 35) that were summed up. This gives a maximal value of 70 total exercise points (TEP). The conversion of TEP to the course points was linear between the minimum requirements 40% (pass with zero course points) and 100% points (6 course points, i.e. 15% of the maximum). The minimum points were required in order to get the examination.

There were two ways of passing the course: taking the final examination (0-40 course points) or taking two midterm-examinations (both of 0-20 course points). In either case, the students still had to fulfill the minimum requirements: i) to get at least 40% of the classroom exercise points (maximum 35), ii) to get at least 40% of the TRAKLA2 points (maximum 35 points), and iii) to get at least 20 course points out of the total of 46. The first midterm examination was arranged in the middle of the UTU05 course and the second one at the end of the course.
2.3 Course at HUT

The course syllabus at HUT was similar to that at UTU, but there are many differences as well. At HUT, the students have passed only one programming course before attending data structures and algorithm course. At UTU, however, they have a little bit more preliminary courses.

HUT05 course included 40 lecture hours and 7 rounds of exercises. Some 140 students were enrolled in the course including a small number of foreign students that were excluded from the research setup as they could not follow the lectures given in Finnish only. Each student selected an exercise group from the 5 possible alternatives. The first exercise session was common for all of the students, but after that each group was randomly split into two subgroups A and B (based on the last digit of the study book number). Group A did the exercise rounds 2–4 on the web with TRAKLA2 and 5–7 in the classroom, and group B vice versa. Each exercise round comprises some 4–6 different simulation exercises. The exercises were the same in both groups, i.e., also the classroom exercise group did simulation exercises and not, for example, analysis or design exercises as they did in UTU.

2.3.1 Grading and Requirement at HUT

The midterm examinations and the compulsory exercises were assessed separately. Both had the 50% influence to the final grade. The conversion of points received from the exercises was linear between the minimum requirements 50% (pass with the grade 1) and 90%-100% points (pass with the maximum 4 grade 5). However, the students did not have to fulfill the minimum requirements before attending the examinations as it was the case in UTU. They had the chance to complete the exercises also after the examination in HUT.

2.4 Drop Out and Performance Evaluation

In this study, we have monitored two randomized groups of students (A and B) while they solved exercises in course of data structures and algorithms. In group A, the solving procedure started with web-based exercises while in B they practiced in a classroom. In the middle of the course, the procedure was changed: group A continued in the classroom while the group B went on the web.

The same evaluation was carried out both in UTU and HUT during the spring term 2005. Both courses started with a pre-test in which questions on the basic data structures and algorithms were asked. There were no differences between the groups A and B in the learning results of this test. In addition, some of the questions were repeated in the first midterm examination in HUT. For example, a pre-test question concerning the visiting order of nodes in tree traversal algorithms shows that only 26% of students was able to connect the algorithms (pre-, post-, in order as well as level order) to the corresponding list of nodes with the given binary tree representation. However, in the first midterm examination this number was over 90%.

We conclude that actual learning has taken place during the courses. Thus, the research question concerns more the other quality aspects of the learning besides the amount of learning: the overall throughput of the course (i.e., passed students) as well as the fine tuning of the course difficulty. We try to gather evidence to adjust the course difficulty at the level that is the most feasible according to the use of web-based exercises and overall learning results. Moreover, we study the question how we should introduce the self study material and exercises to the students in order to avoid large drop out in courses.

2.5 Attitude Study

Students’ opinions about the TRAKLA2 system were gathered through a web-based survey at the end of the HUT course in 2003. 364 students answered, 80% of which gave an overall grade of 4 or 5 to the system on the scale 0 – 5 with 0.5 steps, where 5 was the best grade. The system was almost unanimously considered to aid learning and to be easy to use. In addition, a survey was arranged at UTU in spring 2004. This survey included three sets of questionnaires about students’ attitudes and opinions about web-based systems, one at the beginning, one at the middle, and one at the end of UTU04 course.

The purpose of the survey was to gather information about students’ attitudes towards and experiences and changes in those during the UTU04 course. The first and the last questionnaire also included a question about what kind of exercises the students would prefer to do in DSA-UTU courses as well as a question on
how they assessed their own learning. There was also the possibility to give free comments about the TRAKLA2 system. Indeed, the free feedback from this survey was well in line with the observations from the HUT survey.

The results from the study in 2004 (Laakso 2005) show that the TRAKLA2 system was well-approved by students, and we may say can be said that the students’ attitudes became more positive towards web-based systems. Moreover, the results indicated that web-based exercises constitute a good amendment to courses on DSA and suggest that the mixed-alternative is far the most appropriate way to learn topics of courses on DSA.

As a continuation on this survey, we wanted to confirm these observed results and it was decided to arrange a repetition study about the attitudes and opinions of the UTU and HUT students using questionnaires in spring 2005. In UTU05 and HUT05 course, a survey was arranged with two sets of questionnaires, one at the beginning and one at the end of each course. Both questionnaires included the same questions as in the UTU04 survey. In both questionnaires, the students were asked to state how well they thought web-based exercises could suit to the course, and how much students believe that web-based learning could help them to understand DSA topics better. In addition, in the second questionnaire, there was a question in which students were asked to give their preference about the role of the TRAKLA2 exercises in DSA courses.

3. RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In the following, we focus on the overall throughput of the passed students in the two courses involved both in UTU and HUT. The null hypothesis was that there is no significant difference between the groups A and B. In addition, we have assumed that the learning results must be the same in both of the groups. This was due to the fact that in HUT, the students did the very same exercises regardless of the solving procedure. Even though in UTU the class room exercises were more challenging, the students had a chance to do both kinds of exercises, thus giving them almost an equal learning experience. Performed tests supported this assumption. In UTU, for example, the average points received from the first midterm examination were 9.81 (group A) and 10.36 (group B). The same figures from the second midterm examination were 13.22 and 12.04, respectively. The midterm examinations revealed no statistical differences (t-tests, $p_1 = 0.58$, $p_2 = 0.33$), respectively.

Table 1. Course statistics of students taking the course exercises (CE) and midterm examinations (MTE). In addition, there is the number of students that passed/took the MTE. Finally, the throughput indicates the percentage of students that passed both CE and MTE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>UTU A</th>
<th>UTU B</th>
<th>UTU Total</th>
<th>HUT A</th>
<th>HUT B</th>
<th>HUT Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of students(#)</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># passed CE</td>
<td>48 (72%)</td>
<td>39 (59%)</td>
<td>87 (65%)</td>
<td>52 (72%)</td>
<td>48 (77%)</td>
<td>100 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># took MTE</td>
<td>42 (63%)</td>
<td>38 (58%)</td>
<td>80 (60%)</td>
<td>52 (72%)</td>
<td>49 (79%)</td>
<td>101 (75%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># passed MTE</td>
<td>29 (69%)</td>
<td>26 (68%)</td>
<td>55 (69%)</td>
<td>42 (81%)</td>
<td>42 (86%)</td>
<td>84 (83%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throughput</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>39%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 summarized the basic data from both of the two courses. The total number of enrolled students in both courses (UTU 133, and HUT 134) was almost equal. In addition, there were no significant differences among the passed students of TRAKLA2 exercises except in UTU-B (t-test, $p = 0.02$). Thus, there was some evidence to reject the hypothesis that the level of difficulty in exercises makes no difference. Actually, it was quite natural that students (in group B) starting with more challenging exercises drop the course early more easily. However, it was interesting to note that there is no similar effect in HUT (t-test, $p = 0.80$). Contrary to this, the relative number of passed students was higher in group B. More students drop the course in group A, i.e., this confirms our previous results that in self study, there was a slight tendency to drop the course more easily than if the students were allowed to attend class room sessions (if the exercises are the same) (Korhonen 2002).

In UTU, the students were not allowed to take the 2nd midterm examination until they have passed all the exercises, which was not the case in HUT. Actually, there were 9 students more taking the midterm
examinations than passing the exercises in HUT (the number is not visible in Table 1). It should be noted, however, that in both courses there was an option to complete the performance in exercises by solving more exercises. Thus, the surplus students in examination were possibly planning to do the exercises after the examination. This seemed to be a bad strategy seeing that only 2 out of the 9 students passed the midterm examinations.

The midterm examinations were more difficult in UTU than in HUT. Only 69% passed in UTU while 83% passed in HUT. However, there are no differences between the groups A and B in either of the courses. In addition, it should be noted that midterm examinations was the first possibility to pass the course. There were a couple of more upcoming examinations in both of the courses later this year. Thus, for example in HUT, the overall throughput will be around 80%.

4. RESULTS OF ATTITUDE STUDY

In the following, we present the detailed analysis of the attitude survey results in HUT and UTU in spring 2005. In addition, the opinions on learning results based on students’ self evaluation are also presented.

At UTU, there where 108 answers to the first questionnaire (‘Start’) and 68 to the second questionnaire (‘End’). At HUT, the same numbers were 129 and 89, respectively.

At the Start and End, the students were asked about their opinion on the suitability of web-based exercises for learning DSA. The scale was from 1 to 7 (7 being the best). The Start averages were quite high, 5.44 (UTU) and 5.54 (HUT), and the End averages were even higher, 5.59 (UTU) and 6.15 (HUT). The same phenomenon was observed in UTU04 course (Laakso 2005). Furthermore, the students were asked about how much students believe that web-based learning could help them to understand DSA topics easier (same scale as above). The Start averages were also quite high, 4.80 (UTU) and 4.89 (HUT), and the End averages also higher, 4.97 (UTU) and 5.49 (HUT).

These observations clearly indicate that web-based exercises are perceived to be suitable for learning DSA course topics and those exercises are well accepted and approved by students both at UTU and HUT. Moreover, it can be also said that web-based exercises aids students’ learning process of DSA course’s topics.

In addition, the students were asked to assess the level of their learning on three alternative ways of doing exercises: traditional classroom exercises, web-based exercises or a mix of these two approaches (see Figure 2

![Figure 2](image-url)
In Figures 2a and 2b we can see that at the Start, there is approximately the same amount of students in UTU and HUT courses that choose the mixed alternative on the 1st selection when looking the most appropriate way of learning. Furthermore, mixed alternative was considered the most appropriate way to learn DSA course’s topics and the least appropriate was doing only web-based exercises. However, there was a quite big difference between UTU and HUT on the 3rd selection, which indicates that HUT students are more open-minded towards web-based exercises or learning. The natural reason for this is the fact that there have been much more usage of web-based exercises at HUT (since 1993) than at UTU (since 2004) in the previous DSA courses. Moreover, there have been only classroom exercises in DSA-UTU courses before UTU04 course that first time introduced TRAKLA2 system.

At the End, changes were quite different at UTU than at HUT. At UTU, mixed alternative loosed some ground to classroom exercises while web-based exercises stood at the same level. And the same statistic from UTU04 course (see Figure 3) shows that mixed alternative actually gained a lot of ground (from 48% to 73%). We suggest that this different behavior can be explained by the fact that in UTU04, the web-based exercises replaced only such exercises that are much more elegantly done in TRAKLA2 system like, for example, all the tracing or illustrative type of exercises (i.e. how a specific algorithm works on given input). In UTU05 course, however, TRAKLA2 exercises did not cover all the areas of replaced classroom exercises. Therefore, web-based exercises gave a little bit narrower conception of the topics compared with the classroom exercises that included also analyzing and proof exercises as well.

At HUT, the share of the web-based exercises grew from 24% to 39% (1st selection) almost catching up the mixed alternative. The growth is explained by the nature of the classroom exercises at HUT. Students did exactly the same exercises both in TRAKLA2 system and in the classroom with pen and paper. However, the most feasible way to do illustrative and tracing type of exercises is to do them in TRAKLA2 system. This same effect is observed also in (Laakso 2005) and explained why web-based exercises growth its share.

In the same manner as the level of the learning was studied, the students were asked to give their preference on the three alternative ways of doing exercises. The preferred alternative at Start was towards web-based exercises (1st selection: 44% (UTU) and 66% (HUT)). It turns out to be even stronger biased towards web-based exercises at the End (1st selection: 51% (UTU) and 75% (HUT)). In the UTU04 course, the change was about the same order from 38% to 44%. We can argue that the web-based exercises are the most preferred alternative to do the exercises according to the students.

Finally, at the End, the students were asked about the role of TRAKLA2 exercises. At UTU, 85% of students responded that TRAKLA2 exercises should be compulsory part of DSA-UTU course. The same amount at HUT was 96%. In addition, at UTU, 73% of students responded that TRAKLA2 exercises should be compulsory extra exercises or compulsory exercises to replace some of the classroom exercises. The same percentage at HUT was 55%. Still, 40% at HUT responded that they should be compulsory exercises to

![Figure 3. This figure presents the first and the third selection in the level of learning (UTU04). The upper pie charts illustrate the attitude at the beginning of the course and the lower pie charts at the end.](image-url)
replace all of the classroom exercises. This observation is in line with other observation in HUT05. Only 15% (UTU) and 4% (HUT) of students responded that TRAKLA2 exercises should be voluntary extra exercises. This concludes that there is a need for both TRAKLA2 exercises and classroom exercises in DSA course. Moreover, while the simulation exercises are well suitable to be performed in the TRAKLA2 system, there are still many exercise types (i.e. analysis and proof exercises) that are better suited to the classroom environment, where human interaction takes place.

5. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have monitored two randomly selected groups of students (A and B) in two different universities while they solved exercises in course on data structures and algorithms. The first group did the exercises by web-based system and the second one in the classroom sessions in both universities. The roles of the groups were changed in the middle of the course. In addition, we have surveyed their attitude towards web-based exercises. The students were asked whether they prefer to do the exercises in the classroom or by web-based system, and the third alternative was a combination of these two.

There is no difference between groups A and B when looking at the overall throughput, i.e., passed students in the courses. Thus, the final examination (two midterm examinations in this case) seems to be equally difficult for both groups. We conclude that the procedure of doing exercises, i.e., web-based or classroom does not have any influence on the learning results. However, if we look at the number of students passed the exercises, there is a statistical difference at UTU. This is due to the fact, that the students starting with more challenging classroom exercises drop the course more often in the beginning of the course compared with those starting with the web-based exercises. This contradicts the previous results indicating that self learning causes the students to drop more easily. Thus, the difficulty level and nature of the exercises have more influence in this respect.

Based on the results from the prior attitude study in 2004 together with 2005 study, it can be said that the mixed alternative is the most suitable way to introduce the web-based exercises. The most preferred way to do simulation exercises is on the web, which indicates that the TRAKLA2 system is very easy to use and well-suited for its purpose. In addition, we argue that the web-based exercises should be compulsory in DSA courses and the exercises should replace only those classroom exercises that are suitable for TRAKLA2.

We believe that the results of these studies can be generalized to cover also other similar learning environments that can give automated feedback for the students. It seems that automatic feedback can be adequate enough to compensate its drawbacks compared with human guidance due to the fact that it is available all the time during the exercise session, thus allowing the students to study at their own pace. Moreover, it is not surprising that the results suggest us to introduce easy and human guided exercises first. After this, the students are more engaged into the course, thus they pass the whole course more probably, and can be directed to self-learning environments such as TRAKLA2.

The results also imply that the learning in such a learning environment is as good as in traditional sessions if the exercises are the same. Thus, keeping in mind the limits of automatic assessment, we can recommend the use of the web-based learning environments. In our case, this means that we are going to deliver all the simulation exercises through the web-based learning environment, but parallel to this, we have traditional classroom sessions as well to cover the design and analysis exercises that are beyond the scope of automatic assessment.

We have concluded that currently there is a need for both TRAKLA2 and traditional classroom exercises. There is a set of exercises that are best suitable to be automatically assessed by TRAKLA2. These include not only tracing exercises, but also exploration exercises (Korhonen 2004) such as coloring a binary tree to a red black tree. Thus, an important challenge of the future is to develop novel types of TRAKLA2 exercises to cover more of the traditional exercises. Our future plans are to do this in collaboration between Helsinki University of Technology and University of Turku.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, two emerging learning and teaching methods have been studied: collaboration in concert with algorithm visualization. When visualizations have been employed in collaborative learning, collaboration introduces new challenges for the visualization tools. In addition, new theories are needed to guide the development and research of the visualization tools for collaborative learning. We present an empirical study, in which learning materials containing visualizations on different Extended Engagement Taxonomy levels were compared, when students were collaboratively learning concepts related to binary heap. In addition, the students’ activities during the controlled experimental study were also recorded utilizing a screen capturing software. Pre- and post-tests were used as the test instruments in the experiment. No statistically significant differences were found in the post-test between the randomized groups. However, screen capturing and voice recording revealed that despite the randomization and instructions given to the students, not all of the students performed on the engagement level, to which they were assigned. By regrouping the students based on the monitored behavior, statistically significant differences were found in the total and pair average of the post-test scores. This confirms some of the hypothesis presented in the (Extended) Engagement Taxonomy.
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Introduction

Since its introduction, it has been hoped that Algorithm Visualization (AV) would solve problems related to learning of data structures and algorithms. However, empirical evaluations have yielded mixed results when determining the usefulness of such visualizations as teaching and learning aids over traditional methods (see the meta-analysis of the research on AV by Hundhausen et al. (2002)). Thus, researchers have sought explanations for the mixed results as well as better grounds to justify the use of visualizations in teaching. Hundhausen et al. (2002) concluded that the activities performed by the students are more important than the content of the visualization. This has led to the analysis of different engagement levels Naps et al. (2002) by ITiCSE Working Group that proposed Engagement Taxonomy (ET) to describe the various types of activities that students perform with visualizations and their effect on learning and Myller et al. (in press) have developed it further into Extended Engagement Taxonomy (EET).

Collaboration has become accepted and popular in Computer Science education. A good example is the benefits of pair programming (Nagappan et al., 2003; Williams et al., 2000; McDowell et al., 2003). Whilst visualizations are employed in collaborative learning, collaboration introduces new challenges for the visualization tools. For example, the exchange of experiences and ideas, and coordination of the joint work are needed when students are not working individually anymore (Suthers and Hundhausen, 2003). Furthermore, visualizations can provide a shared external memory that can initiate negotiations of meanings and act as a reference point when ideas are explained or misunderstandings are resolved (Suthers and Hundhausen, 2003). This implies that also new theories are needed to guide the development and research of the visualization tools for collaborative learning.

In this paper, the applicability of EET in collaborative use of visualizations has been studied. We test the impact of EET levels on the performance when visualizations are used in collaboration. We present an empirical study, in which learning materials containing visualizations on different EET levels were compared when student pairs were collaboratively learning concepts related to binary heap. The pairs had a mutual task to read through a tutorial including visualizations and answer questions related to the topic. Although, statistically significant differences were
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not detected in a previous study, the results indicated that the engagement level of the visualizations has an effect on the performance when students are working in pairs (Myller et al., 2007). Thus, we replicated that study in a different institution, and improved the settings in such a way that the detection of the statistically significant differences would be possible. In this paper, we report the results from the replication study conducted at the Helsinki University of Technology in which two groups of students were randomized to the computer lab sessions. Each session was randomly assigned to an EET level, either changing or controlled viewing (in the rest of the paper this can be also shortened to viewing when we are discussing about the groups), with the limitation that parallel sessions belonged to different conditions.

During the analysis of the screen and voice recordings collected in the study, it was detected that despite the randomization and instructions given to the students, not all of the students performed their learning on the expected EET level. This meant that although the tool allowed students to learn on a higher EET level, some of the students choose not to do so, but worked on a lower engagement level. Fortunately, the screen capturing and voice recording done during the students’ learning process provided us a tool for noticing this and taking it into account in the analysis. Thus, in addition to the results from the study, we learned an important methodological lesson as well. Screen capturing and voice recording should be a standard procedure, because otherwise we cannot know for sure if the participants really do what we expect them to do.

In Chapter 2, we describe the relevant literature related to the engagement taxonomy and similar theories. In addition, we give an overview of the learning tool used in the experiments. Chapter 3 describes the research setting, i.e., the used pre- and post-tests, subjects, materials, and procedures. In Chapter 4, we report on the results. Finally, in Chapters 5 and 6, we make conclusions and highlight some future directions.

**Previous Research**

**Visualizations and Engagement**

As an attempt to describe the mixed results of previous research in AV usage (cf. (Hundhausen et al., 2002)) in learning and teaching of algorithms and data structures, Engagement Taxonomy (ET) was introduced by Naps et al. (2002). The central idea of the taxonomy is that the higher the engagement between the learner and the visualization, the higher the positive effects on learning outcomes. ET consists of six levels of engagement between the user and the visualization:

- **No viewing**: There is no visualization to be viewed.
- **Viewing**: The visualization is only looked at without any interaction.
- **Responding**: Visualization is accompanied with questions, which are related to the content of the visualization.
- **Changing**: Modification of the visualization is allowed, for example, by varying the input data set or algorithm simulation.
- **Constructing**: Visualization of program or algorithm is created.
- **Presenting**: Visualizations are presented to others for feedback and discussions.

ET has been used in the development of AV tools and several studies have utilized the framework and provided further support for it (see, e.g., Grissom et al. (2003); Naps and Grissom (2002)). However, the time to study the materials on different ET levels has commonly been an uncontrolled variable in the studies, meaning that students have had freedom to use as little or as much time as they wanted to. Thus, those students who have been studying with visualizations that are on the higher ET level have spent more time on the task. This, in turn, makes it questionable if the reason for better performance in the post-test is due to the additional time spent on studying or the higher ET level of the materials. In the experiment, which is presented in this paper, we controlled the time so that all the students needed to spend exactly the same amount of time on learning the topic.

There are also other studies which have shown that visualizations improve learning, without actually utilizing the ET framework in the design of the study (Ben-Bassat Levy et al., 2003). In addition to this, research in educational psychology and multimedia learning had also had similar results (Evans and Gibbons, 2006).
Myller et al. (in press) have proposed an extension to the ET called the Extended Engagement Taxonomy (EET). The idea of this extension is to let the designers and researchers of visualizations to use finer granularity of engagement levels in their tools and experimental designs. They provide the following engagement levels to be used together with the original ones: controlled viewing, providing input, modification, and reviewing. In this study, we will utilize the controlled viewing level in order to make a difference between the visualizations that can only be viewed by the student (EET level: viewing, e.g., static visualizations or animations with only a playing option) compared to those which can be controlled (EET level: controlled viewing, e.g., animations with VCR-like controls in order to step and play the animation both forwards and backwards).

**Visualizations and Collaboration**

From a more general perspective, there are studies that analyze the use of visualizations in collaboration. For instance, Suthers and Hundhausen (2003) have performed research in the area of scientific inquiry. They compared the effects of different representations (i.e., matrix, graph, and text) when students were collecting and analyzing data, hypotheses and their evidential relations. Their research showed that the form of the visualization and what kinds of interactions it drives have an effect on the collaboration process by making certain data and their relations more explicit or implicit.

Roschelle (1996) studied pairs of students using the learning environment of Newtonian physics and analyzed their learning outcomes as well as the process that led to those outcomes. During the study, it was recognized that learning tools and especially visualizations used in collaboration should focus more on supporting communication rather than presenting the underlying model as accurately as possible. Furthermore, Roschelle (1996) tells as the last lesson in his paper that, “one should design activities, which actively engage students in doing and encountering meaningful experiential feedback as a consequence of their actions”. Scaife and Rogers (1996) also identified the analysis of the interactions between external presentation and its users as a key research area for the future. All these points of view seem to support the applicability of ET/EET in the context of collaborative learning.

Although several AV tools have been developed and empirical studies carried out, the collaborative use of AV tools is researched very little. Myller et al. (in press) have studied the applicability of EET to describe differences in the learning process when visualizations are used during collaborative learning. They pointed out that when students were using visualizations on lower EET levels the interaction/engagement between students also dropped, meaning that students communicated and collaborated more when they were using materials on higher EET levels.

The work of Hundhausen (2002) is related to the collaborative aspects of AV construction and presentation. This work led into the development of a visualization tool, ALVIS, which supports construction and presentation of AVs in small groups (Hundhausen and Brown, 2008). Their results also indicate that ET is applicable in the context of collaborative learning, although it is not directly tested. Furthermore, Hundhausen (2005) has proposed a communicative dimensions framework in order to analyze the aspects of visualizations that affect communication between end-users. Hübscher-Younger and Narayanan (2003) developed a web-based system that allows students to post their own algorithm representations (e.g., text, pictures, animation, or multimedia) and discuss them on the web. The research concluded that the students who actively participated in this activity achieved higher grades than the passive students who might have only viewed and commented on others’ presentations.

**Other Algorithm Visualization Studies on Heap Data Structures**

Stasko et al. (1993) utilized algorithm animations focusing on a pairing heap that was implemented as a binary tree. The results were disappointing: the animation group outperformed the control group but the differences were not high even on absolute scale, and the differences were not statistically significant. Moreover, they noted that using animations did not grant obvious learning benefits and they believe that algorithm animations benefit advanced students more than “novice students”.

In 1996, Byrne et al. (1996) conducted algorithm animation research on binomial heap. The results were not statistical significant, either, and their findings supported the view that the benefits of animations are not that obvious, and careful task analysis is essential to determine in which situations animation can be helpful. Also Kehoe
et al. (2001) studied the learning of binomial heap through animations in open lab sessions. They hypothesized that animations make complex algorithms more accessible and less intimidating and enhance students’ motivation, interaction and learning. Their study, however, was inconclusive (they made hypotheses), and further empirical studies were suggested.

There are some differences between these studies and ours. Our students were novices with little or no previous knowledge on the topic, but they were not novices in using the visualization tool but had previous knowledge on how to use the tool and how to make sense of its visualization. However, students needed to study in our experiment concepts related to binary heap, which might be easier to understand and more accessible for novices compared to the pairing heap or the binomial heap. Furthermore, we used fixed time limits for the learning session meaning that all students needed to use exactly the same time to learn the topic, and we monitored their learning process in order to detect how they were learning.

TRAKLA2 Overview

TRAKLA2 is a practicing environment for visual algorithm simulation exercises (Korhonen et al., 2004) that can be assessed automatically. The system distributes individually tailored tracing exercises to students and provides feedback about students’ solutions automatically. In visual algorithm simulation exercises, a student directly manipulates the visual representation of the underlying data structures (i.e., a student acts on the EET level changing). Thus, the student manipulates real data structures through GUI operations with the purpose of performing the same changes on the data structures the actual algorithm would do. An answer to an exercise is a sequence of discrete states of data structures, and the task is to perform the correct operations that will cause the transitions between each of the two consecutive states.

Each TRAKLA2 exercise page consists of a description of the exercise with links to other pages that introduce the theory and examples of the algorithm in question, instructions on how to interact with the GUI, code window, and an interactive Java applet. The current exercise set consists of over 40 assignments on basic data structures, sorting algorithms, search trees, hashing methods, and graph algorithms.

Let us consider the exercise in Figure 1. The student is supposed to manipulate the visual representation(s) of the Binary Heap data structure by invoking context-sensitive drag-and-drop operations. The idea is to simulate the
linear time BuildHeap algorithm. The manipulation can be done in either of the representations shown in the figure (i.e. the array or the binary tree representation). A key can be sifted up in terms of swap operations with its parent until the heap property is satisfied (the key at each node is smaller than or equal to the keys of its children). A single swap operation is performed by dragging and dropping a key in the heap on top of another key.

An exercise applet is initialized with randomized input data. The BuildHeap exercise, for example, is initialized with 15 numeric keys that correspond to the priority values. The student can reset the exercise by pressing the Reset button at any time. As a result, the exercise is reinitialized with new random keys. When attempting to solve the exercise, the student can review the answer step by step using the Animator panel. Moreover, the student can submit the answer in which case the answer is assessed and immediate feedback is delivered. The feedback reports the number of correct steps out of the total number of steps in the exercise. This kind of automatic assessment is possible due to the fact that, again, the student is manipulating real data structures through the GUI. Thus, it is possible to implement the same algorithm the student is simulating, and execute it so that the algorithm manipulates the same data structures, but different instances, as the student just did. The assessment is based on comparison between these two different instances of data structures with each other.

An exercise can be submitted an unlimited number of times. However, a solution for a single instance of an exercise with certain input data can be submitted only once. In order to resubmit a solution to the exercise, the student has to reset the exercise and start over with new randomized input data. A student can also review a Model answer for each attempt. It is represented in a separate window as an algorithm animation accompanied with a pseudo code animation so that the execution of the algorithm is visualized step by step. The states of the model solution can be browsed back and forth using a similar animator panel as in the exercise. For obvious reasons — after opening the model solution — the student cannot submit a solution until the exercise has been reset and resolved with new random data.

TRAKLA2 visual algorithm simulations and their instant feedback and model answer capabilities can also help students to collaborate with each other by providing shared external imagery and memory that can be processed together. Furthermore, they can increase the awareness of the students on each others abilities and knowledge.

Previous Studies on TRAKLA2

In 2001, the first intervention study Korhonen et al. (2002) with three randomized groups A, B, and C ($N_A = 372$, $N_B = 77$, $N_C = 101$) was performed. Students’ behavior was monitored over the second year course in data structures and algorithms (DSA) lasting twelve weeks. The examination results of students using the TRAKLA learning environment (predecessor of TRAKLA2) were compared with those in the traditional classroom sessions. The results showed that, if the exercises are the same, there is no significant difference in the final examination results between students exercising on the web (group A) or in the classroom (group B). In addition, the commitment to the course (low drop-out rates), is almost equal in both versions of the course. However, if the exercises are more challenging (group C), there is a significant difference in the examination results, but the drop-out rate is significantly higher as well.

Laakso et al. (2005a) reported on another whole semester study, in which TRAKLA2 was introduced at the University of Turku. The students’ learning results were compared between students, who used or did not use TRAKLA2, during a course on DSA. In addition, a survey-data ($N = 100$) was collected on the changes in students’ attitudes towards web-based learning environments. The results showed that TRAKLA2 considerably increased the positive attitudes towards web-based learning. According to students’ self-evaluations, the best learning results were achieved by combining traditional and web-based exercises. In addition, the overall student performance was clearly better than in 2003 when only in class pen-and-paper exercises were used.

In 2005, the 2001 and 2004 studies were repeated at the Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) and at the University of Turku (UTU) during the spring semester (Laakso et al., 2005b). The students ($N = 133 + 134$) were divided into two randomized exercise groups in both universities. The first group started their exercises on the web with the TRAKLA2 learning environment while the second group did their exercises in classroom sessions. In order to prevent the high drop-out rates (see, group C in 2001), however, the same learning experience were provided for
all the students. At the midpoint of the course, the treatment for the students was changed. The first group continued in the classroom and the second group on the web. Moreover, the same attitude survey, which carried out at UTU in 2004, was administered in both of the aforementioned universities.

The study concluded that it is good to introduce easy and guided exercises at the very beginning of the course. In addition to this, there is an emerging need for both web-based and classroom exercises. The recommended way to introduce the web-based exercises in DSA courses is by combining these two approaches. There is a set of exercises that are more suitable to be solved and automatically assessed on the web while the rest of the exercises are more suitable for traditional classroom sessions. More detailed information about this repetition study can be found in Laakso et al. (2005b).

The above studies were whole semester studies, in which the focus was on students’ overall performance and dropout rates. The difference between the treatments were in learning settings: the control groups were in classroom while the treatment groups were on the web. However, the learning objectives were the same for all groups, i.e., the exercises were algorithm simulation exercises. In addition, we studied the students’ attitudes towards web based learning environments.

In contrast to the above studies, Myller et al. (2007) conducted an experimental study focusing on engagement taxonomy in fall 2006 at University of Turku. In the study, the learning outcomes of the students, who learned in collaboration by using visualization on different engagement levels were compared. There were 52 students in the treatment group (EET level: changing) and 53 students in the control group (EET level: controlled viewing), which sums up to 105 participants. The setup was a pre-test, treatment, post-test design. The post-test included the same questions as the pre-test, and additionally more difficult questions in order to see if the differences were apparent in them. The results indicated that the level of engagement had an effect on students’ learning results in favor of the treatment group, although the differences were not statistically significant. Especially students without previous knowledge seemed to learn more from using visualizations on higher engagement level. In this paper, we report on a replication of this study with minor changes in order to repair the flaws in the design of the pre-test and post-test as reported by Myller et al. (2007).

**Experimental Setup**

To summarize the previous sections, the collaborative use of AV tools has been studied only little, yet the need for this kind of research emerges from the increasing use of visualization tools in collaborative learning. We hypothesize that the EET framework can be used to predict performance differences when visualizations are used in collaboration. Previous research supports this view and our hypothesis is based on the previous research on TRAKLA2 and formulated as follows: Students using visualizations collaboratively on EET-level changing (i.e. in pairs) perform better compared to students using only visualization on EET-level controlled viewing (again in pairs).

In order to test our hypothesis, we carried out an experiment in which we compared the learning outcomes of students who were collaboratively using visualizations which were on different EET levels. Participants were (mostly first year) Computer Science major students on a data structures and algorithms course at the Helsinki University of Technology. We utilized TRAKLA2 (Korhonen et al., 2004) in order to provide students with algorithm simulation exercises that act on the EET level changing (treatment group). However, the students did not have the option to reset the exercise to obtain a new similar exercise with new input data, but they had to work with a fixed input data for each exercise during the whole session. The animations that the students used in controlled viewing condition (control group) were similar to those used in model answers provided by the TRAKLA2 system.

Quantitative results were analyzed with one-tailed t-test, ANOVA and \( \chi^2 \)-test depending on the nature of the data. We used the Bonferroni correction when applicable. The justification for using one-tailed t-test is based on the formulation of our hypothesis, which predicts that students using visualizations on EET-level changing perform better than students using visualization on EET-level controlled viewing. The hypothesis is based on the previous research in which it was found that student groups using visualizations on EET-level changing consistently performed better than student groups using visualization on EET-level viewing or controlled viewing although differences were not statistically significant (Myller et al., 2007).
Method 1: Experimental Study

The study was a between-subject design with pre-test and post-test (dependent variable). We had one between-subject factor (independent variable): the highest available EET level of the visualizations in the learning materials, namely controlled viewing or changing. The unit of analysis was either a student or a pair of students depending on the measure. Each student answered the pre- and post-test individually, but all the observational data collected during the pair learning is not individual but the same for the pair. Moreover, we also report the average performance of the pair in the post-test and use it in the analysis.

Figure 2: Binary heap insert animation in the tutorial. The student acts on EET level controlled viewing. The user has VCR like buttons (Backward, Forward, Begin, End) to interact with the animation

The learning materials contained textual materials that were the same for both conditions. In the changing condition, textual materials were accompanied with TRAKLA2 (Korhonen et al., 2004) algorithm simulation exercises related to the binary heap (see Figure 1). Student pairs in the controlled viewing condition were presented with animations about the operations of the binary heap that were similar to TRAKLA2 exercises (see Figure 2). In addition, student pairs in both conditions were given an exercise sheet that asked questions on binary heap that were supposed to be answered during the learning process. In this way, we tried to motivate the learning and make sure that the possible differences are due to controlled variable (level of engagement), and not because pairs in one condition performed cognitively more demanding activities or used more time on the tasks (Grissom et al., 2003; Hundhausen et al., 2002).

Method 2: Observational Study

The students’ activities during the controlled experimental study were also recorded utilizing a screen capturing software. The recording accompanied by an audio track contained on-screen activity, i.e., mouse movements, keyboard typings, scrolling of the tutorial page back and forth in the browser window, as well as the conversation between the pair members.
The observed pairs were aware of being observed and we asked a permission to monitor them in advance. In this overt research method, we observed the students in their activities without intervention, i.e., by watching the recordings afterwards (Gall et al., 2006).

A detailed record of the events that occurred during the period of monitoring the students was produced. These events were categorized into the following four engagement levels according to the extended engagement taxonomy: no viewing (e.g., reading phase), viewing (e.g., watching figures), controlled viewing (e.g., watching of animations or model solution step-by-step with user controls) and changing (i.e., solving an algorithm simulation exercise). We separated passive viewing and more active controlled viewing from each other. In passive viewing, there was a still picture on the screen that we assumed the pair was watching. However, some of this time was spent to solve the given exercises on paper, as well. In controlled viewing, however, we knew that students were more actively involved with the animation as we required that they needed to control the animation by pressing VCR-like buttons to execute the animation backwards or forwards, and there were no pauses longer than 20 seconds between each action. The total time-on-task was measured from each four EET levels. Obviously, the students in controlled viewing condition (control group) did not spend time on changing mode. However, not all students in changing condition (treatment group) did either. Based on this analysis, we classified the students to groups based on their behavior.

Participants

Students were mainly first year students, however, some students from other years were also on the course. Students were randomized to the computer lab sessions and sessions were randomly assigned to each condition with the limitation that parallel sessions belonged to different conditions. The total number of participating students was 92. However, not all of them allowed to monitor their performance, nor were they willing to do pair work. In addition, in some of the workstations, the Java applet was not working properly. Moreover, we excluded foreign students from the study as they did not get the same treatment as the others due to the fact that their study materials were in a different language (i.e. English, while the original materials were in Finnish) and did not include animations nor algorithm simulation exercises, but they solved them by paper and pencil. Thus, the total number of analysis units (students) was 75 (n = 75) divided into 7 small groups (3 control groups having viewing condition and 4 treatment groups having changing condition). The original number of lab sessions was 8, but the last one (that would have been control group) was the excluded English speaking group.

All students had been previously using TRAKLA2 during the course to complete three assignment rounds related to basic data structures (e.g., lists and stacks), algorithm analysis, sorting algorithms (i.e., insertion sort, quicksort, and mergesort), and binary tree traversing. Thus, all students should have been able to use TRAKLA2, understand its visualization, and know all its features that were needed to complete the assignments.

Materials

Pre-test consisted of the following questions. In the first question, the student were asked to define concepts array, binary tree, and priority queue. We assumed that the students are able to answer the first two as those concepts were already introduced in the course. The last concept and the rest of the questions were such that we assumed the participants do not have prior knowledge to answer them. However, we wanted to test whether they have some prior knowledge, e.g., due to taking the course already in the previous year (without passing it). The second question was, if a given array is a heap and the third, whether an ordered array is a heap or not. In addition, we asked the students to describe where the smallest value in a minimum binary heap (question 5) and maximum binary heap is located (question 6), respectively. Finally, we asked them to write down a given binary heap’s heap property (question 7). The third question asked the students to draw the binary tree representation of the minimum binary heap, which was given in an array presentation, in the previous question.

The post-test consisted of the following questions. The pre-test and post-test included two questions which were exactly the same. The first question in the pre-test was omitted from the post-test. However, the questions 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were the same in both (but the numbering started from 1 in the post-test). In addition, participants needed to do similar exercises that they did in the lab session. One of these was insertion of new items into an initially empty maximum binary heap (question 7 in the post-test). The question 8 asked participants to remove two smallest items
from a minimum binary heap. Finally, we gave a pseudo-code example of a recursive MAX-HEAPIFY procedure and asked several questions, such as for which algorithm one can apply this procedure (question 9). This was a multiple choice question with four alternatives of which the last three were applicable: Heap-Insert, Heap-Extract-Max, (linear-time) BuildHeap, and HeapSort. In addition, we asked them to describe and give an example execution (line-by-line) of what this procedure does and how (question 10). Question 11 requested the participants to provide an example which shows the recursive nature of the algorithm. The code example did not have a complete implementations for how to inquire the left and right child of a node in a complete binary tree implemented as an array. The task was to write this code (e.g., LEFT(1) = 2i and RIGHT(i) = 2i+1) (questions 12). Finally, they needed to analyze the worst case time complexity of MAX-HEAPIFY (question 13).

Procedure

Study was performed halfway through the course at the computer lab sessions that lasted for 2 hours. There were a total of 4 + 3 sessions, and they were run on two days in two following weeks. On each day, there were two times two sessions with different conditions running simultaneously. On the second day, there were also 4 sessions, but only 3 of them were included in this study as the last one was the excluded session given in English.

In the beginning of the session, students took the individual pre-test, in which they needed to answer questions related to binary heaps in 15 minutes. After this, they freely formed pairs with their peers and gave their consent to participate in the experiment and to be monitored during the experiment. If there was an odd number of students, one group consisted of 3 students. Each pair was allocated to a single computer.

After the pre-test, students had 45 minutes to go through the learning materials of their condition and complete paper-and-pencil exercises together. The collaboration was monitored by recording their talking and capturing their activities on the computer screens. After the 45 minutes the paper-and-pencil exercises were collected and the session ended with an individual post-test. The students were given 30 minutes to answer the questions in the post-test.

Each question in the pre- and post-tests was analyzed in a scale from 0 and 4. Zero points meant less than 25 percent of the answer was correct in the answer, and each point meant a 25 percent increase in the correctness of the answer.

Results

Randomized Treatment and Control Groups

In this section, we report the results as they were obtained by using the randomized treatment groups (42 students) and control groups (33 students) (n = 75).

Previous Knowledge and Motivation

All the information related to the previous knowledge of the students could be determined only through post-hoc analysis, and thus, we could not make sure before-hand that the randomization did not introduce any bias to the experimental settings. Table 1 represents the students’ previous knowledge in Computer Science and Mathematics for both groups. The first column shows the pre-test scores for the topics studied in the experiment. The column “Prog. Course Results” shows the students’ average grades from a previous programming course. The average number of CS and Math credits units (each credit unit equals to about 30 hours of work) obtained are shown in the next columns, respectively. The difference between groups in the previous programming course grades is approaching statistical significance (t(73) = -1.94, p = 0.056). Other differences are statistically insignificant.

| Table 1: Previous knowledge of the students on Heap data structure, and in CS and Math |
|-----------------------------------|--------|----------------|--------|--------|
| Control (33)                      | 9.27 (6.87) | 2.61 (1.77) | 10.72 (16.77) | 9.13 (9.33) |
| Treatment (42)                     | 8.57 (5.04) | 3.36 (1.57) | 10.44 (14.80) | 8.34 (6.87) |
Table 2 shows the results from a motivational questionnaire filled in by the students. The questions were answered in a 7-degree Likert-scale and they were as follows:
Q1. How useful do you regard this course for your working career?
Q2. Do you expect that the on-line learning will help your learning of the course content?
Q3. How well do online exercises fit into this course?
Q4. How useful have the on-line learning tools and materials been in your previous courses?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>4.84 (1.25)</td>
<td>4.78 (1.18)</td>
<td>5.38 (1.01)</td>
<td>4.94 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>5.12 (1.33)</td>
<td>5.24 (1.14)</td>
<td>5.88 (1.05)</td>
<td>5.59 (1.30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no statistically significant differences between the groups in any of the questions in the motivational questionnaire.

Post-test results

In the post-test, we used the same questions as in the pre-test and in addition to this seven more demanding questions. In the questions that were the same as in the pre-test, control and treatment group received on average 16.88 points (st.dev. 4.34) and 17.38 points (st.dev. 4.32), respectively. When comparing the pre- and post-test scores on the same questions within the group, statistically significant differences were found in both groups’ total scores using pairwise t-test (Control: t(33) = -13.48, p < .001, Treatment: t(42) = -25.71, p < .001) (see the Table 1 for average pre-test scores and standard deviations). This means that both groups had learned the subject, which seems obvious when they spent 45 minutes to learn the topic.

When the points from all the questions were summed together the control group received on average a total of 30.79 points (st.dev. 6.99) and the treatment group 31.55 (st.dev. 6.29) points out of 52 points. There were no statistically significant differences found between the post-test scores.

We further calculated pair averages by taking the average of individual post-test scores of the pair. We treat this value as the learning outcome of a pair. The pair averages for control and treatment groups were 30.68 points (st.dev. 4.74) and 31.63 points (st.dev. 4.44), respectively. There were no statistically significant differences between the final scores or in any individual question scores.

Observational Study

In this section, we report the results as obtained by using a video analysis to match the students activities with the definition of treatment and control group. Based on the analysis, we regrouped students into different groups based on their behavior during the observation. We identified three groups based on their assignment to control and treatment groups and their behavior. Firstly, the students in the control group seemed to behave homogeneously and they watched the animations as expected. We will refer to this group with the name Viewing C (C as in Control). Secondly, we identified a group of students in the treatment condition, who behaved exactly the same as the control group by only watching the animations and not even once trying to do any algorithm simulation exercises. We will refer to this group with the name Viewing T (T as in Treatment). We will refer to all students who only viewed the animations (i.e. students in groups Viewing C and Viewing T) with the name Viewing A (A as in All. Thirdly, we found the students who behaved as we expected in the treatment group. These students solved algorithm simulation exercises at least one time but most often three to six times. We will refer to this group with the name Changing T. The division of the groups is illustrated in Figure 3.

Based on the video analysis, we classified 33 students to the Viewing C, 17 student to the Viewing T, and 21 students to the Changing T (n=71). We needed to exclude four students from the analysis in this section due to technical problems when matching the students to correct videos. Two of the students would have belonged to the Viewing T and two to the Changing T groups.
In this section, we present two comparisons. Firstly, we analyze the data between three groups, namely Viewing C, Viewing T and Changing T because based on the original randomization and the video analysis these groups are distinct. However, when only the video analysis and groups’ behavior is taken into consideration, we have only two groups, namely Viewing A and Changing T. Therefore, in order to provide a complete account of the results, we provide the analysis of both of these groupings. The validity, justifications and methodological implications of these groupings are further discussed in section **Error! Reference source not found.**.

**Previous Knowledge and Motivation**

The format of Table 3 is similar to the Table 1. None of the differences were statistically significant neither Viewing C vs. Viewing T vs. Viewing T nor Viewing A vs. Changing T. This was different compared to the original experimental design where there was a significant difference in favor of the treatment group in previous programming course grades.

**Table 3**: Previous knowledge of the students on Heap data structure, and in CS and Math

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-test</th>
<th>Prog. Course Grade</th>
<th>CS</th>
<th>Math</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing C</td>
<td>9.27 (6.87)</td>
<td>2.61 (1.77)</td>
<td>10.72 (16.77)</td>
<td>9.13 (9.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing T</td>
<td>8.06 (4.49)</td>
<td>3.47 (1.46)</td>
<td>12.56 (21.04)</td>
<td>7.69 (6.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing A</td>
<td>8.86 (6.14)</td>
<td>2.90 (1.71)</td>
<td>11.33 (18.10)</td>
<td>8.64 (8.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing T</td>
<td>9.29 (5.72)</td>
<td>3.14 (1.80)</td>
<td>10.43 (9.35)</td>
<td>9.67 (7.21)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows the results from the same motivational questionnaire that was also reported in the Table 2 for the experimental groups (See Section 0 for the description of the questions). None of the differences were statistically significant.

**Table 4**: Motivation of students based on a questionnaire. *Note*. Questions from Q1 to Q4 are discussed in Section 0

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing C</td>
<td>4.84 (1.25)</td>
<td>4.78 (1.18)</td>
<td>5.38 (1.01)</td>
<td>4.94 (1.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing T</td>
<td>5.00 (1.51)</td>
<td>5.25 (0.93)</td>
<td>5.81 (1.05)</td>
<td>5.44 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing A</td>
<td>4.90 (1.32)</td>
<td>4.94 (1.12)</td>
<td>5.52 (1.03)</td>
<td>5.10 (1.36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing T</td>
<td>5.19 (1.33)</td>
<td>5.19 (1.36)</td>
<td>5.86 (1.11)</td>
<td>5.67 (1.43)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Time Allocation between Engagement levels**

Table 5 presents the distribution of the average times spent on each EET level. This was measured by watching the videos and marking times when the EET level changed from one to another, and then summing up the times on each EET level.
Table 5: The distribution of time (45 minutes) between EET levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EET Level</th>
<th>No viewing</th>
<th>Viewing</th>
<th>Controlled viewing</th>
<th>Changing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing C</td>
<td>47.45 % (15.28)</td>
<td>38.26 % (12.24)</td>
<td>14.29 % (6.23)</td>
<td>0.00 % (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing T</td>
<td>49.45 % (17.09)</td>
<td>37.82 % (15.01)</td>
<td>12.73 % (5.47)</td>
<td>0.00 % (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing A</td>
<td>48.13 % (15.78)</td>
<td>38.11 % (13.10)</td>
<td>13.76 % (5.97)</td>
<td>0.00 % (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing T</td>
<td>43.22 % (19.20)</td>
<td>38.30 % (15.84)</td>
<td>5.87 % (6.03)</td>
<td>12.61 % (1.98)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6 shows how many times students used materials on each EET level. For example, students in the control group used user-controlled visualizations (controlled viewing) 5 times on average, whereas students in the treatment group used them 2 or 3 times on average.

Table 6: The number of times each EET level was used

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EET Level</th>
<th>No viewing</th>
<th>Viewing</th>
<th>Controlled viewing</th>
<th>Changing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Viewing C</td>
<td>6.76 (2.11)</td>
<td>7.18 (2.19)</td>
<td>6.76 (2.11)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing T</td>
<td>7.40 (2.96)</td>
<td>7.18 (2.19)</td>
<td>7.40 (2.96)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewing A</td>
<td>6.83 (2.29)</td>
<td>7.72 (3.40)</td>
<td>6.83 (2.29)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing T</td>
<td>6.38 (1.79)</td>
<td>6.67 (3.20)</td>
<td>6.38 (1.79)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Post-test results

The results of the post-test are presented in Table 7. When comparing the pre- and post-test scores within the group, statistically significant differences were found in both groups’ total scores between pre- and post-tests when only same questions were compared with pairwise t-test (Viewing C: \(t(32) = -13.15, p < .001\), Viewing T: \(t(16) = -13.96, p < .001\), Viewing A: \(t(49) = -18.09, p < .001\), and Changing T: \(t(20) = -19.35, p < .001\)) (see the Table 3 for average pre-test scores and the subtotal in the Table 7 for the comparable average post-test scores and standard deviations).

Table 7: Post-test results. Note. Post-test questions were discussed in Section 0 and composition of the groups in Figure 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Viewing C</th>
<th>Viewing T</th>
<th>Viewing A</th>
<th>Changing T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 1</td>
<td>2.64 (1.58)</td>
<td>2.12 (1.65)</td>
<td>2.46 (1.61)</td>
<td>2.33 (1.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>1.76 (1.23)</td>
<td>1.82 (1.29)</td>
<td>1.78 (1.23)</td>
<td>2.19 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>3.64 (1.08)</td>
<td>4.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>3.76 (0.89)</td>
<td>4.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4</td>
<td>2.39 (1.23)</td>
<td>2.18 (1.33)</td>
<td>2.32 (1.42)</td>
<td>2.33 (1.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 5</td>
<td>2.61 (1.43)</td>
<td>2.65 (1.58)</td>
<td>2.62 (1.47)</td>
<td>3.38 (0.92)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 6</td>
<td>3.85 (0.71)</td>
<td>3.76 (0.97)</td>
<td>3.82 (0.80)</td>
<td>4.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subtotal</td>
<td>16.88 (4.34)</td>
<td>16.53 (4.90)</td>
<td>16.76 (4.49)</td>
<td>18.24 (3.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 7</td>
<td>3.97 (0.17)</td>
<td>3.94 (0.24)</td>
<td>3.96 (0.20)</td>
<td>3.43 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 8</td>
<td>3.33 (1.19)</td>
<td>3.65 (1.00)</td>
<td>3.44 (1.13)</td>
<td>3.76 (0.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 9</td>
<td>2.48 (0.87)</td>
<td>2.12 (0.78)</td>
<td>2.36 (0.85)</td>
<td>2.67 (0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 10</td>
<td>2.09 (1.44)</td>
<td>2.41 (0.94)</td>
<td>2.20 (1.29)</td>
<td>2.62 (1.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 11</td>
<td>0.45 (1.25)</td>
<td>0.71 (1.45)</td>
<td>0.54 (1.31)</td>
<td>1.10 (1.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 12</td>
<td>1.30 (1.85)</td>
<td>0.18 (0.73)</td>
<td>0.92 (1.64)</td>
<td>1.24 (1.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 13</td>
<td>0.27 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.99)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.67)</td>
<td>0.29 (0.46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>30.79 (6.99)</td>
<td>29.82 (5.71)</td>
<td>30.46 (6.54)</td>
<td>33.33 (6.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair Average</td>
<td>30.68 (4.74)</td>
<td>29.88 (4.37)</td>
<td>30.42 (4.55)</td>
<td>33.45 (4.34)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on ANOVA, there were no statistically significant differences between Viewing C, Viewing T and Changing T groups in the post-test scores. When comparing the total values from the post-tests between Viewing A and Changing T, statistically significant differences were found in the total and pair average of the post-test scores by using one-tailed t-test (\(t(69) = -1.73, p < 0.05\)) and (\(t(31) = -1.97, p < 0.05\)), respectively.
Discussion

Interpretation of the Results

We presented an empirical study which analyzed whether the EET framework can be used to predict performance differences when algorithm visualizations are used in collaboration. Two randomized groups of students were involved in this study reading and answering questions related to a hypermedia tutorial presented on a web page. The control group used the algorithm visualizations on controlled viewing level, on which they had the opportunity to watch algorithm animations embedded in the tutorial. The treatment group interacted with the tutorial on changing level, on which they had the option to solve small algorithm simulation exercises and get feedback on their performance. In both groups, the students formed pairs and learned collaboratively about the binary heaps for 45 minutes during the 2-hour closed lab session. The analysis of the video material has showed that students were collaborating and discussing the subject matter during the learning process, therefore we are confident to say that students were truly learning collaboratively in both groups (Myller et al., in press). The null hypothesis of the experiment was that there would be no significant statistical difference between the learning outcomes of the control and treatment group after the session.

Pre- and post-tests were used to analyze the performance. Each student answered these tests individually. There were no significant differences between groups if we analyzed only the pre-test scores. However, post-hoc analysis of some background variables revealed that there was almost a significant bias between the groups. The grades from the previous programming course were better in the treatment group than in the control group. Furthermore, based on the post-test results we could not reject the null hypothesis. This all was (at first) a counter-intuitive result, because a) it was against the theory that we were testing, b) it was against our previous findings and c) even the bias between the groups was in favor of the treatment group.

Fortunately, during the experimental study, we monitored the student pairs in a parallel observational study. After examining the video recordings, we realized that not all of the students in the treatment group were using the tutorial as expected. Some of the pairs did not solve the exercises, but only watched the model solutions instead. Thus, they were interacting with the tutorial only on controlled viewing level, not in changing level as expected. Based on this new evidence, we re-grouped the students. We regarded those students in the treatment group, not behaving on the changing level, belonging to a controlled viewing level. Interestingly, the aforementioned bias in previous programming course grades disappeared, and we found significant differences between the learning outcomes of the groups. Although there were no differences when only three groups were compared, the group working on changing level outperformed all student groups working on controlled viewing level in the total score of post-test. This was true both in the individual performance and the average performance of pairs. Thus, based on this study, we can reject the null hypothesis and confirm our previous findings that the level of engagement on which the students interact with the visualization tool has an influence on the learning. On changing level, they learned better than on controlled viewing level.

Stasko et al. (1993) hypothesize that “algorithm animations will not benefit novice students just learning a new topic as much as the animations will benefit more advanced students”, and moreover, that “the novice students would benefit more by actually constructing an algorithm animation rather than viewing a predefined one.” We can confirm these hypotheses. However, in this first hypothesis, we need to be careful in the definition of a “novice”. In our experiment, all students were exposed to TRAKLA2 before they attended the experiment. They solved similar exercises, but on different topics, a couple of weeks before the experiment took place. Thus, they were not “novices” when it comes to the “graphical notation” used in the experiment. Still, they were novices when it comes to the topic (i.e. they had not studied binary heaps earlier). Therefore, the conclusion is that the first hypothesis holds only if “novice” is defined to be a student who is not familiar with the used notation in the animations. One can still be a novice of the topic but understand the used notation, and benefit as much as more advanced students. Actually, it might even happen that the more advanced students cannot take the full advantage of this kind of learning material, and thus, perform worse, at least in relative scale (Myller et al., 2007). The confirmation of the second hypothesis is a direct outcome of our study in which the treatment group was “constructing an algorithm animation” in terms of changing the visualization, and they outperformed those students in the control group who just were “viewing a predefined” animation.
As discussed in the section on previous research, the learning time has not been a controlled variable in several previous studies, which have used the engagement level as the independent variable (Grissom et al., 2003; Naps et al., 2002; Hundhausen et al., 2002). Furthermore, it has been reported that students using visualizations on higher engagement levels have been motivated to spend more time on learning the topic. This has made it questionable if the time that students spend on learning the topic affects the learning results more than the engagement level, on which the visualization is used, and the engagement level affects only the amount of time students are willing to spend on learning the topic. In this study, we have shown that although we controlled the learning time and monitored students’ activities, the learning results are significantly different between engagement levels. This means that the engagement level has a direct effect on the learning results.

Methodological Considerations

Based on the results, screen capturing and voice recording should be a standard procedure because we cannot always know for sure if the participants really do what we expect them to do. Our study shows that we could not have obtained full understanding of the phenomenon without monitoring the students: not all of them performed on the expected engagement level even though we instructed them to do so. As we can see from our study, the conclusion would have been that we could not find any evidence that the EET level has an impact on learning, which would have been a false negative result. Thus, monitoring should be a standard procedure especially in large scale studies in which the researcher(s) cannot make sure by other means that the conditions remain constant within a group.

However, when using an observational design in the study, we need to pay attention to possible confounds that might affect our results. Due to the fact that in the observational study, we could not control the placement of participants into conditions, but they selected it themselves, this could have caused differences in the final results and there still might be background variables that we have not analyzed or detected affecting the results. However, as stated earlier, we did a post-hoc analysis of several background variables and detected that actually the re-grouping made the groups more similar on one aspect while keeping the other aspects unchanged. Thus, we are fairly confident that the observed differences are due to the claimed causes.

Conclusion and Future Work

Our results confirm that EET framework can predict performance differences also in collaborative use of visualizations. The results substantiate that there is a difference in learning results between viewing and changing modes. The findings of the observational study also explain why the original experimental design failed to reject the null hypothesis. This was due to the fact that students in the treatment group did not perform the learning tasks that we assumed them to do. Thus, they might have outperformed the control group in the experimental design if they only had performed in the changing mode.

From our point of view, the results emphasize the importance of engagement with visualizations, and we should promote systems that support different modes of engagement. The mere viewing of the algorithm animations is not enough, not even when there is a partner with whom to share the understandings and misunderstanding during the viewing of the visualization. Thus, we should, especially, design systems that act on the higher levels of the engagement taxonomy. For example, visual algorithm simulation exercises acting on the changing level produce better results compared to the viewing level. Furthermore, we should encourage the use of the systems on higher engagement levels in classrooms in order to achieve active and more student-centered learning. We hope this paper encourages teachers on different disciplines to try out visualization tools that enable higher engagement between the tool and the students especially in collaborative learning as this seems to increase the learning outcomes.

The future research challenge is to determine the importance and role of collaboration in the EET, i.e., can we repeat this experiment also in the case of individual learning? In this experiment, collaboration was used to encourage discussion in pairs and to collect better evidence of the real behavior in terms of screen capturing. The collaboration, however, has an influence on the performance as well. Thus, one research direction would be toward individual learning, but in a context that can still be monitored in order to prevent inconclusive results due to the fact that the individuals did not behave on the expected EET level.
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Executive Summary  

Program visualization is one of the various methods developed over the years to aid novices with their difficulties in learning to program. It consists of different graphical – often animated – and textual objects, visualizing the execution of programs. The aim of program visualization is to enhance students' understanding of different areas of program execution. Typical program visualization techniques include code highlighting, visualization of the call stack, and presenting information on variables. Despite the large number of studies performed on program visualization, little is known about the effects of such systems on learning.

We have developed a program visualization tool called ViLLE, with the main objective of offering an environment for students to study the execution of example programs – whether written by students themselves or prepared by the teacher – and explore the changes in the program state data structures. A key feature of ViLLE is language independency, including parallel execution of a program in two different languages and the ability to define new languages. ViLLE also provides role information of program variables and supports the design and use of interactive pop-up questions.

In this paper, we report and discuss the results of a study on the effectiveness of ViLLE. The research was conducted on university students in their first programming course. Students participated in a two hour session in a computer class, where they were randomly divided into two groups. The control group used only traditional textual material during the session, whereas for the treatment group, the same material was extended with interactive examples using ViLLE.

With this research setting, we tried to answer two research questions: “Does ViLLE help students in learning to program?”, and “Is there any difference in learning when previous programming experience is taken into account?” We found some support for a positive answer to the first question, although we couldn’t fully reject the null hypothesis. For the second question, we obtained solid evidence that ViLLE enhances the learning of students with no prior programming experience substantially, so that the statistical differences between the novices and the more experienced learners disappeared as a result of a single training session. This indicates that program visualization indeed improves novice students’ learning.

Keywords: program visualization, novice programmers, effectiveness of visualization, programming, programming learning, programming teaching.
Introduction

Learning to program is not an easy task. According to multi-national studies published in recent years, students have problems in writing program code (McCracken et al., 2001), in reading and tracing skills (Lister et al., 2004), and in designing software (Tenenberg et al., 2005). Since constructing and even understanding computer programs have proven to be a highly non-trivial task for most learners, various techniques and means have been suggested to aid the learning process of beginner programmers. Visualization – generally defined as presenting the execution of program or algorithm with graphical components – is one of these. According to Ben-Ari (2001) visualization includes everything even remotely graphical, from complex animations to indentation of program blocks, and for the effective use of visualizations, the textual and graphical descriptions have to be synchronized. Hyrskykari (1993) states that visualizations can be useful in providing learning models that can be used in linking new information with old knowledge.

Program visualization is a research area that studies ways of visually assisting learners in understanding behaviour of programs. The visualization of programs can be either dynamic or static. Dynamic program visualization tools visualize execution of programs. They usually show how the execution of programs progresses by highlighting parts of the code under execution and by visualizing changes in variable states. An example of a dynamic program visualization tool is Jeliot3 (Moreno, Myller, Sutinen, & Ben-Ari, 2004). Static visualization tools visualize program structures and relations between program objects. An example of a popular static program visualization tool is BlueJ (Kölling, Quig, Patterson, & Rosenberg, 2003).

We have recently developed a dynamic program visualization tool called ViLLE (Rajala, Laakso, Kaila, & Salakoski, 2007). ViLLE is a language-independent visualization tool aimed at providing a more abstract view of programming. The tool can be utilized both in lectures and for independent learning. It has a built-in syntax editor, with which the user can add new languages to the tool or modify the syntax of the built-in languages, currently including e.g. Java, C++, and a pseudo language. The visualizations can be viewed in any of the (user or pre-) defined languages. To emphasize the language independency, ViLLE has a parallel view in which the execution of a program and the program code itself can be viewed simultaneously in two languages. While the execution progresses, the user can observe program outputs and changes in variable values. In addition, to enhance the effectiveness and clarity of the visualization, there is an automatically generated textual description of each code line. The description also includes information about the roles of variables (Sajaniemi, 2002). However, according to Nikula, Sajaniemi, Tedre, and Wray (2007), to get the most benefit from the roles of variables, they should be employed in all aspects of teaching.

The goal of this paper is to find out what kind of effects ViLLE has on programming learning with following research questions: “Does ViLLE help students in learning to program?” and “Is there any difference in learning when previous programming experience is taken into account?”. To study these questions, we conducted a study in the first programming course at the University of Turku, Finland, in fall 2007.

This paper has the following structure. In the next section we consider previous work on program and algorithm visualization. In the third section, ViLLE and its key features are described. The research design and results are presented in the fourth and fifth sections, respectively. These are followed by a section in which the results are discussed and, finally, conclusions and future directions are presented.
Related Work

Many visualization systems have been developed over the past few decades. These include JavaVis (Oechsle & Schmitt, 2002) which visualizes object and sequence diagrams, one based on WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Code) model and direct manipulation of program structures called ALVIS LIVE! (Hundhausen & Brown, 2007), and Raptor (Carlisle, Wilson, Humphries, & Hadfield, 2005) a visualization tool that utilizes dataflow diagrams. The main part of the development in this field is focused on algorithm animation, which visualizes data structures and algorithms. Notable algorithm animation tools include JHAVE (Grissom, McNally, & Naps, 2003), BALSA-II (Brown, 1988), ZEUS (Brown, 1991), XTANGO (Stasko, 1992), and TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al., 2004).

Boyle, Bradley, Chalk, Jones, and Pickard (2003) paid particular interest in a ‘visual approach’ – portraying the abstract programming concepts with graphical shapes – while defining the new curriculum for London Metropolitan University’s course of introductory programming. Over 600 students took part on the course, and the results of the new ‘blended learning environment’ were quite promising; according to a questionnaire answered at the mid-semester stage more than 80% of students described their motivation level as high or very high, and over 70% were happy or very happy about their progress in studies. The increase in pass rates was between 12 and 23% compared to previous year. Boyle et al. reported some major issues in handling the course transition, but on average they described the graphical approach ‘very successful with the students’ (Boyle et al., 2003, p. 177).

Kannusmäki, Moreno, Myller, and Sutinen (2004) evaluated the use of the Jeliot 3 program visualization system during the second course of programming in the Virtual Studies of Computer Science distance learning program at the University of Joensuu, Finland. The emphasis was on ways of using the tool and on features students would like to have included in the tool. The qualitative data was collected from the course’s discussion forum messages. Gathered data was divided into three categories: usage patterns, usage problems, and opinions and suggestions. Messages in the first category revealed that the students most successful in the course used Jeliot more than the other groups. However, most of the students in general still used other tools to code and test their programs. The usage problems reported were mostly technical or related to the usability of the editor. The animation was criticized on being too slow and some students even found the whole system unnecessary and unsuitable for advanced courses. The positive aspects identified in the feedback included the ability to make conditional statements, loops, and objects more understandable.

Hundhausen, Douglas, and Stasko (2002) conducted a comprehensive meta-study, analyzing 24 experimental studies on effectiveness of algorithm visualization. They stated that one of the main reasons visualizations are not widely used is because the teachers responsible for the courses refuse to use new methods in teaching. They also found out that the main focus in articles about visualizations is normally on their graphical means of expression – in other words their visualization capabilities - instead of their learning benefits. Of the 24 studies examined, 11 showed statistically significant results of visualizations positive effects on learning, meaning that the group using a visualization system gained better learning results than the control group. Hundhausen et al. (2002) also discovered that the sole use of visualization systems doesn’t necessarily improve the learning results; it is more important to engage the learners in the subject using visualization system as an aid.

Other studies concerning evaluation of visualization systems include, for example, studies (see Grissom et al., 2003, Laakso, Salakoski, Grandell, et al., 2005; Laakso, Salakoski, Korhonen, 2005) about adapting algorithm animation systems successfully in teaching, and a study about educational impacts of visualization (see Naps et al., 2003). Laakso, Myller, and Korhonen (in
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press) studied the effectiveness of algorithm visualization system TRAKLA2 in different engagement levels. With a similar research setup to ours (two hour controlled experiment), they were able to confirm some of the hypotheses presented in the taxonomy of learner engagement with visualization technology (Naps et al., 2002).

**ViLLE**

ViLLE is a program visualization tool for teaching programming to novice programmers. Teachers can use the tool in lectures to demonstrate the dynamic behaviour of program execution, and students can use it independently over the web. ViLLE contains a predefined set of programming examples grouped into different categories based on their topic. Teachers can easily add new examples to the tool or modify the existing ones. The tool contains also a question editor with which the teacher can attach multiple choice and array related pop-up questions to program events of a chosen programming example. The pop-up questions are then shown to the students as they go through the execution of a programming example, engaging them more deeply in learning process.

ViLLE supports all the programming concepts generally featured in introductory programming courses. The support for more advanced concepts is limited: for example objects – excluding arrays, strings and records – are not supported. These limitations however make it possible to define new syntaxes with corresponding features to existing languages in ViLLE.

**Key Features**

This section presents ViLLE’s key features divided into four categories: level of abstraction, user interaction, tracing execution, and customization. The categories reflect the main functions and features in this tool.

**Level of abstraction**

**Language-independence.** One of the most important aspects of ViLLE is the ability to view programming examples in several different programming languages. When observing program execution in different languages, a user can discover similarities in their basic functionalities. It is far more important for the novice programmer to learn how different programming concepts actually work than to focus on the syntactical issues of a specific language. We call this the **programming language independence paradigm**.

**Defining and adding new languages.** As built-in, ViLLE supports Java, pseudo code, and C++. The pseudo code’s definition can be altered to suit a teacher’s needs. It is also possible to define and add new programming languages to further extend the language support.

**The parallel view.** The program code execution can be viewed simultaneously in two different programming languages. This way the user can see how the execution progresses similarly regardless of syntactical differences between the languages.

**Role information.** The role information of variables is integrated into the code line explanation. According to Sajaniemi and Kuittinen (2003) the role information of variables helps learning and enhances understanding of programs.

**User interaction**

**Code editing.** Besides the example creation and editing view, the program code can also be edited in the visualization view, allowing users to trace the effects of changes in execution and visualization. The user’s edits are not saved to the original program.
**Pop-up questions.** With the built-in editor the teacher can create multiple-choice questions and set them to be triggered at certain stages of the program execution.

**Flexible control of the visualization both forwards and backwards.** The user can move one step at a time, both forwards and backwards in the execution of a program. Examples can also be run automatically with adjustable speed. Moving backwards in the program execution isn’t usually possible in similar applications. Additionally, ViLLE has an execution slider with which the user can progress to any state of the program execution.

**Tracing execution**

**Call stack.** The progress of the program execution between different methods due to function calls and returns is visualized with a call stack. When a method is called, a new window is opened on the call stack. The window remains on the stack until the method is finished. When the execution returns to the caller, the return value is shown on top of the stack. The call stack can be especially useful in learning recursion.

**Code line explanation.** Every code line has an automatically generated explanation, in which all the program events on the line are clearly explained. Furthermore, all possible outputs and variable states are shown. Code line explanation is not a feature in most similar applications.

**Visualization row by row.** Progress of the program execution is visualized by highlighting rows in the code. In addition to highlighting the program row under execution, ViLLE also highlights the previously executed row with a different colour. This makes the following of the program execution easier.

**Breakpoints.** The user can set breakpoints in program code lines and move between them both forwards and backwards. This functionality enables debug-based control and observation of the program execution. Backward tracing between breakpoints is not a standard feature in visual debuggers.

**Customization**

**Example collection.** ViLLE contains a predefined set of programming examples grouped into categories based on their subject. A user can create new categories and examples or edit the predefined ones. By creating and editing examples, the teacher can illustrate topics essential in his programming courses.

**Publish examples.** With the export feature ViLLE’s examples can be saved to an example collection. The example collection contains a version of ViLLE with example creation and modification functions disabled; runtime modification however is still enabled. The export feature can be used to publish course’s programming examples on the web for the students to use.

**Visualization View**

The visualization view of ViLLE (Figure 1) consists of three areas. The left side of the view contains the program controls and the program code of the current example. The controls can be used to move both forwards and backwards in the visualization. The right side of the view displays the call stack. Each method call creates a new window on top of the call stack, and as the execution of the method is finished, the return value is shown on top of the stack. The fields at the bottom of the view display an explanation of the current program line, program outputs and variable states. The programming example can also be edited in the visualization view to directly see how the modifications affect the execution. Additionally, the call stack area can be replaced with a large variable state visualization area, which visualizes arrays and matrices with graphical presentations.
The main idea of ViLLE is to provide a language-independent and, thus, a more abstract view on programming. As built-in, ViLLE supports three programming languages (Java, C++, and a pseudo language) that can be used in the visualization of programs. A user can define a new programming language or modify the existing ones with the built-in syntax editor. This support for multiple languages enables simultaneous viewing of the program visualization in two different languages in parallel, which should help students in understanding the similarity between various programming concepts in imperative programming languages. Another abstraction of programming used in ViLLE is the concept of roles of variables (Sajaniemi, 2002). The role is a description of variable’s behaviour in a program. In the visualization view of ViLLE, the program line explanation field also contains information about the roles of variables.

With the above features we try to demonstrate the importance of understanding how the programming concepts actually work in contrast to just learning some specific issues related to the syntax of programming languages. For more detailed information on ViLLE, see Rajala et al. (2007).

**Research Design**

We conducted an experiment in which we evaluated ViLLE’s effectiveness in learning basic programming concepts. There were two main research questions in the study: 1) “Does ViLLE help students in learning to program?” and 2) “Is there any difference in learning when previous programming experience is taken into account?” The null hypotheses were that ViLLE doesn’t aid...
the learning of basic programming concepts, and the effect is the same for novice and experienced students, respectively.

The experiment was conducted in the third week of the first programming course at the University of Turku. The objective of the course was to learn how computers function logically and to understand the essential concepts of programming. An additional goal was the development of good program reading skills. The course consisted of 28 lecture hours spread over seven weeks. During the first two weeks, topics covered were related to information technology in general instead of programming specifically. Additionally, students had to return four programming assignments at the end of the course.

One two-hour lecture, in which e.g. the syntax of the programming language used was presented, was held before the experiment. A link to ViLLE and its examples was provided to students in the second week and the students were advised to use it before the experimentation. The reason for this was that we wanted them to be familiar with the syntax and the system — including its look and feel. The usage of the tool was however not included in the course’s curriculum after the experiment.

The students were divided into two groups: the control group used a textual programming tutorial without access to ViLLE; the treatment group, however, could visualize the examples in the tutorial with the ViLLE tool. The results were analyzed with a two-tailed and pair-wise t-test. In addition, Levene’s test was used to calculate the variance for every statistics to determine if the data holds equal or non-equal variances. Unequal variances are marked with ‘*’-character in presented tables.

**Method**

The experiment was a between subject design with a pre- and post-test (dependant variable). We had two between-subject factors (independent variables): previous programming experience and previous usage of ViLLE. Students acted alone during the experiment and answered individually to the pre- and post-test. Textual material (provided in a web page) was exactly the same for both conditions, and the only difference was that the treatment group was able to explore integrated examples with ViLLE.

**Participants**

The participants were university students who attended the first programming course presented in the curriculum. Most of the students were either Computer Science or Mathematics majors.

Students were randomly divided to computer lab sessions and the sessions were randomly assigned to the treatment or the control condition. The total number of participants was 72 \((n = 72)\) students. There were 40 students in the control group and 32 students in the treatment group. More than half of the students didn’t have any previous knowledge of programming. Moreover, there were three students that participated in the lab session, but who didn’t give permission to use their results in this research. There were two lab sessions for each condition. Students who attended the lab session received two bonus points to their final exam results.

**Materials**

The pre-test consisted of three questions. In each question the students were presented a code fragment and asked to define the output or the state of the program. In the first question the program code presented contained three numeric variables and three consecutive conditional statements. The students were supposed to track down the changes in variables and type their values in different points of execution. In the second question the students were presented a loop in
which the values of two variables were changed and printed out. The students were asked to give
the complete output of the program. The third question included a recursive function which calcu-
lated the sum of the sequence from given parameter down to 1. The assumption was that the stu-
dents with some earlier programming experience would be able to solve at least some of the as-
signments. In addition, the students were asked some background information, including the
amount of earlier programming experience on the scale of 0 to 4, programming languages they
had used, and whether they had used ViLLE before taking the test.

After completing the pre-test the students went through a programming tutorial that we had pre-
pared earlier. The tutorial consisted of few basic programming subjects—the same subjects the
students were tested on with pre- and post-tests. The subjects covered (in this order) variable us-
age and manipulation, printing, conditional statements, loop statement (while-statement, to be
exact), function calls, and finally recursive functions. There was a textual description on all topics
with some examples on how to use them. The tutorial contained 14 programming examples, and
the students were instructed to write down the output of each example on paper. This was to en-
sure that each student really went through the tutorial. The group using ViLLE could examine the
execution of each example by selecting a link titled ‘run this example’ next to it.

The post-test included all the questions of the pre-test in exactly the same form. In addition, there
were two extra questions. In the first one the students were asked to complete the given program
code so that it would output all the even numbers from 2 to 24. The template given consisted of
while and print-statements without parameters and some blank fields with proper indenta-
tions for the students to fill in. The second question was a follow-up to the question about the re-
cursive function: the students were asked to deduce the outcome of the same function with two
different parameters.

Procedure
The study was performed in the third week of the seven-week course at the computer lab sessions
that lasted for two hours. The students were divided randomly into two groups. Both groups had
the same programming tutorial, but the second group could additionally execute the examples in
the tutorial with ViLLE. In the beginning of the session students took the pre-test independently.
The time reserved for filling out the questions was 15 minutes.

After the pre-test each of the students used the programming tutorial for 45 minutes. To monitor
the involvement, the students were instructed to write down the output of each example (14 in
total). Students went through the tutorial independently; they were allowed to ask for assistance
only if they encountered technical difficulties.

The session ended with answering the post-test. Since the post-test had two extra questions com-
pared to the pre-test (and since the extra questions were more demanding) the time reserved for
answering the questions was 30 minutes.

Each question in the pre- and post-tests was analyzed in the scale of 0 to 10. Zero points meant
that the answer was totally wrong, and each point advanced meant the increase of 10 percent in
the correctness of the answer. The total maximum in the pre-test was 30 points and in the post-
test 50 points.

Results

Effectiveness of ViLLE
In this section we present results to research question related to the independent variable of using
ViLLE. The treatment group used ViLLE in the lab session while the control group didn’t use it
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at all. There were 32 students in the treatment group and 40 students in the control group. The groups were randomly formed.

**Previous knowledge**

Table 1 presents the results from pre-test for the treatment and the control group. The table includes averages, standard deviations (in parenthesis) and p-values obtained from two-tailed t-test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control (n = 40)</th>
<th>Treatment (n = 32)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>5.20 (2.67)</td>
<td>6.19 (2.46)</td>
<td>0.111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>2.70 (3.53)</td>
<td>2.13 (3.53)</td>
<td>0.494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>2.68 (4.15)</td>
<td>2.09 (3.88)</td>
<td>0.546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>10.58 (8.64)</td>
<td>10.41 (7.18)</td>
<td>0.930</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no statistically significant differences between groups in any pre-test questions. In absolute scale, the control group outperformed treatment group in Q2 and Q3, while the treatment group achieved more points in Q1.

As stated earlier, students were advised to familiarize themselves with ViLLÉ’s interface before the test; 20 students in the control group and 19 students in the treatment group reported having done this. There were no statistically significant differences inside or between the groups in pre-test results related to ViLLÉ’s previous usage.

**Previous programming experience**

We also asked about students’ previous programming experience and divided the treatment group and the control group based on this covariant (previous programming experience). The question’s scale was from 0 to 4. Based on this gathered data we computed a new discrete (boolean) 0,1-variable for previous programming experience; 0 is equal to no previous programming experience (NPE) and all the other values were counted for some previous experience (SPE). Tables 2 and 3 present the pre-test results between following groups: 1) treatment and NPE vs. control and NPE 2) treatment and SPE vs. control and SPE, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control (n = 23)</th>
<th>Treatment (n = 20)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>4.17 (2.39)</td>
<td>5.60 (2.33)</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1.22 (1.78)</td>
<td>1.00 (2.22)</td>
<td>0.724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>1.00 (2.86)</td>
<td>1.65 (3.62)</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.39 (4.68)</td>
<td>8.25 (5.44)</td>
<td>0.235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Pre-test results of students with some previous programming experience (SPE)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control (n = 17)</th>
<th>Treatment (n = 12)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>6.59 (2.53)</td>
<td>7.17 (2.76)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>4.71 (4.31)</td>
<td>4.00 (4.51)</td>
<td>0.673</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>4.94 (4.62)</td>
<td>2.83 (4.36)</td>
<td>0.226</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>16.24 (9.63)</td>
<td>14.00 (8.48)</td>
<td>0.524</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no statistically significant differences between the treatment and control groups. Notice that in Q1 in Table 2, the seemingly significant p-value (0.041) does not indicate a statistically significant difference, because there were three questions in the pre-test and thus the p-value should be three times smaller (Bonferroni correction). Based on the data from the Tables 1, 2, and 3, we conclude that there is no difference between the control and the treatment group while comparing the pre-test data with or without the previous experience of programming.

Post-test results

The post-test included all the questions presented in the pre-test, with two additional questions. Table 4 presents statistics for the control group and the treatment group. In the first column (question) there is a correspondent pre-test question label. The table includes averages, standard deviations (in parenthesis) and p-values obtained from two-tailed t-test for each question. In addition, there are total points of shared questions (pre- and post-test), total points (post-test), differences between each question in the pre- and post-test and total difference.

We also calculated Cronbach’s alpha reliability values for pre- and post-test questions. The results (pre-test $\alpha = 0.667$ and post-test $\alpha = 0.831$) indicate high reliability.

Table 4: Post-test results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control (n = 40)</th>
<th>Treatment (n = 32)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PQ1 (Q1)</td>
<td>6.30 (2.81)</td>
<td>6.13 (2.69)</td>
<td>0.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ2 (Q2)</td>
<td>5.10 (4.35)</td>
<td>5.50 (4.50)</td>
<td>0.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>6.28 (3.75)</td>
<td>5.88 (3.75)</td>
<td>0.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ4 (Q3)</td>
<td>6.15 (4.56)</td>
<td>6.50 (4.42)</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ5</td>
<td>7.05 (3.78)</td>
<td>6.69 (4.08)</td>
<td>0.698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (shared)</td>
<td>17.55 (9.08)</td>
<td>18.13 (8.81)</td>
<td>0.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (all)</td>
<td>30.88 (15.20)</td>
<td>30.69 (15.08)</td>
<td>0.959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ1</td>
<td>1.10 (2.60)</td>
<td>-0.06 (2.81)</td>
<td>0.073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ2</td>
<td>2.40 (3.30)</td>
<td>3.38 (4.02)</td>
<td>0.262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ4</td>
<td>3.48 (4.81)</td>
<td>4.41 (4.53)</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diff</td>
<td>6.98 (6.81)</td>
<td>7.72 (6.76)</td>
<td>0.646</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When comparing the shared questions in the pre- and post-test, we see that in absolute scale the control group outperformed the treatment group in PQ1 while the treatment group did better in PQ2 and PQ3. The better performance in PQ1 is related to the fact that achieved points were quite high in treatment group in pre-test. Still, the differences are too small to reject the null hypothesis. Similarly to the pre-test, the previous usage of ViLLE as a factor didn’t reveal any statistically significant differences, either inside or between the groups.

The same statistics calculated with the previous programming experience taken into account are shown in Tables 5 and 6. (‘*’-character indicates non-equal variances)

**Table 5: Post-test results with NPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control (n = 23)</th>
<th>Treatment (n = 20)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PQ1 (Q1)</td>
<td>5.74 (2.78)</td>
<td>5.90 (2.86)</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ2 (Q2)</td>
<td>3.39 (3.97)</td>
<td>4.70 (4.58)</td>
<td>0.321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>5.30 (4.06)</td>
<td>5.05 (3.65)</td>
<td>0.831</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ4 (Q3)</td>
<td>5.22 (4.83)</td>
<td>6.00 (4.71)</td>
<td>0.595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ5</td>
<td>6.09 (4.09)</td>
<td>6.05 (4.20)</td>
<td>0.977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (shared)</td>
<td>14.35 (8.27)</td>
<td>16.60 (9.29)</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (all)</td>
<td>25.74 (14.44)</td>
<td>27.70 (15.49)</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ1</td>
<td>1.57 (2.48)</td>
<td>0.30 (2.62)</td>
<td>0.113*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ2</td>
<td>2.17 (3.07)</td>
<td>3.70 (4.38)</td>
<td>0.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ4</td>
<td>4.22 (4.73)</td>
<td>4.35 (4.73)</td>
<td>0.927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diff</td>
<td>7.96 (5.80)</td>
<td>8.35 (7.98)</td>
<td>0.853</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6: Post-test results with SPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control (n = 17)</th>
<th>Treatment (n = 12)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PQ1 (Q1)</td>
<td>7.06 (2.75)</td>
<td>6.50 (2.43)</td>
<td>0.577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ2 (Q2)</td>
<td>7.41 (3.81)</td>
<td>6.83 (4.22)</td>
<td>0.703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>7.59 (2.90)</td>
<td>7.25 (3.65)</td>
<td>0.783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ4 (Q3)</td>
<td>7.41 (3.94)</td>
<td>7.33 (3.94)</td>
<td>0.958*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ5</td>
<td>8.35 (2.96)</td>
<td>7.75 (3.82)</td>
<td>0.635</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (shared)</td>
<td>21.88 (8.51)</td>
<td>20.67 (7.64)</td>
<td>0.696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (all)</td>
<td>37.82 (13.68)</td>
<td>35.67 (13.53)</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ1</td>
<td>0.47 (2.70)</td>
<td>-0.67 (3.11)</td>
<td>0.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ2</td>
<td>2.71 (3.65)</td>
<td>2.83 (3.46)</td>
<td>0.925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ4</td>
<td>2.47 (4.87)</td>
<td>4.50 (4.38)</td>
<td>0.252*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diff</td>
<td>5.65 (7.98)</td>
<td>6.67 (4.14)</td>
<td>0.689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As seen in Tables 5 and 6, the previous programming experience had no statistically significant effect. The previous statistics are summarized in Table 7, including the averages from the pre-test, post-test, differences and p-values for the treatment group, the control group, treatment with NPE (TNPE), treatment with SPE (TSPE), control with NPE (CNPE), and control with SPE (CSPE). The p-value is obtained by comparing total points from the pre- and post-test in shared questions with a pair-wise t-test.

**Table 7: Pre- and post-test results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Control (C)</th>
<th>Treatment (T)</th>
<th>CNPE</th>
<th>CSPE</th>
<th>TNPE</th>
<th>TSPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>10.58</td>
<td>10.41</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td>16.24</td>
<td>8.25</td>
<td>14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>17.55</td>
<td>18.13</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>21.88</td>
<td>16.60</td>
<td>20.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diff</td>
<td>6.98</td>
<td>7.72</td>
<td>7.96</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p-value</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistics in the table 7 confirm that learning occurred in both groups, and there was a statistically very significant difference between pre- and post-test results (p ≤ 0.01) in all groups.

Based on the data presented, we can not fully reject our null hypothesis, which was that ViLLE does not aid the learning of basic programming concepts. The absolute values and the difference between CSPE and TSPE groups, however, indicate that there is a trend towards treatment group, suggesting that ViLLE might have a positive effect on students’ learning.

**Novices vs. Experienced**

The other research question was, whether the effect of ViLLE is the same for novices and experienced students. The null hypothesis was that there is no difference between novices and experienced students. The treatment and control groups were both divided into two groups based on the previous programming experience. In contrast to the first research question, the students’ results were compared inside the group, rather than between the groups.

**Previous knowledge**

The results from the pre-test are compared between novices (NPE) and experienced (SPE) in the control group (Table 8) and the treatment group (Table 9). Tables include averages, standard deviations (in parenthesis) and p-values obtained from two-tailed t-test for each question separately and for total number of points acquired in the pre-test.

**Table 8: Pre-test scores for CNPE and CSPE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Control and NPE (n = 20)</th>
<th>Control and SPE (n = 12)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>4.17 (2.33)</td>
<td>6.59 (2.53)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1.22 (1.78)</td>
<td>4.71 (4.31)</td>
<td>0.005*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>1.00 (2.86)</td>
<td>4.94 (4.62)</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.39 (4.68)</td>
<td>16.24 (9.63)</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9: Pre-test scores for TNPE and TSPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Treatment and NPE (n = 20)</th>
<th>Treatment and SPE (n = 12)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>5.60 (2.11)</td>
<td>7.17 (2.76)</td>
<td>0.107*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>1.00 (2.22)</td>
<td>4.00 (4.51)</td>
<td>0.049*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>1.65 (3.62)</td>
<td>2.83 (4.34)</td>
<td>0.414</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8.25 (5.44)</td>
<td>14.00 (8.48)</td>
<td>0.051*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We can see that there is a statistically very significant difference between CNPE and CSPE. The difference between TNPE and TSPE is also statistically significant (t (30) = -2.11, p = 0.051). Thus, we conclude that there is statistically significant difference between NPE and SPE in both groups.

Post-test results

Table 10 presents statistics between CNPE and CSPE and Table 11 between TNPE and TSPE. In the first column the correspondent pre-test question label is shown in parenthesis. The tables include averages, standard deviations (in parenthesis), and p-values obtained from two-tailed t-test for each question. In addition, the total points of shared questions (pre- and post-test), total points (post-test), differences between each question in the pre- and post-test, and the total difference in shared questions are displayed.

Table 10: Post-test scores for CNPE and CSPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>CNPE (n = 23)</th>
<th>CSPE (n = 17)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PQ1 (Q1)</td>
<td>5.74 (2.78)</td>
<td>7.06 (2.75)</td>
<td>0.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ2 (Q2)</td>
<td>3.39 (3.97)</td>
<td>7.41 (3.81)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>5.30 (4.06)</td>
<td>7.59 (2.90)</td>
<td>0.045*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ4 (Q3)</td>
<td>5.22 (4.83)</td>
<td>7.41 (3.94)</td>
<td>0.122*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ5</td>
<td>6.09 (4.09)</td>
<td>8.35 (2.96)</td>
<td>0.049*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (shared)</td>
<td>14.35 (8.27)</td>
<td>21.88 (8.51)</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (all)</td>
<td>25.74 (14.44)</td>
<td>37.82 (13.68)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ1</td>
<td>1.57 (2.48)</td>
<td>0.47 (2.70)</td>
<td>0.198*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ2</td>
<td>2.17 (3.07)</td>
<td>2.71 (3.65)</td>
<td>0.620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ4</td>
<td>4.22 (4.73)</td>
<td>2.47 (4.87)</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diff</td>
<td>7.96 (5.80)</td>
<td>5.65 (7.98)</td>
<td>0.295</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10 shows that there is a statistically very significant difference between CNPE and CSPE in the post-test scores. The same phenomenon was observed also in the pre-test. As shown in Table 7, learning occurred both in CNPE (p < 0.01) and CSPE (p < 0.05). Yet, a very significant difference remains between CNPE and CSPE in shared questions (p = 0.008), and there also is a very significant difference (p = 0.011) in the total points in the post-test.
### Table 11: Post-test scores for TNPE and TSPE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>TNPE (n = 20)</th>
<th>TSPE (n = 12)</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PQ1 (Q1)</td>
<td>5.90 (2.86)</td>
<td>6.50 (2.43)</td>
<td>0.533*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ2 (Q2)</td>
<td>4.70 (4.58)</td>
<td>6.83 (4.22)</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ3</td>
<td>5.05 (3.65)</td>
<td>7.25 (3.65)</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ4 (Q3)</td>
<td>6.00 (4.71)</td>
<td>7.33 (3.94)</td>
<td>0.418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PQ5</td>
<td>6.05 (4.20)</td>
<td>7.75 (3.82)</td>
<td>0.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (shared)</td>
<td>16.60 (9.29)</td>
<td>20.67 (7.64)</td>
<td>0.212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (all)</td>
<td>27.70 (15.49)</td>
<td>35.67 (13.53)</td>
<td>0.151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ1</td>
<td>0.30 (2.62)</td>
<td>-0.67 (3.11)</td>
<td>0.354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ2</td>
<td>3.70 (4.38)</td>
<td>2.83 (3.46)</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff PQ4</td>
<td>4.35 (4.73)</td>
<td>4.50 (4.38)</td>
<td>0.929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total diff</td>
<td>8.35 (7.98)</td>
<td>6.67 (4.14)</td>
<td>0.439*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As seen in Table 9, the difference between TNPE and TSPE in the pre-test was statistically significant (p = 0.051). In the post-test, however, there was no statistically significant difference in any of the questions, in total points, or in differences in the shared questions (see Table 11). Therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected, and we can conclude that ViLLE is more beneficial for the novice students than for the experienced ones.

### Discussion

The evaluation of our research results was studied in two separate cases. In the first case we compared the learning results of the treatment and the control group. The control group used only a textual programming tutorial, while the treatment group using the same material could in addition execute the examples with ViLLE.

In the first research question we compared learning results between control and treatment groups. We found no statistically significant difference between the groups, and thus we can not reject the null hypothesis. Similarly we found no difference in results between genders, between students' that had used ViLLE before the research, or students’ with no earlier experience with ViLLE.

In absolute scale, the results favoured the treatment group, indicating that ViLLE might have a positive effect on students’ learning. However, the differences were too small in order to get statistically significant results. One reason for that might be that the treatment group’s students were coping with a heavier cognitive load (see Chandler & Sweller, 1996) due to the fact that they used ViLLE in addition to the textual material. This load was even heavier for those who hadn’t used ViLLE beforehand. We believe that the cognitive load combined with the short learning session was the primary reason for not achieving statistically significant results between treatment and control groups. Another reason might be the low count of participants (n=32 in treatment group; n=40 in control group) as well as the short duration of the experiment. However, there was a significant (at 0.01 level) medium correlation (0.452) between the post-test and the final exam scores. Hence, the results of the two hour session seem to somewhat predict the outcome of the whole course.
In the second research question, we compared the students’ learning performance inside both groups when previous programming experience was taken into account. The treatment group was divided into two groups: one with no previous programming experience (TNPE) and the other with some previous programming experience (TSPE). In the pre-test, the difference between the groups was statistically significant \((p = 0.051)\). In the post-test, on the other hand, there was no statistically significant difference at all. So, there is solid evidence that ViLLE is more beneficial to novices, and thus we can reject the null hypothesis. The control group was divided identically to CNPE and CSPE. There was a statistically very significant difference between these groups both in the pre- and post-test, which was opposite to TNPE vs. TSPE. Hence, it seems that ViLLE has a substantial effect on narrowing the gap between novices and more experienced students. The learners’ short exposure to the tool makes the result even more remarkable.

With these findings combined, it seems that ViLLE enhances students’ learning of basic programming concepts. ViLLE proved to be particularly beneficial for novice students, effectively evening out the differences caused by previous programming experience.

**Conclusions**

We conducted an experiment focusing on program visualization’s effectiveness on learning basic programming concepts. We utilized the ViLLE tool in the first programming course at the University of Turku. We found evidence that program visualization, more specifically the ViLLE tool, enhances students’ learning regardless of previous programming experience. Moreover, it seems that the tool benefits novice learners more than learners with some previous experience. The differences between the novices and more experienced learners disappeared in the treatment group during a very short training period. In the future, we plan to carry out a study in which ViLLE is used throughout the course and evaluate its individual features separately.
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THE IMPACT OF PRIOR EXPERIENCE IN USING A VISUALIZATION TOOL ON LEARNING TO PROGRAM

Mikko-Jussi Laakso, Teemu Rajala, Erkki Kaila and Tapio Salakoski
University of Turku, Turku Centre for Computer Science (TUCS)
Turku, Finland

ABSTRACT
Programming is typically hard for novices. Program visualization is one method suggested for aiding the learning process. However, it is important that the tools used in visualizing programs are used correctly. To reduce the users’ cognitive load of learning to use the tool, they should be properly familiarized with it beforehand. We conducted a research on the effects of cognitive load in using a program visualization tool called ViLLE. The treatment group was familiar with the tool, while the control group used the tool for the first time. The results indicate that the students with previous experience with the tool learned significantly better. Therefore we conclude that to get the most benefit of a visualization tool, the students should be advised to use it effectively.

KEYWORDS
Program visualization, cognitive load, learning to program.

1. INTRODUCTION
Writing a computer program is a cognitively demanding task. Learners need to adapt new ways of thinking when learning to program, but as Eckerdal et al. (2005) report, students have hard time describing what is meant by ‘programming thinking’. According to multi-national studies published in recent years students also have problems in writing (McCracken et al., 2001) and reading (Lister et al., 2004) programs as well as in designing software (Tenenberg et al., 2005). Clearly something should be done to improve the outcome of programming studies.

Visualization has been used as a method in assisting learners in understanding the behavior of programs and algorithms. Over the years many visualization tools that use graphical components in clarifying the execution of programs and changes in program states have been developed. However, the results on their effectiveness in learning programming have been mixed (Hundhausen et al., 2002). One reason for not getting positive effects on using a visualization tool might be the effects of additional cognitive load required in learning to use the tool correctly.

The purpose of visualizations is to facilitate the learning task, in other words to transfer some of the cognitive load to learner’s perceptual system (Robertson et al., 1991). However, for novices it is often hard to determine which parts of the visualization are important and relevant, and in what states of the visualization (Ben-Ari, 2001). The relevant parts should of course be highlighted by the visualization tool itself, but that still doesn’t ensure that learner knows how to interpret those visualizations. As Petre (1995) has noted: “The question is not ‘Is a picture worth a thousand words?’; but ‘Does a given picture convey the same thousand words to all viewers?’” Thus, when using a visualization tool, one should clearly teach how to use the tool and what is the purpose of its different visualization components. When studying the effectiveness of a visualization tool, and especially when the study is conducted in a single short training session, one should ensure that the students participating in the study know how the visualizations work. A short tutorial session on how to use the tool correctly before such studies should even out the cognitive load of control and treatment groups at the beginning of the study.

ViLLE is a program visualization tool developed at the University of Turku and its main focus is on teaching programming basics to novice programmers (Rajala et al. 2007). ViLLE has an extendable support for multiple programming languages, which enables simultaneous visualization of programs with two
different languages. The visualization itself consists of highlighting the progress of execution, showing the states of variables during the execution both graphically and textually, displaying the call stack of methods and showing automatically generated textual descriptions of each event in the program. Learners can be engaged with interactive pop-up questions, which can be created with the tool’s built-in editor.

In this paper we present a research conducted in two consecutive high school programming courses in fall 2007 and spring 2008. The purpose of this research was to find out what kind of effects cognitive load has on learning programming with a program visualization tool. The students in both courses took part in a two hour computer lab session, where they practiced basic programming concepts with the ViLLE tool. The difference between the courses was that the spring 2008 course was familiar with the tool’s interface and it’s usage before the session. Thus, we tried to find evidence that by minimizing the additional cognitive load caused by a visualization tool, students can better focus on learning the programming concepts. This evidence would then show that it is essential to familiarize learners with a visualization tool before studying the effectiveness of such tools.

This paper has the following structure. In section 2 we present some previous studies on visualization’s effectiveness. The ViLLE tool and its features are described shortly in section 3. The setting of our research is presented in section 4, and in section 5 we report its results. Those results are then discussed in section 6, and finally conclusions are presented in section 7.

2. RELATED WORK

Jeliot 3 is a program visualization system used in tracing the execution of Java programs. Ben-Bassat Levy et al. (2002) conducted a research on its effectiveness and found out that animations improved the learning of students with difficulties understanding the abstract models. JIVE (Gestwicki & Jayaraman 2002) is a program visualization tool which visualizes object structure and method calls. According to Gestwicki and Jayaraman it has proven itself as a practical tool for visualization and debugging. Other program visualization tools include e.g. BlueJ (Kölling et al. 2003), JavaVis (Oeschle & Schmitt 2002) and ALVIS LIVE! (Hundhausen & Brown 2007). Notable algorithm visualization systems include e.g. JHAVE (Grissom et al. 2003), BALSA-II (Brown 1988) and TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al. 2004).

Previous experiments on effectiveness of visualization include e.g. Stasko et al. (1993), Crosby and Stelovsky (1995), Byrne et al. (1999), Kann et al. (1997) and Hansen et al. (2000). These all had somewhat similar setup to our experiment, including the pre- and post-tests. However, although there might be mentions about the previous usage of the system researched (see e.g. Ebel and Ben-Ari, 2006) the effects of cognitive load on learning the system are usually not taken into account. Naps et al. (2003) suggest that the easiness of system’s usage should be one instrument for evaluating a visualization system. The effects to the learning outcome are however rarely measured. More about cognitive load in learning to use a computer program can be found for example in Chandler & Sweller (1996) and cognitive load in general in Mayer (2001).

3. VIILLE

ViLLE is a program visualization tool for teaching programming to novice programmers. It can visualize programs in various programming languages, and by defining new syntaxes with the built-in editor, the user can easily extend the language support. ViLLE also includes a predefined set of programming examples, which cover various programming concepts. The user can add new examples to the tool or modify the existing ones. The examples can be exported from the tool and published in the web, so that the students can use them at any time and place. Additionally, ViLLE provides tools for creating multiple-choice and array related pop-up questions.
The visualization view of ViLLE (Figure 1) consists of three areas. The left side of the view contains the program code, buttons for controlling the visualization and a drop-down menu for choosing the programming language in use. The right side of the view displays the call stack, which shows the order of method calls, the local variables, and the progress of the execution in methods. The call stack can be replaced with a variable visualization area, which presents arrays and matrices graphically. Additionally, the user can choose to view the execution in a parallel mode, in which the right side of the view displays the program code similarly to the left side, thus enabling the user to follow the execution in two different languages simultaneously. The fields at the bottom of the view show an automatically generated explanation of the current program line and the output of the program. The slider below them visualizes the progress of the execution and allows the user to easily move to any state of the execution.

The main idea of ViLLE is to provide a language-independent and thus a more abstract view on programming. The built-in support for multiple languages enables simultaneous viewing of the program visualization in two different languages in parallel, which should help students in understanding the similarity between various programming concepts in imperative programming languages. The purpose of this is to demonstrate the importance of understanding how the programming concepts actually work in contrast to just learning some specific issues related to the syntax of programming languages. For more detailed information on ViLLE, see Rajala et al. (2007).

We have previously studied the effectiveness of ViLLE (Rajala et al. 2008). The results showed that ViLLE significantly enhances the learning of novice students in a single learning session. In the other study (Kaila et al. 2008) we studied the effects of ViLLE in different levels of the engagement taxonomy (see Naps et al 2002). The results showed that ViLLE is most useful for students with no previous experience that used it in higher levels of engagement. This paper however focuses on the differences in effects of ViLLE for students with or without previous experience of the system.
4. RESEARCH

We conducted a research on ViLLE’s effectiveness in learning programming basics at the High School of Kupittaa, Turku, Finland in fall 2007 and in spring 2008. The research was carried out in two consecutive instances of the first programming course. In the third week of both courses, a two hour computer lab session was organized where students rehearsed basic programming concepts with ViLLE. The session included a pre- and post-test, which were used to measure students’ learning. The difference between the two student groups was that the spring 2008 course was familiarized with the tool’s user interface and usage before the two hour session. With this setting we tried to find evidence that by minimizing the additional cognitive load caused by the visualization tool, students should be able to focus more on learning the programming concepts instead of the tool’s user interface and graphical notation.

4.1 Method

We carried out a research which was between-subject design with pre-test and post-test (dependent-variable). We had one between-subject factor (independent variable): the previous usage of ViLLE. Our research question was: “Does the previous usage of the tool affect the learning outcome?” The null hypothesis was that the previous usage of the tool has no effect on learning.

4.2 Materials

To determine the level of programming knowledge before using ViLLE, a pre-test was used. The test consisted of three questions. In each question the students were asked to determine the output of a given program code. In the first question the program code contained three consecutive conditional statements. The students were supposed to track down the executed blocks and their effects on the values of variables. In the second question the students were presented a loop in which the values of two variables were changed and printed. The third question included a loop in which a function was called. The function returned the given parameter affected differently based on its original value. The time reserved for answering the pre-test was 15 minutes.

After completing the pre-test the students used a previously prepared programming tutorial, which was presented as a web page. Tutorial consisted of basic programming concepts, including variable usage and manipulation, conditional statements, loops, and function definitions and calls. Each topic was covered with a brief description and examples. The students could visualize the execution of examples with ViLLE by selecting a link attached to them. Additionally, the students were asked to write down the output of each example to ensure that they really went through the entire tutorial. The time reserved for using the tutorial was 45 minutes.

After the tutorial a post-test was arranged to measure the actual learning outcome. In addition to the pre-test questions, there was an additional question, in which the students were asked to fill in the blanks in a given program code; the resulted program was supposed to output all even numbers between 2 and 24. The time reserved for answering the post-test was 30 minutes.

4.3 Participants

The participants were students from the high school of Kupittaa, which focuses on teaching information technology and media, and offer a discrete program for students interested in those fields. In fall 2007, the course included 17 students (the control group). The students were divided into two identical sessions; 11 participants in the first session and 6 participants in the second session. In spring 2008 the student count was 7 (the treatment group). The course was the first programming course in the curriculum for every student.

The difference between the groups was that the control group had no previous information of the visualization tool other than a brief glimpse of the user interface shown by the course instructor before the practice session, whereas the treatment group had gone through a tutorial of the tool.
4.4 Procedure

The study was performed during the first programming course. The sessions were arranged at the beginning of each course. Each session started with the students taking the pre-test independently. The time reserved for answering was 15 minutes.

After the pre-test the students used the programming tutorial for 45 minutes. The students were advised to use ViLLE to visualize the execution of the programming examples. After the instructions the students worked independently during the whole session: they were allowed to ask for assistance only if they encountered any technical difficulties.

After the programming tutorial session the students answered to the post-test in 30 minutes. The extra time was arranged because the additional question in the post-test was considered to be more demanding than the questions in the pre-test.

Each question in the pre- and post-tests were analyzed in the scale of 0 to 10. Zero points meant that the answer was totally wrong, and each point advanced meant an increase of 10 percent in the correctness. The total maximums were 30 points for the pre-test, and 40 points for the post-test.

5. RESULTS

In this section we present the result of our research related to the independent variable of previous usage of the ViLLE tool. The results were analyzed with a two-tailed and pair-wise t-test, and Kolmogorov-Smirnov -test was used to check the distributions of the gathered data. In addition, Levene’s test was used to calculate variances for all statistics to determine if the data holds equal or non-equal variances.

5.1 Pre-test

The pre-test results are presented in the table 1. The means and standard deviations for each question are shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th>Question 3</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (N=17)</td>
<td>5.06 (2.49)</td>
<td>1.41 (2.32)</td>
<td>0.65 (0.79)</td>
<td>7.12 (4.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (N=7)</td>
<td>5.57 (4.32)</td>
<td>1.86 (3.67)</td>
<td>2.00 (3.56)</td>
<td>9.43 (8.50)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As the table shows, the treatment group outperformed the control group in each individual question and in total points. There was no statistical significant difference between the treatment and control group in any single question or in total points. To confirm the similarity of the groups, we also looked at the participants’ math and introductory CS course grades. Table 2 presents the means and standard deviations of the grades. We couldn’t include the math grades of five students in the control group, since they didn’t take the course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Math grade</th>
<th>CS grade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>6.75 (1.60)</td>
<td>7.94 (1.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>7.67 (2.25)</td>
<td>8.57 (1.62)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was no statistical difference between groups in either grade. In absolute scale the differences were less than one point in favor of the treatment group.
5.2 Post-test

The post-test results are presented for the treatment and control group in table 2. The first three questions were exactly the same as in pre-test. Since there was an additional question (PQ4) in the post-test, the table includes the total points of the pre-test and the total points of the shared questions (PQ1, PQ2 and PQ3).

Table 3. Averages and standard deviations (in parenthesis) of post-test results for the treatment and control group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>PQ1</th>
<th>PQ2</th>
<th>PQ3</th>
<th>Total shared</th>
<th>PQ4</th>
<th>Total all</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (N=17)</td>
<td>6.53 (2.45)</td>
<td>3.88 (3.74)</td>
<td>2.18 (3.03)</td>
<td>12.59 (5.94)</td>
<td>4.35 (3.55)</td>
<td>16.94 (8.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (N=7)</td>
<td>7.71 (4.07)</td>
<td>6.71 (4.35)</td>
<td>5.14 (3.81)</td>
<td>19.57 (10.33)</td>
<td>6.86 (3.44)</td>
<td>26.43 (12.96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 3 we notice that the treatment group outperformed the control group in all questions and the difference in absolute scale is greater than in pre-test. However, both groups improved their results in all shared questions in the post-test. Pair wise t-test between the pre-test total and post-test total shared inside the groups confirmed that learning took place during the setup in both groups, and the differences were statistically very significant (Control group: t(16) = -4.52, p < 0.01, Treatment group: t(6) = -3.85, p < 0.01). Additionally, we can see that the difference between groups was greatest in the more demanding questions (PQ2, PQ3 and PQ4).

Table 3 presents the statistical differences between the groups in pre-test total points and post-test total points in shared questions and in all questions.

Table 4. Pre- and post-test total scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pre-test total (avg)</th>
<th>Post-test total shared (avg)</th>
<th>Post-test total all (avg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control (N=17)</td>
<td>7.12</td>
<td>12.59</td>
<td>16.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment (N=7)</td>
<td>9.43</td>
<td>19.57</td>
<td>26.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-test value (two-tailed)</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was no statistically significant difference between the groups in pre-test. However, the treatment group performed statistically significantly better in the post-test both in the total shared (t (22) = -2.10, p < 0.05) and in total all (t (22) = -2.14, p < 0.05). The reliability of the post-test questions was high (α = 0.748). Thus, we can reject our null hypothesis which was that the previous usage of the tool has no effect on learning, and conclude that the previous usage of the tool significantly enhances the learning performance of students.

6. DISCUSSION

As the results show, the treatment group outperformed the control group in the post-test. This supports our hypothesis about the effect of cognitive load in using a visualization system. The distinctive factor between the groups was that the treatment group was familiar with the tool and the different visualization views before the session. Hence, it seems that instead of learning to use the tool, the treatment group could focus solely on learning the subjects presented. Based on the statistical analysis of the results, the answer to our research question is that the previous usage has a positive effect on the learning outcome, and thus the null hypothesis can be rejected. This supports the argument by Ben-Ari (2001) that the novice users don’t necessarily understand the purpose of different visualizations.

We found evidence that in general the math grade correlated with the test scores: those with higher math grade performed better in pre- and post-test. This supports the findings of Moskal et al. (2004) and Butcher & Muth (1985). The CS course’s grades correlate only with the post-test scores; because of this, and since the course was an introductory course, and not related to programming, we assume that the CS grades reflect the students’ motivation.
There are some additional factors that might affect the differences in the learning results between the groups. Firstly, the group sizes were quite small. Secondly, the difference in math grades between the groups – although not statistically significant – can have an effect on the results. However, substantial learning occurred in both groups. This supports our previous findings (see Rajala et al., 2008) and confirms that ViLLE can be used effectively to teach basic programming concepts.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We conducted a research on the effects of prior usage of the tool when using it to learn basic programming concepts. The results indicate that the students who are familiar with the tool beforehand seem to benefit more from it than students using it the first time. Because the effect seems to be so significant, the prior experience should be taken into account when studying the effectiveness of such tools; to our knowledge studies about visualization’s effectiveness seem to ignore this or not report it. In general, teachers should introduce the tool properly to students before the actual usage to ensure that the students can focus on learning. This is especially important when conducting studies where the duration of the experiment is short (see also Laakso et al. 2008).
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